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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores the use of the sonnet in twentieth-century poetry. In it, I dispel
the notion that the rise of Modernism resulted in the disuse of poetic forms such as the sonnet
during the period. I also analyze sonnets by two specific schools, the Harlem Renaissance and

the Confessionals, to demonstrate the importance of the form throughout the century. The project
pursues the question of how poets in the twentieth century continued the formal tradition. I
conclude that twentieth-century sonneteers rejected Modernism’s call for free verse, marking
their allegiance to tradition at a time when it was being heavily challenged. This paper thus
contributes to the discussion of how formal poetry responded to the attacks on it by Modernists
and what those responses mean for our understanding of the century’s contribution to the larger
history of formal poetry. The assumption that Modernism represents the dominant literary
aesthetic of the twentieth century has characterized the period as hostile to formal poetry, but the
large number of formal poems written during the century does not support this notion. “The
Sonnet in Twentieth-Century America” connects the modern poetics to a formal tradition that it
has often been said to leave behind, thus rethinking the period’s contribution to the history of
formal poetry.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The twentieth century saw the continuation of a tradition that stretches back to the advent of
Modern English: the sonnet tradition. As recent sonnet anthologies such as The Making of a
Sonnet: A Norton Anthology, The Oxford Book of the Sonnet, and The Penguin Book of the
Sonnet show, poets composed sonnets during this century with frequency, and the Library of
America’s anthology American Sonnet: An Anthology proves the inclusion of American verse in
this endeavor. As the following chapters of this project will demonstrate, twentieth-century
American sonneteers participated in the sonnet tradition in complex ways and for a variety of
purposes. The fact that sonnets were produced throughout the century is one manifestation of the
way that poets of this period both participated in and extended the larger tradition of formal
poetry in English. Reading twentieth-century sonnets with that tradition in mind will result in the
creation of fruitful and robust scholarship that reflects these poems’ depth.
Twentieth-century sonnets have not always received such critical attention. Although
anthologies such as those above prove that poets produced sonnets during this time, a high
volume of criticism concerning these sonnets does not exist. Herbert S. Donow’s exhaustive
work The Sonnet in England and America: A Bibliography of Criticism, for instance, includes no
secondary materials written after the turn of the twentieth-century. Donow explains that “the
sonnet . . . has gradually ceased to attract critics as a special topic” and that the secondary
literature that does treat the sonnet during this time period contributes at best “marginally” to the
general discussion of the sonnet, adding that these works seem to merely “mention poems that
happen to be sonnets” (xii). “We may,” he speculates, “be witnessing the assimilation of the
sonnet” (xii). That critical gap reflects long-accepted narrative of the ascent of Modernism and
its dispatching of formal poetry, which I will challenge in the first chapter of my project. Two
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later schools of sonneteering, which will form the subject matter of the project’s other two
chapters, embody the kind of subversive approach to English poetry’s most important form that
occurred during the twentieth-century: the Harlem Renaissance and the Confessional poets.
My first chapter examines the relationship between literary Modernism and poetic form.
Chapter One begins by addressing two of the most important questions asked by modernist
scholars: what is Modernism and when did it begin and end? After reviewing what critics have
said on the subject, I outline the major aspect of Modernism relevant for my own project, its
antipathy to form, which many have tabbed as one of the movement’s few consistently present
features. I also set the chronological parameters for my own discussion of the movement, the
first half of the twentieth century, with the first three decades as Modernism’s peak years. After
that, I follow the work of Leonard Diepeveen in his book The Difficulties of Modernism, in
which he identifies a binary of “difficult” vs. “simple” works in the twentieth century. This
binary associates experimental modernist texts with “difficulty” and non-modernist texts, such as
formal poetry, on the side of “simplicity.” Difficult Modernism, Diepeveen convincingly argues,
prevailed over simplicity during the mid-century professionalization of literary studies. This
resulted in what Pericles Lewis calls “the victory of free verse” (5) in which Modernism
supplanted formal poetry, leaving writers after the 1930s predisposed to compose unrhymed,
unmetered verse.
Or so many critics have claimed. Lewis is not alone in arguing that the composition of
formal poetry waned after this “victory,” and critics have tended to view the century through the
lens of Modernism. This view has resulted, however, in the scholarly gap described above, as
formal poetry continued to be written with frequency and volume that undermines statements
like that of Lewis. Using the sonnet, arguably the form par excellence in English, as a specific
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marker for the composition of formal poetry, I demonstrate that, in utilizing this form, a
significant number of twentieth-century American poets participated in the formal tradition. The
lack of scholarship concerning the century’s formal poetry has come not from the absence of
poems that fit within that tradition but from a distorted critical approach, one that emphasizes the
century’s body of free verse poetry and fails to appropriately treatment its body of formal poetry.
To demonstrate that Modernist poetics and traditionalist poetics compete with one
another during this period, I turn my focus to one writer from each side of Diepeveen’s binary:
H.D. as the so-called “difficult” poet; Sara Teasdale as the representative of “simplicity.” I
describe H.D. and Teasdale as participants in the ongoing contest between Modernism and
formal poetry. To better illustrate how this contests manifests on the page, I show how these two
poets both engaged with one specific subject, the figure of Sappho, and how their respective
engagements with this subject matter produced poetry that characterized their respective sides of
the difficulty/simplicity binary. Their work results in a “battle” for the figure of Sappho, a
conflict in which both H.D. and Teasdale sought to claim an affiliation with Greek antiquity as
the property of their respective poetic camps. I perform a comparative close reading of H.D.’s
“Oread” and Teasdale’s “To Sappho I,” two poems that enact this competition for the figure of
Sappho and illustrate these poets’ allegiance to their respective approaches poetic form.
In Chapter Two, I begin by examining the sonnet’s importance to the group of writers
who made up what critics now call the Harlem Renaissance. As with my discussion of
Modernism, I begin by reviewing what Harlem Renaissance scholars have said about what the
movement was and when it occurred. I date the movement from 1917 to the middle of the 1950s.
These chronological boundaries established, I move toward defining the movement. I see the
Harlem Renaissance as an attempt to create an African-American literary tradition on the basis of
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something other than the repudiation of slavery and segregation. I take up William Stanley
Braithwaite’s categorization of the generation of writers that included James Weldon Johnson
and W.E.B. Du Bois in “the Age of Discussion” and the subsequent generation of writers that
made up the Harlem Renaissance in “the Age of Expression.” This latter group, I contend, found
themselves without a true literary tradition on which to build. Harlem Renaissance writers sought
to establish a literary tradition on which future African-American writers could build and did so
in part by composing sonnets.
This drive, I argue, was one of the only uniting elements of the movement. The Harlem
Renaissance was extremely heterogenous. Its constituents did not agree on how poets should
approach their poetry (the issue of race included) or what kind of poetry they should write. Using
Langston Hughes and Countee Cullen as representative figures, I show how members of this
movement held to antipodal poetics. I position Hughes and Cullen against one another, laying
out Hughes’ stance that African-American writers should write about the African-American
experience and Cullen’s stance that African-American writers should have the freedom, already
allotted to white writers, to write about anything they chose. These competing views manifested
themselves on the formal level, with Hughes calling for the creation of new forms specific to
African-Americans and Cullen calling for the right to use the same forms that white poets had
used for centuries, the sonnet included. After summarizing Hughes’ and Cullen’s respective
poetics, I illustrate how these approaches result in the creation of poems that, while falling under
the umbrella of the Harlem Renaissance, look very different from one another. I hone in on
Cullen’s sonnets in order to enhance my larger discussion of the use of the form in the twentieth
century, reading the poems “To Endymion” and “Sonnet.”
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I then go beyond the traditional Hughes/Cullen binary, troubling the idea that these two
competing approaches represented the only ways that Harlem Renaissance writers thought about
their works. I stress the heterogeneity of the movement, which has only recently received critical
attention and then ask why all of these writers used the sonnet at some point. Having already
explained how such a move makes sense for Cullen, I turn to Melvin Tolson, a writer whose
approach to his own work was defined by hybridity. I read the “African” sonnets in Tolson’s first
book, particularly “The Blindness of Scorn” and “The Big Game Hunter,” with an eye on how
the poems reflect his poetics and fit within the Harlem Renaissance movement. The chapter ends
with a discussion of Alice Dunbar-Nelson. I describe the unique position occupied by female
writers of the Harlem Renaissance, explaining that they took on the extra role of establishing a
female strand of African-American literature in a poetic world still dominated, for every race, by
men. I readings of two Dunbar-Nelson poems, “Violets” and “Little Roads,” I follow the same
strategy used in the discussion of Cullen and Tolson, identifying Dunbar-Nelson’s individual
poetics, indicating how it addressed the goal of the Harlem Renaissance (and the sub-goal of its
female writers), and showing how her poems reflect these approaches and aspirations.
Chapter Three, which explores the mid-century movement known as Confessional
poetics, follows a similar trajectory. I begin by defining the movement itself and identifying its
participants: W.D. Snodgrass, Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath, John Berryman, and Anne Sexton. I
focus, as many scholars of Confessional poetry have, on the seemingly transparent nature of the
Confessional poem, which often leads readers to see them as pure autobiographies. Scholars
have spent much time troubling this approach because it does not accurately reflect the content
of the poems or the way the poets spoke about them. Confessional poems deliberately mix fact
and fiction. This results in a poetics that is not autobiographical but psychoautobiographical; the
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Confessional poem does not aim to record the speaker’s lived experience so much as the psychic
contours of an emotional experience. Following the general stance of Confessional critics, I see
the primary motivation for these poems as self-therapy. The experiences that Confessional
poems treats are traumatic, and the Confessional poet writes them to work through that trauma.
Thus, these poems record the psychological experience of re-visiting trauma with the goal of
self-healing.
I then turn to two aspects of the movement that demarcate it from the extant tradition of
the lyric poems that take the speaker’s emotional experience as their subject matter. First, I
outline the movement’s tendency toward hyper-specificity of detail. The “nakedness” that
defines the Confessional comes from a heightened intimacy about the poets’ real lives.
Confessional poems include names, dates, and even addresses. This makes sense given the
psychoautobiographical nature of the Confessional poetics. In addition, Confessional poets
proved themselves willing to discuss issues previously regarded as inappropriate or indecorous,
including the second feature of Confessional poetry that represents its break-through: the
readiness of the poets to speak of their own mental illnesses. All of the Confessional poets
discussed in chapter three suffered from mental illness, which accounts for the drive toward selftherapy that motivates the writing of the Confessional poem.
This leads one naturally to wonder why all of the Confessional poets rely on form, the
sonnet in particular. I follow critics such as Karl Malkoff and Charles Thornbury in arguing that
Confessional poets employed form in their poetry to reign in the chaotic nature of a selfexploration that takes on traumatic experiences. As Thornbury remarks, form “allows [these
poets] to have it both ways: [they] at once mime chaos and hold it at bay” (xl). All of the
Confessional poets used the sonnet to accomplish this task.
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Given the hyper-specificity of the Confessional poetics, it makes sense to read the poems
of a Confessional poets individually. I begin with I begin with Anne Sexton and her sonnet
sequence “The Angels of the Love Affair.” Sexton had a unique relationship with the
psychoautobiographical approach, which she employed both in her poetry and in her real life.
Using Diane Wood Middlebrook’s definitive biography, I show how Sexton fictionalized her
own life in order to work through her trauma. I discuss the possibility that she may have used a
sonnet sequence to imagine the pivotal traumatic moment of her life, her father’s sexual abuse of
her during her childhood. Like Middlebrook, I see a significant relationship between this event
and Sexton’s entire corpus. I use the extremity of Sexton’s mixing of fact and fiction, extending
as it did into her real life, in my reading of two sonnets from her sequence, “Angel of Clean
Sheets” and “Angel of Blizzards and Blackouts.” Both sonnets display all the defining traits of
the Confessional poetics and reveal the tug-of-war between the irrational Confessional speaker
(made so by his or her mental illness) and the “rationality” of the sonnet form.
This tug-of-war also occurs in Robert Lowell’s book-length sonnet sequence The
Dolphin, which I discuss next. I see The Dolphin as one of the most radical manifestations of the
heightened intimacy and psychological detail that defines the Confessional movement. Lowell’s
book includes lengthy selections from letters written to him by his wife Elizabeth Hardwick
during the process of their divorce. Despite her explicit request not to use the letters as material
for his poems (and despite opposition from many of his friends), Lowell decided to use them
anyway. In doing so, he stretches the Confessional poetics to its limits. Certainly, Hardwick (and
Lowell’s newfound lover Caroline Blackwood, the book’s eponymous dolphin) had always
functioned, like Chris, as a character in Lowell’s dramatis personae of self-exploration.
However, Lowell gives the reader even more access to his private affairs than Berryman or
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Sexton have. Lowell also makes another move in this sequence to which others raised objections
and which puts on display his commitment to the Confessional poetics: he doctors Hardwick’s
letters, cutting things out of them or adding things to them when he sees fit. This makes sense
given the tendency of Confessional poetry to mix fact and fiction. Just as Sexton edits or invents
things from her past, so too does Lowell edit or invent parts of Hardwick’s letters, and, because
Hardwick occupies only a dramatic position in The Dolphin in the staging of Lowell’s process of
self-healing, he does so completely in line with the psychoautobiographical approach. I read two
poems about Lowell’s institutionalization in a mental hospital, “Shoes” and “Voices,” to
examine on a local level the global aspects of The Dolphin that reflect his commitment to this
Confessional mode. Discussing poems explicitly about mental illness itself, a move I also make
in my sections on Sexton and Berryman, makes the advantages of using the rationality of the
sonnet form to speak about the irrationality of mental illness more clear.
Sonnets to Chris, John Berryman’s book-length sonnet sequence, which I discuss next.
Although ostensibly a love sonnet sequence, Berryman’s poems actually revolve around himself
and his process of self-healing, not Chris, the titular beloved. Berryman wrote the sequence as an
act of therapy rather than a declaration of love, and so Chris takes the place of a player in the
dramatis personae of the drama of his psychological self-exploration. I read “Sonnet 79” and
“Sonnet 107” from this angle, looking at on how they fit into this therapeutic process with an
added focus on the way they investigate Berryman’s mental illness. As always, I consider how
the formal restrictions of the sonnet allow Berryman to simultaneously “mime” chaos and to
“hold it bay.” In poems like these two by Berryman, the sonnet form allows the poet to engage in
the process of working through traumatic events without losing him/herself to that trauma. The
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formal restraints of the sonnet keep the inner chaos at bay, providing a structure for these psychic
explorations that prevents the self from fracturing or disintegrating.
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2 CHAPTER ONE: MODERNISM VS. THE SONNET

Now that the twentieth century is drawing to a close, we can truly begin to write the
history of modernism. Until the present, modernism has been allowed to write its own
history.
Leon Surette, The Birth of Modernism

Now, almost a century later, it can be said with certainty that literary Modernism
happened and that its impact was significant. Beyond that, accounts vary greatly. Questions
about when Modernism begins and ends, its definition, and who counts as a modernist occupy a
significant place in studies of the movement. All of these questions must be addressed in order to
understand Modernism’s relationship to the sonnet, as well as the question of how the rise of
Modernism resulted in the decline of sonnet criticism despite the fact that it did not result in the
decline of sonnet-writing.
Dating Modernism has proven difficult work for scholars of the period. Douglas Mao
argues that “in spite of numerous revisionist histories,” Modernism “continues to mean both a
period of anywhere from three to six decades in the history of the arts” (23). Although unwilling
to create hard barriers, Jean-Michel Rabate locates Modernism’s peak in the second and third
decades of the twentieth century (2). For some, the range is much larger. Jeffrey Hart sees
Modernism “beginning in Paris during the 1880s,” but he tabs a novel published in 2004 as “a
late modernist novel” (158). As the range continues to grow, some, like Rabate, have grown
anxious that it has spread too far: “it seems today that Modernism has absorbed most of the
twentieth century, that it goes back deep into the nineteenth century, and that is has moreover
swallowed postmodernism” (11).
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Dating Modernism proves difficult in part because of the complexity of the narrative of
Modernism’s rise and fall, particularly its relationship to postmodernism, the dating of which
prove no less difficult. Vivian Liska calls one popular narrative, which sees Modernism’s
downfall in relation to New Criticism, a “well-known story.” In this narrative, New Criticism
“fixed, tamed, and stabilized Modernism,” and the next generation of critics found within
Modernism oppressive ideologies and constructed a “postmodern paradigm” based on an
understanding of “conservative Modernism” (80). According to Liska, that postmodern turn then
precipitated “a large-scale defense of Modernism” against claims of its “ethical and ideological
emptiness and irresponsibility,” a response that is “still with us today” (80) in its attempts to read
the values of postmodernism “back into Modernism” (81). “There are certainly those who do not
hesitate to affirm” that Modernism has ended, Liska notes, “pointing out that the central
Modernist literary works have become ’modern classics,’ and that Modernism [has] moved into
the family room of the Bildungsburger and now [belongs] to tradition” (80). Malcolm Bradbury,
linking as Liska does the idea of Modernism as a thing in the past with the canonization of
Modernist works, says that it now seems “possible to look back on it all and see it as something
over, something complete” because “the avant garde [has] become traditional itself” (282).
Not everyone concedes that the reign of Modernism has ended, however. Gabriel
Josipovic represents a line of thinking about Modernism that sees it as still existing, resisting
“the temptation” to confine Modernism to even the years 1850-1950 and instead arguing that the
movement cannot be either “clearly defined” or “put behind us,” as can be movements such as
Impressionism (11). He sees Modernism as still and always with us, an unending entity. A
critical consensus about the dating of Modernism seems unlikely in the near future. For the
purposes of this study, I have chosen to fix Modernism, following Mao, Rabate and others,
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within the first half of the twentieth century, with its peak years during the first three decades,
although I recognize the strengths of arguments for the “Modernisms” of the late nineteenth and
late twentieth centuries.
In the chapter that follows, I begin by outlining the theoretical parameters of literary
Modernism. Doing so requires a thorough discussion of the difficulty/simplicity binary proposed
by Leonard Diepeveen, which groups twentieth-century literature into competing categories that
place “difficult” modernist texts on one side and “simple” texts, including those that participated
in the formal tradition, on the other. Because modernist experimentation “won” the battle
between difficulty and simplicity, formal texts have received comparatively inadequate attention,
and this is on full display in the lack of scholarly attention paid to the century’s contribution to
the sonnet tradition. Not only were sonnets written in scores during the twentieth century, but
they were written by many of the period’s major poets, including poets who declared themselves
Modernists. Recognizing this deepens critical understanding of the century’s poetic output. By
examining why poets in the period wrote sonnets and investigating those sonnets themselves, this
chapter recovers a picture of how modernist poetics joined and extended the formal tradition,
rather than simply breaking away from it.
2.1 Defining Modernism
Dating Modernism has caused trouble for scholars, but defining it has proven so
complicated that the act of doing so occupies a central space in Modernist criticism. If a
consensus about the dating of Modernism is unlikely, then a consensus about what Modernism
actually is seems impossible, despite, or perhaps because, many modernist writers devoted
considerable energy to outlining their approaches to literature. Modernism was a movement, if it
can be called a movement, that made big claims for itself. According to Malcom Bradbury, “It
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has indeed changed our sense of art and our view of life for good” (21). Bradbury believes that
Modernism represents “the name we have come to give to that major transformation of the forms
. . . it has utterly reconstructed our artistic tradition,” including “our sense of form” and
“upturned . . . the entire verse-tradition in the English language” (5). “Modernism presented
itself as the end,” according to Leon Surette, “the conclusion—even the fulfillment—of history”
(3). Claims about the importance of Modernism often came (and still come) by way of
positioning the movement against what came before, employing an old/new dichotomy. With the
rise of this “great fracture that went through the modern arts . . . the old sentimental and romantic
poetry [died] . . . while the new arts of energy and ambiguity, of anxiety and extremity, suddenly
acquired a greater and newer reality” (16). T. S. Eliot’s “continual extinction of personality”
functions here as the idea by which “Modernism inaugurated a reversal of values which
emphasized . . . anarchic rupture and innovation rather than conventional appeals of sentimental
language” (Clark 1). Modernism “is the idea of the ‘tradition of the new’—the belief that the
time has come for the arts to break more or less entirely with the past, and assert their
connections to the present and above all the future . . . breaking free from the frozen structures of
the past” (Bradbury 4). For James Clifford, Modernism “attacks the familiar,” resulting in an
‘irruption.’” (21). Diepeveen sees in Modernist texts “not a peculiar property that they all share,
but a reading process” (212), extending (or even re-distributing) the power to confer the status of
“being modernist” to texts to the reader him/herself. Mao claims that Modernism represents “a
very specific body of texts showing certain common preoccupations, impulses, and qualities.”
This highlights a problematic assumption about the status of Modernism vs. other (re: formal)
poetry being written at the same time, Mao argues, because “the consequence of this double duty
of the term, of course, has been to suggest that writing outside this body is somehow not ‘of’ its
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time, or is behind the times,” which results in the creation of “a restricted canon not through an
appeal to aesthetic value but through an implicit and highly questionable pronouncement on
texts’ mode of being” (23).
Here one can see scholars working to define what exactly Modernism is and what it
hopes to accomplish, but these definitions stand as only a few among many. Pinning down
exactly what Modernism means as a poetics, hermeneutic, or movement represents one of the
great challenges of twentieth century criticism. Part of the problem is that, as Bradbury argues,
Modernism was a “movement which was really many movements” because “though there was
self-evidently a Modern movement, it meant many things” (15). Modernism “was never single
nor coherent, for the ideas came from many sources, moved in many directions, and produced
many versions of new art.” (Bradbury 282-83). In addition, “writers themselves almost never
called themselves ‘Modernists,’ and they were often in dispute with one another” (282-283).
Modernism, Peter Nicholls claims, has come “to be presented as a sort of monolithic ideological
formation . . . the one-dimensional view of Modernism” (vii). This “Modernism presided over by
Pound and Eliot,” despite being “one among several” is “arguably still the hegemonic one”
(167), “an antagonistic art that would save history from being dissolved into mere style” (252).
Eliot’s The Waste Land entertains “no fantasy of the ‘absolutely’ modern,” Nicholls argues, no
“’absolutely’ new appearing over the corpse of the old” (253).
However, critics have generally agreed upon certain aspects of Modernism, and one of
these is Modernism’s antipathy toward form. Eric Bulson claims that “in every case, there was
an idea that traditional forms of art were not capable of representing experience in the modern
world” (55-56) because Modernist poetics “is intimately connected with the work’s difficulty,
deriving, as it does, from a formal complexity within itself that cannot be immediately digested
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or understood” (61). A. Clutton-Brock wrote in 1922 that contemporary poetry (i.e. Modernist
poetry) “seems to be freed from the past altogether, expressing itself in vers libre. Formal poetry,
we are told, is dead; and it is possible now to write poetry only in vers libre” (633). Even
Astradur Eysteinsson, whose excellent book The Concept of Modernism concerns itself with the
inconsistencies that characterize Modernist studies, is willing, despite much reservation, to offer
what he considers “the principal characteristic of modernism”: “the rage against tradition” (8).
This “self-conscious break with tradition” he sees “as the hallmark of modernism” (52). After all,
he says, Modernism constitutes “a major revolt . . . against the prevalent literary and aesthetic
traditions of the Western world” (3) and “signals a dialectical opposition to what is not
functionally ‘modern,’ namely, ‘tradition’” (38). Eysteinsson observes that, “in the early decades
of the [twentieth] century, avant-garde [re: modernist] spokesmen relentlessly declared prevalent
and dominant forms of literature and art to be dead and buried” (104). The sonnet would,
according to these views, have perished by the 1930s.
Other critics agree that Modernism opposed itself explicitly to the formal tradition, the
sonnet included. Malkoff calls Modernism a system in which “value judgments will
automatically favor ‘invented structure,’” de-emphasizing forms like the sonnet (80). Michael
Levenson has noted that Modernism involved “the recurrent act of fragmenting unities” and has
named “lyric form” among them, leading Modernists to ask the question, “How long should a
poem be?” (3). Obviously, the sonnet offers an answer to that question, and modernist poets were
not satisfied with it. Marianne Dekoven counts among the “salient formal features of Modernism
. . . a breaking away from . . . conventions of form” (175). Pal Peppis identifies “free verse” as
one of Modernist poetry’s “key forms,” adding that poems that are “rhymed and in metre” are
not “particularly modernist” (45). Peppis speaks particularly of the sonnet, the employment of
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which implicitly “declines the pyrotechnic experimentalism of most canonical modernist poets”
(45). Sharon Lynette Jones reinforces the idea of Modernism as anti-form by saying that Countee
Cullen, a Harlem Renaissance sonneteer, “differ[s] from other modernist poets due to his
adherence to traditional forms” (203). “The true artist,” Modernism argued, “discovers rather
than imposes forms” (Mao 23). “Everything needed to change,” including “the relationship
between form and content” (Bradbury 4) because “the old forms had to be dismantled,
undermined and perhaps reconstructed” (7). This required inaugurating “new verse forms which
sought a fresh freedom of the line and expression” (15).
All of these critics share “the silent (or not so silent) assumption that modernism is the
dominant literary mode of the century” (Eysteinsson 72). In other words, the Modernist project
was concerned with breaking from the traditions embodied in extant aesthetic forms, what Leech
calls “modernism’s dramatic break from the past” (4), and the focus on Modernism in
scholarship has resulted in the codification of that break. John Barth argues, in a seminal
postmodern manifesto, that Modernism was the “predominant aesthetic of Western literature . . .
in the first half of this century” (67). Malkoff rightly calls this notion “a critical commonplace,”
and, in a move that manifests the exact fears that Paul Hoover identifies, terms the influence of
poets such as Pound and Eliot an “orthodoxy” (4). This has “resulted in the secure position
modernist poetry currently occupies in academic syllabuses” (Harding 227), a position not
always afforded to non- or anti-Modernist writers of the period. Modernism is thus understood as
“the great tradition that lies closest to us . . . the tradition of the new” (Bradbury 24). Because
Modernism is defined first and foremost as an antipathy to conventional forms, and because of
its the prominence in studies of early twentieth-century American poetry, formal poetry written
in those decades has not often received adequate critical treatment. But we need not ignore
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Modernism’s importance in order to properly integrate discussion of formal poetry into the larger
conversation about the century’s poetic achievement. Indeed, Modernism cannot be ignored.
Rather, this larger discussion must begin to account for the continuation of the formal tradition
through that century, in part via the sonnet.
Diepeveen, in his excellent study The Difficulties of Modernism, lays out in detail the
narrative of how Modernism achieved its victory over formal poetry. He claims that the
following ideas about Modernism were already assumed to be true as of the early 1950s: that
Modernist poetry was difficult, that its opposition was simple (re: formal poetry), that everyone
involved in the difficulty debate on both sides “claimed the moral high ground,” and, most
importantly, that this debate had already ended and that “difficulty had triumphed” over
simplicity (x). Diepeveen uses “difficulty” here to mean the aspect of Modernist texts that create
“a barrier to what one normally expected to receive from a text, such as its logical meaning, its
emotional expression, or its pleasure” (x). Hart echoes this language when he says that
Modernism “was usually characterized by heightened originality of form, often by difficulty”
and that this “difficulty repelled many readers, but it had the effect of forcing attentive readers to
engage with the work of literature in a cooperative way to create an island of coherence” (3).
Difficulty’s opposite is simplicity, which has as its “central affects” aspects such as
“purity, pleasure, authenticity, sincerity, [and] directness” (186). The sonnet and its practitioners
fall into the simple half of this difficulty/simplicity binary, which has been reinforced by the
“nearly unanimous literary-historical consensus that would divide poetry into two warring camps
. . . traditionalist and avant-garde” (Izenberg 1). Modernism represented “the claiming of
intellectual allegiances, the formation of coteries that are either inclusive or exclusive”
(Gambrell 22), with formal poetry on the outside.
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In explaining how Modernism “won” the battle with simplicity, Diepeveen claims that “a
big part of the answer can be found in simplicity’s inherent weakness as argument” (183). The
problem was not “that critics who championed simplicity . . . needed ‘no critical apparatus’ when
they discussed simple literature,” it was that “they couldn’t produce one” (185). The “central
effects” of simplicity mentioned above
could not be supported with evidence; at best they could be advocated only with a silent
gesture to the texts themselves. One could not point to specific moments in a text and
discuss at length why, at this point, the text was particularly simple, or inspired, or
pleasurable. Readers could only quote the text, note its affect (that they, for example,
experienced pleasure in the presence of these lines), and register what was not present at
these moments. In short, the simple claims for what made great literature were inherently
unverifiable. (185)
This alone may not have spelled doom for “simple” poetry had it not been coupled with another
significant move made by Modernism, the professionalization of literary analysis. “Professions,”
Diepeveen says, succeeded in general in the twentieth century “to a large degree because they
convincingly described themselves as addressing an important problem that the general public
was unable to solve; they effectively responded to a crisis” (96). This did not just coincide with
but in fact produced the rise of English departments in the mid-twentieth century, a move made
possible “by convincing general readers that literature was undergoing a crisis only
professionalism could resolve, a crisis on whose resolution depended the very survival of
literature as a serious enterprise” (107). Only difficult texts created such a crisis, and so only they
needed the analysis of experts. Because simple texts had already existed prior to the twentieth
century, it stood to reason that the continuation of the formal tradition did not constitute a crisis.
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In contrast, “Make it new” Modernism billed itself as an unprecedented poetic approach created
to solve an unprecedented socio-cultural phenomenon: “Difficulty was a common frame for
readers’ discussions about what was different and new about Modernism” (17). According to
Bradbury, “literary form was often broken,” and so free verse in poetry” now became a
“persistent convention” that took on “a new attitude to form and to life itself” (19). In the
increasingly professionalist world of literary criticism, simple poetry began to lose ground
because “simplicity could not justify itself as an impetus for academic study; it couldn’t do close
reading.” Most damningly, “the poem does not, under [simplicity’s] aesthetic, need to be
analyzed or interpreted—what academics today, in a telling phrase, call read” (Diepeveen 185186).
This resulted in a real problem for formal poetry because, as Diepeveen notes, difficultyinclined professional literary critics had now gained decisive control over the construction of the
twentieth-century poetic canon. If “simplicity was doomed as an argument, and a form of art,
that could be central to a canon based on interpretation and evidentiary arguments” (185), and if
“a writer’s place in the canon” depends on “the difficulty of his or her work” (xi), then simple
poetry would have a difficult time making its way into the canon. As a result, “by the 1950s, a
fairly impermeable canon of high Modernism had been established in the university curriculum,”
with difficulty “claiming privileged status to speak about the early twentieth century” (xiv). This
“ascendancy” of difficulty caused “great swaths of other texts [to drop] out of sight” (155). As
Paul Hoover claims, this focus on Modernism manifests “the risk . . . that the avant-garde [could]
become an institution with its own self-protective rituals” (Hoover xxv).
The creation of a canon based on difficulty has continued today because “Modernism’s
difficulty seized” not just the canon itself but also “the principles by which the canon was
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formed” (221). Difficulty led the charge to create English departments during the mid-twentieth
century and, as a result, difficulty-biased syllabi for the next generation of readers. Difficulty is
not just a way of creating texts but also a way of approaching them, both a poetics and a
hermeneutic, which accounts for the potential for later ascriptions of difficulty to formal poets in
an attempt to justify their place in the canon.1 This method of approaching texts remains a
foundational part of scholarship today, and the tools of the Modernist hermeneutic and method of
analysis, particularly its predilection for close reading, still affect how we approach poetry as
scholars because Modernism’s “shape and protocols continue to be ones we learn instinctively
and early” (221).
The difficulty/simplicity binary reads “tradition” as “formal poetry.” Because
“Modernism is still regarded by the overwhelming majority as on principle antitraditional—not
only by its adverse critics but by its proponents” (Brooks 69), the canonization of difficulty has
come with it an institutionalized attack on simplicity. When discussing Modernism, tradition
typically means “the history of formal poetry.” Consider, for instance, Irving Howe’s definition
of tradition:
At any given moment writers command an awareness of those past achievements which
seem likely to serve them as models to draw upon or deviate from. That, surely, is part of
what we mean by tradition: the shared assumptions among contemporaries as to which
formal and thematic possibilities are ‘available’ to them. (14)
Howe’s definition posits Modernism as anti-historical and thus antitraditional. This antihistorical
aspect of Modernism rejects a “history” that sees the story of the sonnet continuing unbroken
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See Diepeveen’s discussion of the process of canonizing Robert Frost as a difficult poet despite the fact that he

initially stood as an exemplar of the simple side of the simplicity/difficulty binary.
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through the first part of the twentieth-century. The twentieth-century sonneteer found him/herself
in a difficult position. Writing at the time of a “predominant aesthetic” that spurned the sonnet,
these authors found themselves situated both as reactionaries actively rejecting this aesthetic and
as poets participating in a genealogy of poetic that form that stretches back to the fifteenth
century.
These poets were certainly opponents of Modernism. Sonneteering now represented a
direct response to Modernism, a purposeful countering of the free verse Modernist aesthetic.
Malkoff contends that “the use of strictly formal verse . . . in our age has implications it never
had in the past” because it became “almost impossible now to use strict forms without a certain
amount of irony, or at least without a tremendous tension between what is and what ought to be,”
meaning that “the utter seriousness and security of form . . . is no longer available” to poets
writing during or after Modernism” (42). Because Modernism championed free verse as the
preeminent poetic structure, it placed the sonnet in tension with the literary world around it; one
could no longer compose a sonnet with the same degree of security because its integrity and
importance as a form had been questioned in a way that it never had before. If one composed a
sonnet, it would always stand in the shadow of Modernist free verse. Once Modernist
experimentation became the predominant poetic approach in America, these influential
Modernist poets discarded the sonnet as an outdated means of constructing a poem. Indeed, more
than just outdated, the sonnet represented the flag of the enemy, which accounts for William
Carlos Williams famously calling it a “fascist” form, one of the “surprisingly strong allegations
often heaped upon the sonnet” (Huang-Tiller 2), along with Gertrude Stein’s claim that the
sonnet was “intrinsically patriarchal” (2). For these reasons, Modernism “rejected the sonnet as a
relic of a stultified and oppressive tradition” (2) so that “anyone who uses the form is necessarily
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underwriting conformity and traditionalism, instead of challenging it” (4). Edward Hirsh and
Eavan Boland claim that the sonnet, the form of forms, proved an ideological tool: “The
twentieth-century turned out to be a proving ground for the sonnet. It had both its advocates and
detractors” (182).
But many twentieth-century sonneteers saw themselves as formal poets first and
opponents of Modernism second. Such authors focused more on their works’ relationship with
formal poetry written before Modernism than with its relationship with Modernism. Cullen, for
example, emphasized his connection to Keats throughout his poetry (particularly in “To John
Keats, Poet, at Spring Time”), and some have called him “the black Keats” (Jones 202). For
Cullen and others like him, rebutting Modernism did not constitute their chief concern when
composing sonnets. Rather, like those sonneteers before them, they had more invested in how
their sonnets fit into the sonnet tradition; Cullen, for example, primarily concerned himself with
using the sonnet to help form a new African-American literary tradition. The fact that sonnetwriting inherently placed these writers in opposition to Modernism did not necessarily determine
their decision to write sonnets.
Nearly all modernist poets composed at least one sonnet, which further complicates the
matter. Williams, for example, later recanted his polemic against the form and wrote a handful of
sonnets. There are ardent modernists who wrote sonnets,” Hirsch and Boland remind us, because
“in the twentieth-century, the sonnet’s appeal extends to traditionalists and experimentalists.
Tradition had to be summoned up, authorized, challenged, and invigorated. It is a touchstone and
a rallying cry” (182). In other words, sometimes anti-sonnet poets and sonneteering poets “were
one and the same” (182). As often the case for Modernists, “the tenets were far stricter than the
actual practice” (Schoenbach 72). Modernism’s practitioners did not have as straight-forward a
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relationship with literary tradition as Pound’s famous dictum “Make it new” would suggest.
Eliot’s “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” one of foundational texts for Modernism as an
approach to literature, envisions a Modernism with complicated connections to tradition. One
hardly sees a “Make it new” mentality in the second paragraph of the essay, when Eliot notes
that critics have a “tendency to insist, when we praise a poet, upon those aspects of his works in
which he least resembles anyone else. In these aspects we pretend to find what is individual, the
essence of the man” (1092). “We dwell with satisfaction,” Eliot continues, “upon the poet’s
difference from his predecessors” but that, if we “approach a poet without this prejudice we shall
often find that not only the best, but the most individual parts of his work may be those in which
the dead poets. his ancestors assert their importance most vigorously” (1092). For Eliot, “novelty
is better than repetition,” and a work that is not new “would therefore not be a work of art”
(1093). The relationship with tradition finds its intricacy in part because “what happens when a
new work of art is created is something that happens simultaneously to all the works of art which
preceded it . . . the whole existing order must be, if ever so slightly, altered”; the fact that “the
past should be altered by the present as much as the present is directed by the past” accounts for
“the conformity between the old and the new.” (1093). This represents an example of
Modernism’s “contradictory emphases on revolution and innovation, on the one hand, and on
allusion, renaissance, pattern, and recurrence, on the other,” demonstrating that “the past is
always relevant as a spiraling recurrence with slight changes or shifts in the present to ‘make it
new’” (Eide 323).
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2.2 The Battle for Sappho: H.D. vs. Sara Teasdale
Poets waged this battle between avant-garde modernisms versus traditional formalisms
alongside concurrent battles among Modernists as to what should replace formal conventions.
Just as writers such as Williams and T.S. Eliot fought with each other about what kind of poetry
poets should write, so too did they wage a larger war against writers such as Edwin Arlington
Robinson and Edna St. Vincent Millay about the relevance and efficacy of form. And, just as
Modernists fought for territory (such as imaginative materials or historical events) for each of
their individual poetics, they also fought against formal poets for such territory.
One can see this mad scramble to claim territory in innumerable specific relationships
between specific writers. To better illustrate the Modernism vs. formal poetry debate and to more
clearly outline how the battle between the two looked on the level of individual poems, I have
chosen one specific iteration of such conflicts, one battle for one piece of territory between two
specific poets. These represent purely arbitrary limitations, but I believe that, seen as
representative of the fight between Modernism and formal poetry writ large, such an examination
can bear worthy fruits. I have chosen the battle for the imaginative topos of Ancient Greece
between Hilda Doolittle (H.D.) and Sara Teasdale as it appears in the poems “Oread” and “To
Sappho I” with a specific emphasis on the poets’ use of the figure of Sappho.
In the first two decades of the twentieth century, both H.D. and Teasdale used their
respective poetic approaches to claim the figure of Sappho for their side of the
Modernism/formal poetry debate. Reading a characteristic poem by both women on the subject
of Sappho alongside of and against one another will show how, though they worked with the
same imaginative materials, the two poets end up composing radically different products.
Modernists. This is H.D.’s “Oread”:
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Whirl up, sea—
whirl your pointed pines,
splash your great pines
on our rocks,
hurl your green over us,
cover us with your pools of fir.
And this is Teasdale’s “To Sappho I“:
Impassioned singer of the happy time.
When all the world was waking into morn,
And dew still glistened on the tangled thorn,
And lingered on the branches of the lime —
Oh peerless singer of the golden rhyme,
Happy wert thou to live ere doubt was born —
Before the joy of life was half out-worn,
And nymphs and satyrs vanished from your clime.
Then maidens bearing parsley in their hands
Wound thro' the groves to where the goddess stands,
And mariners might sail for unknown lands
Past sea-clasped islands veiled in mystery —
And Venus still was shining from the sea,
And Ceres had not lost Persephone.
Obviously, these poems vary greatly in their composition. This stylistic difference is the point.
The Imagist movement revolved around the ways by which a poem should be constructed (i.e.
discarding the formal tradition), and, by writing sonnets and other formal poems, formal poets
made their own claims about such means. In the case of the poems that will be discussed below,
their subject matter forms a bridge between the chasm of methodologies that the
Modernism/formal poetry debate created. Looking more closely at two poems that work with the
same general materials but result in very different finished products will illumine both the
sameness and the difference of the practices of formal poets and Modernists.
In this case, the materials in question revolve around antiquity. Poets such as Teasdale,
Countee Cullen, and Audrey Wurdemann wrote sonnets about antiquity, which placed them in a
line of sonneteers who took up these materials that stretches back to the very beginning of the
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use of the sonnet in English itself. For example, Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, one of the
language’s earliest practitioners of the form, frequently used antiquity as a basis for his sonnets,
as can be seen in poems such as “In Cyprus springs, whereas dame Venus dwealt,” “Divers thy
death do diversely bemoan,” and “In the rude age, when knowledge was not rife.” For poets such
as Teasdale, references to antiquity firmly belonged to the formal tradition, the very Western
literary heritage that the Modernist dictum to “Make it new” seemed to wish to ignore or
obliterate.
Yet Ancient Greece also represented a site of importance to those same Modernists. Both
James Joyce’s Ulysess and T.S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land,” two foundational Modernist texts,
build their literary worlds on the grounds of antiquity. Eliot has Ancient Greece as one among
the many “fragments” that, when brought together, form his long poem, but the importance of
Tiresias to the poem shows the importance of hellenism to Eliot’s fractious response to the
chaotic world around him. Joyce’s novel has Ancient Greece at its very core. Joyce employed an
elaborate schema to compose Ulysses, superimposing the mundane story of the Stephen Dedalus’
day onto the grand adventure of Homer’s Odyssey. Although not every Modernist writer found
Ancient Greece a meaningful site for construction (Williams, characteristically, sought more
American soil), Modernists such as Joyce and Eliot claimed the territory for their side of the
form/anti-form debate. For these Modernists, Ancient Greece was a part of the Western literary
tradition worth transforming into Modernist literature. Modernism discarded certain portions of
the Western literary canon (often the Romantics and the Augustans) but kept other portions,
constructing what Ezra Pound called the “main line” of literary history. Antiquity frequently
remained among those portions kept. In fact, writers such as Eliot and T.E. Hulme saw
themselves as both continuing and re-forming a specific tradition of literature. When Eliot said
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that “the beginning of the twentieth century has witnessed a return to the ideals of classicism”
(3), he defined the Modernist project as a reiteration of the literature of antiquity, though these
new classical texts must necessarily be different formally than their predecessors. This modern
classicism spurred Modernist writers to use the themes and stories from classical literature under
the premise that their raw materials could be translated into Modernist writing. The “Make it
new” imperative became less about what to write than how to write about it. For these
Modernists, Ancient Greece proved viable for this kind of translation. In fact, writers such as
Hulme and Eliot saw classical literature and romantic literature as the literary tradition’s major
binary; for Eliot, the classicist mind is “the adult mind,” and the romantic mind “the immature”
(6). In this way, Modernism could be said to be a new version of that which was already present
in classical writing. Moreover, due to the fact that the romantic writing of the modern classicist
binary often referenced classical texts for its own purposes, Modernism tasked itself with saving
antiquity from “immature” treatments of it.
The fact that Joyce and Eliot claimed Ancient Greece for their own in these two
canonical Modernist texts raises an important question about which Ancient Greece constitutes
the one worth saving. Both Eliot and Joyce allude to Homer’s poetry in the aforementioned
works. Other Modernists, however, referenced other periods of Ancient Greece or other Ancient
Greek authors in their writing. In fact, many writers refused to be limited to one period or one
author. H.D. was one such writer. Eileen Gregory argues that H.D.’s “hellenism is not univocal
in its emphases. There is not one hellenism . . . but very many” (2). Gregory asserts that H.D.’s
classicism “is an obvious feature of her writing” and that “no other modern writer more
persistently engaged in classical literary exchange” (1).
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Sappho was especially important to H.D. Many critics describe H.D.’s relationship with
Sappho as one defined by a specific version of Sappho, a picture of an ancient poet whose work
and life emphasize women and sexual relationships among them. “Lesbian Sappho,” Gregory
says, “was one of H.D.’s principal Hellenic fictions,” which is why Sappho has “received more
attention than any other” classical poet in H.D.’s writing (148). Her poems both “’reaffirm’ and
‘renegotiate’ Sappho, mark[ing] lesbian ‘erotic’ space and time” (Johnson 73), an Ancient
Greece of Lesbian Sappho. In other words, H.D. was “an exemplary of Sapphic Modernism”
(Mackay 57). Diana Collecott goes so far as to declare that H.D.’s “entire oeuvre can be read as a
creative dialogue with Sappho” (3).
But, just as Ancient Greece itself was not the sole property of the Modernists, so too was
Sappho not the sole property of H.D. (or of Modernist female writers in general). Sara Teasdale,
firmly on the side of the formal tradition, also fought to use Sappho for her own works.
Teasdale’s relationship with antiquity did not manifest itself nearly as heterogeneously, mostly
limiting itself to Sappho. Sappho recurs more than other Greek figure in Teasdale’s poems, and
Teasdale named multiple sections in her books after her. If, as Carol Schoen claims, “Teasdale
worked within a small compass, dealing with a few themes and a limited range of images” (iii),
then the fact that she returns again and again to Sappho proves all the more meaningful,
suggesting that Teasdale saw Sappho as “the archetypal woman artist” (43). Margaret Haley
Carpenter has noted that Teasdale’s earlier works concern themselves especially with Sappho,
adding that Teasdale “felt a spiritual affinity with this lyricist of ancient times who sang of love
and beauty; the echoes of her fragmentary songs, blown down through the years, spoke
compellingly to Sara’s heart” (40).
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Teasdale’s poetry also engaged with the “fiction” of a “Lesbian Sappho.” Teasdale’s
poems addressed to women belie erotic affections. One would have difficulty seeing her poems
addressed to the actress Eleonora Duse, centered as they on the actress’ beauty, as purely
platonic. Rosemary Sprague views these poems as “a trifle over-imbued with schoolgirl ‘crush
beyond the school-girl age” (106). “To Eleonora Duse in The Dead City” demonstrates this in its
sestet, in which Teasdale remarks of the eponymous “crush,” who she argues must have existed
in Ancient Greece because of her many great qualities, that “Sappho’s hand has lingered in your
hand.”
I think your snowy tunic must have hung
As now your gown does—wave on wave a mass
Of woven water. As within a glass
I see your face when Homer's tales were sung.
Alcaeus kissed your mouth and found it sweet,
And Sappho's hand has lingered in your hand.
Teasdale repeats the image of Sappho’s hand lingering in the hand of another woman in
“Erinna,” a later blank verse poem in which the titular figure, a famous Greek female poet who
has been seen as a friend of Sappho’s, asks of the latter on her deathbed “Sappho, tell me this, /
was I not sometimes fair?”2

2

Carol Lynx has explored Teasdale’s relation to lesbianism at length in her article “The Strange Victory of Sara

Teasdale.” Interestingly, Teasdale explicitly rejected Sappho as a lesbian figure in her personal life. Carpenter says
that she “chose to disregard the erotic legends that have grown up around the poet’s name” (40), a statement that is
borne out in the memoir of Eunice Tietjens, associate editor of Poetry, in which he remarks that although Teasdale
was “passionately devoted to the poetry of Sappho…she chose not to believe the stories of her sexual aberrations
and held it a great pity that the memory of the greatest woman poet should be so smudged in the popular mind” (26).
Teasdale’s rejection of Sappho’s homosexuality could, when read in light of her own poetics, potentially be
circumvented by the idea that poetry expresses the author’s “emotional burden” independent of self-reflection.
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Both Teasdale and H.D. saw the figure of Sappho as important for their respective
imaginations and fertile material for their poetry. But their wildly different approaches to form
result in the composition of poems that, while similar in subject matter, end up looking entirely
different. The difference between “Oread” and “To Sappho I” shows how writers on either side
of the simplicity/difficulty debate employed their respective poetics to create different types of
poetry. In terms of subject matter, “Oread” and “To Sappho I” have much in common. However,
they approach the very act of creating a poem from radically different perspectives and engage in
this creative process for very different reasons.
2.3 H.D. and Form
H.D.’s use of form presents challenges because it changed drastically throughout her
career. H.D.’s early work, that of Sea Garden and The God, aligned her with the Imagist
movement. According to Polina Mackay, her early poetry exemplifies the principles of the
modernist practice of imagism” (52). “Exemplifies” is a telling word here; critics have often
viewed H.D. as the exemplary Imagist poet. Peter Booker and Scott Perril call her “the premier
imagist” (33), and Mackay says that Ezra Pound “had her skills in mind in envisioning imagism”
(55). H.D., in End to Torment, recounts what now can be marked as the beginning of the
movement. During a lunch meeting in 1912, Pound, after looking through some of her work,
“scrawled ‘H.D. Imagiste’ at the bottom of the page” (18). Pound claims in his 1918 essay “A
Retrospect” that it was in 1912 that he, H.D., and Richard Aldington agreed upon these three
principles:
1. Direct treatment of the “thing” whether subjective or objective.
2) To use absolutely no word that does not contribute to the presentation.
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3) As regarding rhythm: to compose in the sequence of the musical phrase, not in
sequence of a metronome. (30)
One must remember that not all Imagist poems aligned exactly with this formula. Stanley K.
Coffman has remarked that Imagism “is not easy to define” because “practice varied so greatly
among contributors to [Imagist] anthologies that it is necessary to describe a given poem not as
‘Imagist,’ but as Imagist in ‘the manner of’ a particular poet” (3). This awkward bit of phrasing
can be dispensed with, however, if one notes from the outset which version of “Imagism” one
refers to, which, in the case of the present discussion, is H.D.’s version of Imagism.
By the mid-1910s, H.D. had given up Imagism and begun “to create a strongly personal
voice, breaking out of the Imagist confines” (Martz xix). Her long 1921 work Hymen shows that,
while she had not relinquished Ancient Greece as a site for imaginative construction, she had
given up Imagism to pursue different poetic methodologies. This accounts for Gregory’s
statement that H.D.’s classicism “cannot be explained simply as a product . . . of modernist
poetics” (1).
H.D.’s Imagist phase constitutes the focus of the present study. Martz identifies how
H.D.’s approach to poetry during this stage in her career constituted a unique “combination of
Imagist principles with Greek myths and themes,” saying of her early poems, specifically
“Oread,” that using Ancient Greek as subject matter served to “focus her responses,” with Greek
mythology acting as a “channel” for the “surges that arose from the depths of her violently
responsive nature” (xii-xiv). Pound’s approbation of H.D.’s early poems resulted in him lauding
her in a letter to Harriet Monroe by declaring that her poems were “straight talk, straight as the
Greek!” Bringing Ancient Greece and Imagism together made for a difficult task; building on the
classical tradition with a new poetics required a skill that many did not possess. Collecot sees
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H.D. as “a craftswoman” in this regard, one “who builds significantly on literary heritage
(Sappho, ancient Greece) without ever losing sight of her own modernity” (27). This task clearly
held much importance to H.D. in her first two collections of poetry, Sea Garden and The God,
written contemporaneously with one another. The second of these collections, which contains
“Oread,” uses Ancient Greece as its primary subject matter; of the eleven poems in the book,
seven of them explicitly reference Ancient Greece.
“Oread” demonstrates that H.D was “greatly influenced by classical Greek poetry” (Gray
27) by making its speaker a female mountain nymph:
Whirl up, sea—
whirl your pointed pines,
splash your great pines
on our rocks,
hurl your green over us,
cover us with your pools of fir.
Seeing this nymphic speaker in the context of H.D.’s life-long artistic conversation with Sappho
(as Collecott would have it) provides a Sapphic context for the poem. Johnson notes that in this
poem H.D. refuses to “[enter] the male position to use female as muse,” instead choosing to
create “a symmetry of textuality with the earlier poet” (73). Going further, one may find cause
to see the poem as lesbian, as Jo Gill does, in that it “resists being understood from a
conventional (for which read heteronormative) position” (81).
In a very real sense, one can term the speaker in “Oread” a marginalized figure. An oread
is an unexpected speaking subject for a poem about Ancient Greece, as minor a character in the
larger dramatis personae of Greek mythology as there can be. Writings about oreads depict them
as mostly anonymous figures. The following descriptions of oreads, from Ovid and Virgil
respectively, are characteristic of general treatments of them:
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To watch [Arachnae’s] wondrous work the Nymphae would often leave their vine-clad
slopes of Tmolus. (Ovid 6.15)

By the banks of Eurotas or over the Cynthian slopes Diana [Artemis] foots the dance, and
a thousand Oreades following weave a constellation around that arrowy one, who in
grace of movement excels all goddesses. (Virgil 1.500)
These examples present oreads as groups of characters, in Virgil’s case numbering in the
thousands, without specific identities or roles. Writers of antiquity often treated oreads (and
nymphs in general) as collective groups rather than individuals. In these examples, it is the group
of oreads who act, not the individuals.
The oread in H.D.’s poem also presents as an anonymous figure, unnamed and
undescribed. Yet H.D.’s poem defies the classificatory marginalization of the speaker. With
Sappho ever-present as a background figure, H.D., to the surprise of the reader, empowers her
oread, having her command (or at least give commands to) the sea and forest before her. The
poem’s first line shows not a dainty nymph but a character who gives a booming command. In
demanding that the sea “whirl up,” H.D.’s oread goes outside the activities typically allotted to
oreads, who spent much of their time serving others, observing, and being observed.
In the same letter to Harriet Monroe about H.D.’s early poems referenced earlier, Pound
began using what would become a catchphrase for his disdain of Romantic poetry and its
devotees: “emotional slither.” “Oread” is an “exemplum” of a slitherless poem according to Gary
Burnett, who argues that it is “short, direct, definitely without ‘slither’” (3). In combating slithery
poems, Pound “used H.D.’s ‘Oread’ to illustrate his aesthetic of moving energies” (Collecott 95).
This makes sense, as “Oread” illustrates a poetics that, by way of its rapidly shifting imagery,
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clearly “prefers . . . kinesis to stasis” (Collecott 95).3 Shawn Alfrey concurs, arguing that in
“articulating the energy of exchange, not the stasis of superposition, the poem evokes a dialogic
encounter between [the sea and the oread]” (3).
Alfrey’s conclusion about the poem’s dialogic content identifies the point at which the
poem departs from what Burnett calls “classical Imagism.” “Oread,” Alfrey says, “is not a
description, but one part of a desired dialogue between two subjects” (3). Burnett believes that
the oread’s “very act of speech—by giving ‘advice’ to the sea—projects a consciousness,” and
this results in a “spreading of consciousness out from the poem’s center” (3). Susan Stanford
Friedman agrees that this makes this a poem “about consciousness, not the world of objects
external to consciousness” (56). The presence of the oread’s consciousness leads Burnett to
conclude that “Oread” is not the poem that either Pound or Imagism “[assume] it to be” (3).
Miranda Hickman has insisted that H.D. should be seen “as neither a revision nor a rejoinder” to
Pound’s Imagism “but rather as an alternative non-Poundian way of playing out the possibilities
of the repertoire of poetic techniques that have come to be encompassed by the Imagist moniker”
(37).
That H.D.’s poem includes the consciousness of a speaker has been seen as an “act of
Imagist ‘weakness’ . . . a mistake or failure of poetic nerve” (Burnett 3), but the presence of the
consciousness of a speaker is characteristic of most of H.D.’s early and supposedly Imagist
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poetry. Sea Garden and The God, her two Imagist volumes, contain thirty-seven poems
combined. Of those thirty-seven poems, H.D. wrote thirty-one of them in the first person,
indicated in all cases by the presence of a first-person pronoun. Nicholls claims that, although
H.D.’s early work “seems at first sight a perfect fulfilment of Pound’s criteria for Imagism . . .
when we look at these poems we more closely we find that their emotional register differs from
that of Pound and other Imagists in part because H.D. does not excise the poetic ‘I’” (198). If the
use of the first person in “Oread” causes the poem to fail to be Imagist, then it hardly seems
accurate to classify H.D. as an Imagist poet. In fact, the address at the beginning of “Oread,” in
which the speaker speaks directly to another entity, recurs in much of H.D.’s early poetry. Poems
such as “The Helmsman” (“O be swift”), “Hermonax” (“Gods of the sea . . . hear me”), and the
third section of “Huntress” (“O wind, rend open the heat”) begin, as with “Oread,” with the
speakers identified in the poems’ titles making similar commands to forces of nature.
Knowing that the presence of a first-person speaker with a consciousness represents a
common feature in H.D.’s Imagist phase, it becomes difficult to imagine how she came to be
seen as an “exemplum” of the movement if the existence of a speaker stands contrary to the
tenets of Imagism. Consider Pound’s most well-known Imagist poem, “In a Station of the
Metro”:
The apparition of these faces in the crowd;
Petals on a wet, black bough.
A similar H.D. poem, “Evening,” is one of the few poems in Sea Garden that does not have a
first-person speaker.
The light passes
from ridge to ridge,
from flower to flower—
the hepaticas, wide-spread
under the light
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grow faint—
the petals reach inward,
the blue tips bend
toward the bluer heart
and the flowers are lost.
The cornel-buds are still white,
but shadows dart
from the cornel-roots—
black creeps from root to root,
each leaf
cuts another leaf on the grass,
shadow seeks shadow,
then both leaf
and leaf-shadow are lost.
In both poems, the titles direct the reader to the image being described. In these poems, the
mandate to directly treat the thing manifests itself in the elision of a speaker (to the furthest
extent possible). The poet presents the image and gets out of the way. This leaves only the image
itself, unmediated by the poet who has presented it. For Pound, the image is one of a single
moment, the appearance of the ghostly faces of subway passengers, which he likens to wet
leaves. H.D. aims to depict a longer period of time, an entire evening, but she uses the same
means to do so, giving the reader only those things that occur, described in as few words as
possible, without commentary or expansion. The reader has only the fact that the faces in
Pound’s poems appear (and that they look like something else) or only the fact that “light passes”
and “both leaf / and leaf-shadow are lost” in H.D.’s poem, and nothing more. These poems
present as immediate and unfiltered access to the thing as possible. This seems to be the most
essential possible manifestation of the idea to directly treat the image and to get rid of everything
else.
Yet “Oread” does not attempt to accomplish the same thing, and this too is clear from its
title. Whereas both “In a Station of the Metro” and “Evening” direct the reader to the image
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being presented, “Oread” establishes the poem’s speaker, a fundamentally different use of the
title as a poetic device. Were “Oread” to be composed in the mode of “classical Imagism,” the
reader would expect for the poem to be a description of a wood nymph. Instead, the title of
“Oread” does not prepare the reader for a treatment of an oread but rather for a poem narrated by
one. If this surprises a reader who expects a “traditional” Imagist poem, it will not surprise a
reader familiar with H.D.’s poetry, for she used titles in this manner often.
How, then, does one account for H.D.’s status as an Imagist poet? In part, this
classification of her comes from the fact that, in addition to having a conceptual component,
Imagism also had a stylistic one. Two of the three rules of Imagism are stylistic ones: the second,
which concerns the economy of words (“To use absolutely no word that does not contribute to
the presentation”) and the third, which argues for the necessity of free verse in contrast to the
“metronome” of meter. Coffman calls these “certain characteristics of rhythm and style that
occur regularly in Imagist poems” (3). “Oread” satisfies both of these rules and so too satisfies
the expectations of the reader looking for an Imagist poem. It constitutes, like “In a Station of the
Metro” and “Evening,” a free verse poem with emotional slither.
Discerning how “Oread” does or does not satisfy the first rule of Imagism, the
movement’s conceptual mandate, demonstrates how radically the poem differs from Teasdale’s
“To Sappho I.” Although the poems clearly represent opposite sides of a stylistic divide, they
share a similar approach to their subjects. The poems have similar structures, both written
entirely as addresses from first-person speakers to a specific entity. Nothing in either poem exists
outside the bounds of these addresses. But, despite these similarities, H.D.’s poem clearly
attempts to accomplish something different than Teasdale’s. How does it do this?
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The answer, if it exists, must lie in an extended notion of what “things” Imagism can be
allowed to directly treat. Another popular poem from Pound’s Imagist phase, “L’Art, 1910,”
contains, like most of H.D.’s poetry, a first-person speaker who addresses another entity:
Green arsenic smeared on an egg-white cloth,
Crushed strawberries! Come, let us feast our eyes.
In this case, the speaker addresses the other people in his group, entreating them to “feast their
eyes” on an image. It may then perhaps be conceded that the existence of a first-person speaker
does not nullify a poem’s potential classification as Imagist. Such a concession need not
undermine the first rule of Imagism. As Burnett and others have indicated, the thing being
treated in “Oread” may not be the sea itself but rather the consciousness of the oread who
commands the sea. In this reading, the reader does not apprehend the sea at all but rather what
occurs in the oread’s mind as she commands it.
Viewing “Oread” in this way saves the poem from accusations of not being Imagist
enough. The image that the poem describes remains as unmediated as those of other classically
Imagist poems. The issue has come from the fact that many have mistakenly identified that
image as the sea rather than the mind of the oread. This shows how H.D.’s early work
meaningfully differs from the long history of poems made up entirely of addresses by firstperson speakers to other entities (sonnets in particular). While Teasdale and H.D.’s poems appear
to be composed of the same raw materials (the address of a speaker directly to another entity),
the former concerns itself with the address itself and the latter with describing, as accurately as
possible, how the process of making such an address plays out in the speaker’s mind. This
argument also expands the retinue of things that Imagism can describe, with this new list
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including the mind of a speaker.4 Because consciousness itself is often associative and is
infinitely transformative, this seems like a natural expansion, one in some ways already implied,
and this would easily account for the rapid transformations of the sea to a forest and back again.
This assertion would mean that readers of these poem do not have any access to the object that
the speaker thinks about. In “Oread,” the actual sea, which presumably physically exists in the
Greek world in which the oread lives, does not appear. One can only access what the oread
thinks about when she speaks to the sea, obviously quite a different thing.
2.4 Teasdale and Form
Nearly a century removed from Diepeveen’s so-called “victory of difficult modernism,”
one must remember that the aesthetic criteria with which Teasdale and other formal poets
measured their work differed drastically from the avant-garde principles motivating H.D. and
other Modernists. Poets that championed “innovation” and “complexity” envisioned sweepings
change to the history of poetry, even if that change had as its chief goal the restoration of an
earlier, now-obscured tradition. Imagism in particular revolved around a mimetic aesthetic; one
measures the success of an Imagist poem by the degree to which its treatment of the image is
truly direct. Formal poets in the early twentieth century used completely different means to
evaluate the success of their poetry. Rather than attempt to break from the poetic tradition, these
poets worked to create poetry of high enough quality to be said to continue that tradition. Rather
than breaking free from this genealogy, these poets strove to join it. As such, innovation did not
receive as much emphasis for formal poets when evaluating their poetry and the poetry of their
contemporaries. The highest praise for a formal poet was not to say that what she had written
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was unlike anything that had ever been written before but rather to say that what she had written
was worthy of being placed among those great poems already canonized. The assumption that
the existing poetic tradition was worth joining, rather than worth tearing down, lay at the heart of
these formal poets. Rather than being new, these poets sought to be timeless.
One can see the fact that these poets hoped to find “a way of going back of, and under the
specialization of our day, to the great underlying simplicities, the major themes” (Tietjens 325)
in the language that critics used to discuss the works of writers such as Teasdale, which shows
how formal poets desired their own poetry to be evaluated. Carpenter remarks that Teasdale’s
“lyric testimony communicates emotion that is the same for all men, all hearts everywhere,” and
thus her “poetry possesses a timeless quality” (330). Communicating emotion, rather than
removing it from poetry, held a central part in Teasdale’s poetics. William Stanley Braithwaite,
comparing Teasdale to the Elizabeth Barrett Browning, said that the emotional Sonnets from the
Portuguese represented a departure for the normally “intellectual” Victorian poet, whereas
all this beauty and magic, springtime and stars, sunlight and shadow, the human dream
and urgency—were in Sara Teasdale’s heart from the beginning, which her mind, like a
sun, drew up and there shaped into those images vibrant with music, and then showered
forth as a balm for human aches and joys. (qtd. in Schoen 99)
This posits a binary between the normally intellectual Barrett Browning and the musical
Teasdale. Although Barrett Browning wrote formal poetry, seeing the intellectual and the
musical on opposite sides of a spectrum (so much so that “there can be no kinship established
between the art and spirit” of these two poets) reminds one of the argument between Modernist
champions of free verse, who discarded formal poetry for intellectual reasons, and formal poets
such as Teasdale, who pursued melody and attempted to make their poetry song-like. Diepeveen
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sees this binary playing out between difficult Modernism and “simple” formal poetry in the first
three decades of the twentieth century. Diepeveen notes that “simple” poetry lost this battle
because there was nothing more to say about it other than to admire it. One can see this playing
out in Oscar Williams’ remark that Teasdale is “an irritating creature! How can you write a
learned exegesis about a poem like ‘The Coin,’ for instance? It’s all there—and it’s marvelous”
(qtd. in Sprague 124). Sprague herself argues for this binary, between difficult Modernism and
simple lyricism, saying of Teasdale that “simplicity is the hallmark of her poetry” (99). She notes
that “there is a quality in [Teasdale’s] work which defies analysis. Her poetry does not lend itself
to a frantic search for ambiguities or provide a forest for symbol hunters” (123). Instead,
Teasdale’s work “depends greatly for its impact upon the reader’s empathy and imaginative
response it is not an intellectual exercise, but an experience” (123). Even as late as 1969, the
battle over the purpose of poetry, centered around a poetics that either continued or disrupted the
formal tradition, raged on.
Teasdale’s success in continuing the formal tradition resulted in her 1917 volume Love
Songs receiving the first ever Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, “the country’s most coveted honor for
poetry” (Carpenter 240). Harriet Monroe’s “Comment on Sara Teasdale’s Prize” in Volume 12
of Poetry magazine reinforces the gap between Modernist and formal poets. Monroe sets out to
question “whether the book should top the 1917 list.” Her other contenders for the award come
from two poets who she calls “rhymesters” and two Imagists (Pound’s Lustra and H.D.’s Sea
Garden). Monroe concludes that, at the very least, Teasdale’s book “is certainly worthy of a
prize,” and she reaches this conclusion on the following grounds, with Sappho, as always,
appearing in the background:
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Teasdale’s volume contains a few poems which may be ranked among the finest
woman’s love-songs in the language, and the whole book reveals with singular clarity
and precision a bright beautiful spirit of rare vividness and charm. Her art is of an
absolutely and most refreshing simplicity: and sincerity also . . . though of an old fashion,
it is a fashion that endures—her best lyrics certainly ‘put it over.’ The committee, weary
of discussions as to what is or isn’t poetry, may well have taken refuge in the certainty
that good love-songs have been poetry since long before Sappho chanted hers in Lesbos.
(268-267)
Formal poets of this era expended much energy on “putting over” this “old fashion” with the
hope of helping to make sure that the lineage of formal poetry in English that had continued
unbroken for centuries would “endure.”
Both Teasdale and H.D. enacted their claims to the figure of Sappho via their individual
poetics. Teasdale took a conventional approach to her own poetry, very much in line with the
highly-wrought works of Tennyson, Christina Rossetti, and Swinburne, who she saw as masters
of lyrical beauty. In the most comprehensive critical treatment of Teasdale’s poetics, Schoen
says that Teasdale was “inclined to defend the traditional forms with which she worked,” thus
“publicly aligning herself with the traditionalists” (98-99). The dominant arranging principle of
Teasdale’s poetics was melody, “the one value that [she] prized above all others” (75). Teasdale
saw the “music of words” as an aspect of poetry that “bordered on the mystical” (7), calling it
“so magical a thing” (7). However, Teasdale did not see form as a reason for composing poetry
itself. Teasdale believed that form in poetry was “only valuable . . . when it is unforced and fresh
and inevitable” (Schoen 100). Although she found “the significance of melody” the most
important aspect of a poem, she also believed in “the need for sincerity” (99). Teasdale’s poetry
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was of a kind that can “validly called great—that poetry which begins with a deeply felt,
uniquely personal emotion” (Sprague 119). Tellingly, Teasdale appealed to Sappho in a defense
of formal poetry against Modernism:
Could poetry be written conforming to more rigid laws, to take only one instance, than
the Sapphics and Alchaics of Sappho? . . . These fragments of hers have come down to us
because the old grammarians preserved them as perfect examples of certain verse forms.
No one would venture to say that Sappho would have written poetry more austerely
beautiful if she had composed it in the complete freedom of vers libre. (7)
For Teasdale, form “provided a distancing mechanism through which she could pour out her
innermost thoughts without the sense of writing overpersonal confessions“ (Schoen 100), the
formal poem being “written to free the poet from an emotional burden” (qtd. in Schoen 100).
This explains Teasdale’s summation of her own poetics and her anti-Modernist stance: “the
reader must be left free to feel and not think while he is reading the poem” (102). The “universe”
of Teasdale’s poetry, Marya Zaturenska says, “was within her.” “Though we can see how she
gained the materials for her poetry,” as with her use of the figure of Sappho, her verse
“transmuted” these materials into “an inner landscape” through which she looked with “the
magic lantern of her spirit” (xxii). “Magic” and “music” represent key words in the lexicon of
Teasdale’s poetics. In her effort to free herself from emotional burden, Teasdale turned to the
power of formal poetry. It was, after all, as Teasdale says in “’What Do I Care,’” “the heart that
makes my songs, not I.”
Though Teasdale characterizes this impetus for creating poetry as a “burden,” one must
note that her poems expressed a wide variety of emotions. For Teasdale, extremity of any
emotion could be relieved by crafting it into formal poetry, “the genuine cry of her heart”
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originating in “anguish” and “ecstasy” alike (xxi). Much of Teasdale’s earlier poetry, like her
Sonnets to Duse, concern themselves with the latter.5 In addition to the poems expressing her
powerful affection and admiration for Duse and Sappho, most of the slim volume’s poems also
show a speaker in a state of happiness, as in poems such as “The Gift” and “To Joy,” a sonnet
that begins “Lo, I am happy, for my eyes have seen / Joy glowing here before me face to face.”
Even the ominously titled “Faults” ends in an unexpected moment of contentedness: “Your faults
had made me love you more.” The sonnets to Duse also invoke this sort of joy, a happiness born
out of affection for another and, in the case “To Eleonora Duse in The Dead City,” one only
capable of being captured by comparing the object of that affection with Sappho, a poet who
held great importance to Teasdale.
Regardless of the emotion expressed, Teasdale wrote exclusively formal poetry.
Although she varied in stanza use, her poems were frequently rhymed and always metered. Her
sonnets did not typically break from the pre-existing conventions of the form. They were mostly
Petrarchan, the version of the sonnet that, as Huang-Tiller has convincingly argued, was seen as
the most legitimate at the turn of the twentieth century. The octaves in her sonnets are usually
standard in both meter and rhyme and, although she did engage in some experimentation in her
sestets, these experiments prove no more radical than those that came before her, for writers in
English have from the beginning allowed themselves license to experiment in their sestets.
In short, Teasdale represents as traditional a formal poet as one could find in the first
decades of the twentieth century. In fact, her approach to poetry explicitly rejected even extreme
experimentation within the confines of form; she once said “I never use intricate stanzas” owing
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to the fact that “simple song-like poems appeal the most to me” because “they are the easiest to
learn” (7). Her poetics aligned itself with the general implicit poetics of formal poets at the time;
by composing conventional poetry during the rise of Modernism, she claimed legitimacy for the
creation of formal poetry at a time when such legitimacy was under attack. Although aware of
the presence of Modernism, Teasdale’s poetry did not reflect its advent. It remained “completely
free of the influences that sifted through the poetic world during her lifetime,” including “the
experimentation with new verse forms” (Carpenter 331). Sprague too remarks on the musicality
of Teasdale’s verse in opposition to Modernism, noting that “despite the ferment of the ‘new
poetry’ during her lifetime, she made no effort to incorporate any of its tenets or techniques into
her own work. She went serenely on her own path, marching to the music of a different drum”
(99-100). “Music” functions as an important concept here because Modernism marked a turning
away from “the concern for metrical correctness, for purity of intent, and, above all, for melodic
harmony” (Schoen ii). Remembering that music or melody constitutes the center of Teasdale’s
poetics because it allows poetry to give voice to one’s inner emotions, it makes sense that
Teasdale rejected Modernism’s turn away from form. Interestingly, Teasdale was specifically
critical of Imagism, objecting to the “tendency in some of the Imagists to dwell with a sort of
self-conscious satisfaction” on their target images (qtd. in Schoen 99). Like other poets on the
simple side of the simple/difficulty binary, when Teasdale “invoked Beauty” in the form of
Sappho or Duse, “she found herself misunderstood” (Zaturenska xxx).
One sees this clearly in the difference between H.D.’s “Oread” and poems such as
Teasdale’s Duse sonnet or her address to Sappho in “To Sappho I.” The latter focuses, in contrast
with “Oread,” not on a direct treatment of an image but rather uses a meditation on the merits of
Sappho and Ancient Greece during the period she lived, contrasting them with those of the
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present (at the time of the poem’s publication, 1907). This poem finds its genesis both in
“ecstasy,” in the form of Teasdale’s adoration for Sappho herself, and “anguish,” in the form of
Teasdale’s dissatisfaction with the modern world when compared with that of the past. “To
Sappho I” represents a prime example of the difference between Teasdale’s poetry and that of
Imagism. Where Imagism concerns itself with an unmediated treatment of objects in the real
world, for Teasdale, “the objective world was never as real or important to her as the castle of
her own heart and mind” (Carpenter 331).6
One of the key differences between “To Sappho I” and “Oread” is the difficulty of
understanding the latter without the context of Imagist poetics. Whether the poem can called
“truly” Imagist or not, it is firmly situated in the conversation about Imagism and presents
difficulty to a reader outside of that context. Teasdale’s poem makes an accessible argument
without such foreknowledge. This results from the fact that Teasdale’s poem places itself in a
larger body of poetry that makes such arguments already familiar to most poetry readers. H.D.’s
poem does not actually say anything in the traditional sense. Teasdale’s poem, on the other hand,
has a clearly laid out central claim: Sappho, who was a great poet, was lucky to live in Ancient
Greece because that is better than living in the modern world.
“Oread” and “To Sappho I” share similar structures and general subject matter. Both
poems consist entirely as addresses from a first-person speaker to another entity, and both poems
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engage with similar subject matter. As with H.D.’s oread, Teasdale’s speaker occupies a similar
role and engages in similarly subversive activities. Sonnets from Duse and Other Poems, with its
direct addresses to both real life and fictional figures, seems to be spoken in the voice of
Teasdale herself. Viewing the speakers in these poems as versions of Teasdale herself would
mean that Teasdale’s personal marginalization, both as a sufferer of mental illness and as a
female poet, manifests itself in the poems themselves. Even if not, the speakers in poems like the
Duse sonnet and “To Sappho I” face marginalization by way of their privileging of the feminine,
particularly to the degree to which that privileging can be seen as lesbian. Schoen has rightly
noted that “one of the concerns that Teasdale deals with in the Sonnets to Duse is the position of
women. It is at once apparent from the subject of many of her poems that she is focusing on
women of strength and power who she admires and seeks to emulate” (18). But like H.D.’s
oread, the speakers in these poems do not participate in their own marginalization but rather
actively, if perhaps unexpectedly, fights against it. In the case of “To Sappho I,” this is done by
invoking, praising, and wishing to take the place of Sappho. Like H.D.’s early work, Teasdale’s
“To Sappho I” serves to both “’reaffirm’ and ‘renegotiate’ Sappho.” Reading Teasdale’s praise
as erotic in nature marks the Ancient Greece in which Teasdale’s speaker longs to live (and
against which the present pales) as a “lesbian ‘erotic’ space and time.”
Despite similarities in their use of Sappho as a figure, “Oread” and “To Sappho I”
employ extremely different styles, and this difference shows the divide between Modernist
poetry and poetry that continued the formal tradition. “To Sappho I” succeeds on its own terms
by failing all three “tests” of Imagism. These rules provide a productive means of showing how
Teasdale’s poem specifically counters the Modernist movement on the level of craft.
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For one thing, the poem sounds metronomic. Although Pound saw adherence to meter as
a hindrance, formal poets saw it as one of the most crucial elements of poetry. Teasdale’s notion
of melody cannot be extricated from meter, her reason for composing only metered poetry. “To
Sappho I” shows Teasdale’s commitment to meter. Teasdale composed the poem in iambic
pentameter with only three deviations. These few variations are not extreme ones. Line five (“Oh
peerless singer of the golden rhyme”), like many apostrophes, begins with an exclamatory
trochaic syllable (“Oh”). The succeeding line (“Happy wert thou to live ere doubt was born”)
also begins with a trochee (“Happy”). In line twelve, Teasdale places a spondee in the second
foot (“Past sea-clasped islands veiled in mystery”) but no other unconventionalities. This
spondee is a weak one, and an iambic reading of the line is certainly possible. Teasdale’s poem,
then, proves regular in all but three places, and a trochaic substitution in a line’s first foot hardly
constitutes a metrical radicality.
In terms of rhyme, Teasdale typically used the Petrarchan scheme, as she does in “To
Sappho I.” The octave observes the Petrarchan model, two rima baciata using only two rhymes.
English has not concretized a definitive model for the Petrarchan sestet, allowing for
experimentation in the sestet.7 Although Teasdale’s sonnets do not often stray from the
established metrical melody of iambic pentameter or the minimum rules of the Petrarchan form,
some of her sestets display this sort of experimentation. For example, “To a Picture of Eleonora
Duse in The Dead City” concludes in a sestet rhymed “cdeecd.” “To Sappho I” goes further,
ending in an octave rhymed “cccddd,” an even rarer pattern. This pushes back a little against
Teasdale’s claim that she never used intricate stanzas because readers would have a harder time
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remembering a “cccddd” sestet than a sestet arranged with a more traditional rhyme scheme.
However, given the freedom allowed for English writers in the Petrarchan sestet, one cannot say
that Teasdale ever became truly deviant in her composition.
“To Sappho I” also purposely neglects the intertwined stylistic and theoretical tenets in
the first and second rules if Imagism: it fails to directly treat “the thing,” and it uses many words
that do not contribute to the “presentation.” Teasdale chooses instead to build around a central
idea, not an object. Even more at odds with Imagism’s mandates, “To Sappho I” is practically all
slither. The thesis of the poem occupies lines 5 and 6: “Oh peerless singer of the golden rhyme, /
happy wert thou to live ere doubt was born.” This idea represents the poem’s overall claim. All
of the other lines of the poem serve, both grammatically and stylistically, to expand on the idea
contained in this couplet, but none of them are truly necessary to understand what the poem says.
The poem communicates its overall claim, that Sappho was a great poet who was lucky to live in
Ancient Greece, in these two lines. The rest of “To Sappho I” expands on this idea. In that sense,
most of the poem consists of words not necessary to express the idea that it sets out to express. In
fact, one can pare even this two-line thesis down. Pound might contend that the first of these two
lines only needs to communicate that the subject of the sentence, stretched out over the rest of
the poem, is Sappho, and so one can shorten the statement to “peerless singer, / happy wert thou
to live ere doubt was born.” This new sentence manages to praise Sappho, argue for the
superiority of Ancient Greece over the modern world, exclaim how lucky Sappho was to live in
that time period, and intimate that the speaker wishes that she lived in Ancient Greece as well, all
in the span of eleven words, a little over a single line’s worth of poetry. Even if one designates
all of these eleven words as necessary, an Imagist would still take umbrage with their
sentimentality; in a sense, the exclamatory “Oh” at the beginning of the 5th line proves the most
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essential to this proposed summary of the poem, for it captures in one syllable the emotional
state of the speaker, simultaneously crying in praise at Sappho’s peerlessness and in lamentation
that she does not live in Ancient Greece as Sappho did. Knowing that Teasdale’s poetics
centered on the way that poetry allows the poet to free herself from the burden of her emotions,
and knowing that this poem springs from the ecstasy that manifests itself in the cry of praise and
the anguish that manifests itself in the cry of lamentation, this “oh” becomes the poem’s most
important word.
The rest of the poem builds on the eleven-word summary above, but Teasdale would
object to labelling this ornamentation. Because Teasdale charged her poems with the task of
expressing not just ideas but also emotions, and because her concept of melody guided her poetic
vision, these eleven words alone could not do the work that she intended for this poem to do. The
expansion on these words does not constitute superfluity; instead, the “extra” lines of the poem
serve to communicate the experience of and evoke in the reader an emotional response to both
the greatness of Sappho (and the Greece in which she lived) and to the unfortunate situation of
the speaker (and the contemporary reader as well), who finds herself forced to live in the wrong
age. Teasdale’s choice to use a sonnet makes it clear from the outset that she believed that
articulating both the idea of her poem and its emotional import required fourteen lines to
accomplish. In terms of melody, the sonnet offered Teasdale an instrument (perhaps the “Aeolian
harp” that is the subject of a later sonnet?) that had been perfectly tuned through centuries of
writing for maximum melodic impact. The sonnet came pre-set to make a poet’s work musical.
Though Teasdale created her own hand-made instruments, she frequently used the sonnet to
provide her readers and herself with the kind of music she wanted them to experience.
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“To Sappho I” turns these eleven words into a fourteen-line poem primarily by accretion.
It builds gradually on its central claim, with line after line of new ways of reiterating these ideas
piling on top of one another. In this way, Teasdale’s sonnet connects itself to its Romantic and
eighteenth-century predecessors. Although Teasdale likely did not have them in mind, her
sonnet’s construction mirrors most closely the laudatory sonnets of the second half of the
eighteenth-century. Teasdale may have been thinking of the sonnets of Wordsworth or Keats, but
“To Sappho I” sounds most like the sonnets of poets such as Henry Cary, Anna Seward, and Sir
Samuel Egerton Brydges. Consider Cary’s 1821 sonnet addressed to Seward, entitled “Sonnet to
Miss Seward”:
For thee the Muse an artless chaplet twines,
As to the lapse of the meandering stream
Her wild note she attunes, what time the beam
Of early morn from th’earthen window shines,
Gilding the mountains with long-levell’d lines
Of fluid gold. Oft by the paler gleam
Of Hesper, she pursues her rapt’rous dream,
And inly ruminates the proud designs
Of loftiest Bards: but as the Village-hind
The Maid still loves, whose soul-enkindling view
First stole his guileless heart, and still his mind
Dwells on her charms; thus still the Muse her due
Pays to thy song, and joys to see entwin’d
Thy brow, with sweets of Nature’s genial hue.
The thesis of this poem is that the Muse, herself incapable of art, creates a laurel celebrating
Seward’s greatness despite being often distracted by the thought of other poets. This can be
summed up as follows “For thee the Muse an artless chaplet twines . . . oft she inly ruminates . . .
still her due pays.” Cary’s poem contains three ideas: 1. The Muse is a natural figure, so she can
only create an “artless chaplet”; 2. The Muse “pursues her rapt’rous dreams” of other poets; 3.
Despite this, the Muse always comes back to Seward, her first love. In contrast, Teasdale’s poem
only contains two: 1. Sappho was a great poet. 2. Sappho was blessed to live in Ancient Greece.
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Because Cary’s poem contains more ideas, it requires sixteen words to summarize it rather than
eleven.8
Still, the process of creating a poem by piling thought after thought onto the same basic
notions remains the same. In Cary’s case, the first idea takes up the first five and a half lines as
he reflects on the kinds of things that the Muse typically attends to and how she can only
“attune” to them with her “wild song.” The second idea takes up another three lines total, seeing
the Muse reflecting on “loftiest Bards.” The remaining six and a half lines of the poem conclude
that the Muse will always return to thoughts of Seward, beginning with a long metaphor in which
the poet likens the Muse to a “Village-hind” whose mind will always “dwell” on the “Maid” who
“first stole his heart guileless heart.” In the process of building on his thoughts with more and
more examples (particularly in the first section, where he creates an extended list of the natural
things that the Muse attends to), Cary creates out of a line and a half of ideas an entire sonnet.
What Cary valued was not an economy of language, in which only those words absolutely
necessary to the expression of the idea should be used, but a richness of language and the ability
to communicate emotions and evoke in the reader an emotional response.
This Cary poem does not contain one major characteristic of this era of sonnets: the
exclamatory apostrophe. Poets commonly used this device in poems of praise, as well as in
poems of reflection, poems of lamentation, poems of jubilation, and the rest of the range of
human emotions. The “Oh” that begins the fifth line of Teasdale’s poem was ever-present in the
century and a half of sonnets between Milton and the Victorians. Exclamation points frequently
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Although Cary’s poem has a longer summary, it truly only has one central idea, that Seward is a great poet. In this

respect, it actually communicates less than Teasdale’s poem, which, in addition to praising Sappho and Ancient
Greece, also aims to intimate to its readers the speaker’s dissatisfaction with the present.
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accompanied these exclamations. However, “Sonnet to Miss Seward” shows a Cary of
uncharacteristic restraint. The ten poems that begin his Sonnets and Odes contain an astonishing
thirteen exclamation points, with only “Sonnet to Miss Seward” missing this bit of emotive
punctuation.
Teasdale’s poem also begins with this sort of apostrophe, calling Sappho the
“impassioned singer of the happy time.”9 Like the eighteenth-century and Romantic sonnets
(Cary included), Teasdale’s is grammatically lavish. Although a few dashes serve to emphasize
certain thoughts within the larger reflection, Teasdale’s fourteen-line poem is actually only two
sentences long.10 The main clause of the first sentence is “happy thou wert to live ere doubt was
born.” The sentence begins, however, with five lines of praise for the “thou” of the main
sentence. These lines stand grammatically as introductory ones, building generously on the
subject of the poem’s first sentence. Concerning one’s comprehension of the sentence itself,
these lines need not exist; they only serve to build on the notion of Sappho as “peerless singer.”
One could say the same of the poem’s last eight lines, which also build on an idea already
present in that central sentence. In this case, the lines all expand on the phrase “to live ere doubt
was born.” The reader finds the succeeding eight lines elaborating on what the time “ere doubt
was born” looked like. None of these separate images, those of the maidens with their parsley
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Some printings of the poem have curiously added a period to the first line of the poem, but no such punctuation

exists in the manuscript.
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One can take the dash that concludes the fourth line as a period. Technically, the exclamation “Oh peerless singer”

cannot be a part of the sentence that precedes it. However, eighteenth-century and Romantic sonnets commonly
treated these ejaculatory clauses as being parts of the sentences surrounding them and punctuated them accordingly,
as in the first six lines of Keats’ “To Chatterton.” At most, then, Teasdale’s poem comes in at three rather than two
sentences.
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and Venus shining and mariners setting forth to explore uncharted territory, make new claims.
Instead, they provide additions to the fast-growing catalog of descriptions of this idyllic Ancient
Greece.
None of this makes for new territory for the sonnet. After all, a fourteen-line poem can
only hold so many discrete ideas. Still, the grammar seems extreme. Two sentences for a sonnet
seems remarkably few. Cary and Teasdale share the method of elaboration to achieve this effect.
“To Sappho I” shows, perhaps to excess, how seriously Teasdale valued melody and emotional
import over the kind of “intellectual” content that Diepeveen places on the opposite side of the
difficulty/simplicity binary. In the use of compositional tactics that reached their heyday a
century before, Teasdale’s sonnet also shows how seriously she valued placing herself within an
established formal tradition.
The central claims of this poem both bear out Teasdale’s firm position on the side of the
formal poetry vs. Modernism debate. She saw Sappho as a lyric poet who was part of a long
lineage of other lyric poets, making Teasdale (and all of her formal contemporaries) Sappho’s
peer, despite Sappho’s peerlessness as an artist. Placing Sappho on the simple side of the
simplicity/difficulty debate is one means of justifying taking that side of the argument. Teasdale
also depicts herself in “To Sappho I” as an unhappy participant in a modern age that she saw as
inferior to the Ancient Greece in which Sappho lived. Teasdale’s distaste for the age of “doubt”
she describes in this poem and the fact that she responded to the anguish of living in such an age
by turning to formal poetry directly connects a dislike of modern life to her dislike of Modernist
poetry, born as it was out of the chaos of the modern world. Unlike a writer such as Eliot, who
saw reacting to the modern condition as the true and inevitable task of poetry in the early
twentieth century, Teasdale chose to retreat, both conceptually and stylistically, into the past.
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Teasdale’s impulse to juxtapose this modern world and Modernism as a poetics with an ideal
world framed through the experience of Sappho shows how she saw the figure of Sappho as an
exemplum of the lyric poet, the female artist, and, reading “To Sappho I” alongside the other
poems of adoration in Sonnets to Duse, the lesbian.
2.5 Conclusion
The use of the figure of Sappho by both H.D. and Teasdale represents a microcosm of the
larger war being waged between Modernism and formal poetry at the turn of the twentieth
century. Teasdale’s conventional poetics, exemplified in her use of the sonnet, pitted itself
directly against H.D.’s Imagist poetics, itself a representation of the “coinage of innovative
poetics” that Mackay identifies as one of the “fundamentals” of Modernism (51). Both poets had
much invested in Sappho, and poems such as “Oread” and “To Sappho I” show these poets
engaged in the process of demonstrating the legitimacy of claiming her as rightful subject matter
for Modernism or formal poetry respectively. Antiquity represented important ground for the
English poet on either side of the simplicity/difficulty debate. Formal poets saw themselves as
the direct inheritors of the myths and authors of the classical world (Sappho included), the
continuers of a long poetic tradition with which Modernist writers desired to break. It is only
natural then that poets such as Teasdale would see a figure such as Sappho, herself a formal poet,
as belonging to their approach to the creation of verse. Modernist writers, hoping to transform
the materials of poetic tradition into something new, viewed antiquity as valid material for their
poetics of innovation. Indeed, many Modernists hoped to save antiquity from simplicity by doing
so, legitimizing it in a poetics that considered the creation of new formal poetry illegitimate.
Seeing her poetry as a life-long conversation with Sappho, H.D.’s decision to use the figure of
Sappho in her writing, despite the fact that her own poetry itself represented a radical break from
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the formal tradition in which Sappho was situated, makes sense artistically. Ultimately, antiquity
(and the figure of Sappho) represents just one of the many sites that poets on both side of the
Modernism/formal poetry argument competed over, and Teasdale and H.D. are only two of the
many writers who staked their individual claims to it.
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3 CHAPTER TWO: THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE SONNET

Among those movements that benefit from recognizing that viewing the twentieth
century primarily through the lens of Modernism is a flawed approach, few benefit more than the
Harlem Renaissance, for, as Houston A. Baker argues, “the dominant analytical trope,
modernism, had served to define as well as explain the failure of black writers and intellectuals
in the 1920s” (Afro-American Poetics: Revisions of Harlem and the Black Aesthetic 5). The
writings produced by the group of authors originally termed the “New Negro Movement” tend
not to satisfy readers who prize those methods and aspects that Modernist literature values. This
comes directly out of the sizable difference in the historical position of African-American writers
versus their white peers in the early twentieth century. While Modernists rejected the
Anglophone tradition they had inherited, African-American writers, unable to participate in this
rejection because they did not occupy the privileged position of already being a part of it, worked
to establish their own literary tradition on which to build. To the degree to which “Modernist”
can be read as “white,” the Harlem Renaissance has suffered from not being white enough.
On the other hand, the movement has also faced derision from scholars who have
assessed it primarily in terms of its success in moving African-Americans forward as liberated
and democratically equal American citizens. The Black Arts Movement of the 1960s and 1970s
had a profound effect on how the Harlem Renaissance was perceived. Writers such as Larry Neal
and LeRoi Jones did not hesitate to declare the movement a failure, citing its hypocrisy as a civil
rights venture and its pursuit of middle-class values. Because Harlem Renaissance writers
concerned themselves too much with what whites thought of them, the movement had failed to
escape the orbit of the white literary tradition. It had not remained “fully conscious of the
exploitative elements within the renaissance itself” (Dickson-Carr 13), and so its ability to speak
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the truth about the African-American experience and to challenge this white tradition had been
compromised and with it the possibility of enacting socio-political progress for AfricanAmericans. Viewed in this light, the Harlem Renaissance has suffered from not being black
enough.
Although these Black Arts intellectuals also attacked the movement for the mediocracy of
its output, a substantial part of the retrospective outrage of 1960s and 1970s scholars reflecting
on the literature and criticism produced by the Harlem Renaissance came from the disjunction
between what these authors wrote about the African-American condition and their real-life
actions. Many Harlem Renaissance writers overtly challenged white literary traditions, and those
who took a more assimilationist approach made clear how doing so fit within the larger project
of achieving racial equality. However, the Harlem Renaissance was chiefly a movement
characterized by compromise, one whose life, “like the lives of most men, presents a less
consistent pattern” (Stoff 142). Older African-American intellectuals such as Charles S. Johnson
and W.E.B. Du Bois set aside their differences with the younger writers who now form the
Harlem Renaissance canon to promote them as embodiments of the Talented Tenth. Two writers
with antipodal views on how African-Americans should conceive of their writing and what shape
it would take, Langston Hughes and Countee Cullen, ignored a budding literary rivalry to help
put together a magazine entitled Fire!! in 1926 that collected a variety of works with the purpose
of disseminating as much new African-American literature as possible, even when these poems
and short stories stood in direct contradiction to one another. Most practically (and, for the Black
Arts Movement, most damningly), the promoters and members of the Harlem Renaissance
collaborated with white patrons, allowing them principal control over the distribution and
management of the movement’s output.
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These compromises seem particularly striking given the unapologetic content of many
Harlem Renaissance writings. The decision on the part of the writers in Fire!! who stood in
radical disagreement with one another to allow their works to be published as one collection,
beginning with an introduction indicating that all these works served one agreed-upon purpose,
shows how different the competing views within this movement were compared to the divide
between Modernists and formal poets. Both Teasdale and H.D. published books in 1926, but one
can scarcely imagine them allowing their works to be published in a joint collection, one that
might also include, to continue the comparison, writers such as Robert Frost, Ezra Pound, Edna
St. Vincent Millay, and Gertrude Stein. This seems unthinkable, but Fire!! was such a
publication, and it represents as clearly as any other moment what made the Harlem Renaissance
different from other movements of the period, that ultimate goal of these writers that
contemporary scholarship has seen as justification for the multitude of compromises at the heart
of the movement. What united the writers of the Harlem Renaissance was not a shared idea of
what African-American poetry should look like or what function it should perform; rather, what
united them was the agreement that a black literary tradition did not yet exist and that they were
charged with establishing one. Unlike their white counterparts, these writers did not have the
luxury of allowing their intellectual differences to separate them (or their works) in the real
world. Though they did not hesitate to argue on paper, engaging in what Mark S. Sander has
referred to as “the ongoing cultural war over black representation” (99), Harlem Renaissance
writers could not afford to fully separate themselves from one another if they hoped for their
work to find its way “through the sieve of the white world” (Baker, Afro-American Poetics 59).
The poems and stories in Fire!! share few qualities; they are not even all about race. But they all
share one key aspect: the unique historical context of producing and distributing African-
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American literature at a time when no true history of such actions existed. The writers
represented in Fire!! allowed their works to be printed alongside one another because there were
no other avenues for publication. Distribution to as large a community as possible played a major
role; in fact, the movement’s two rival figures, Hughes and Cullen, both “offered a special
edition of their poetry at a drastically reduced price to come within reach of the common man’s
budget,” according to William Hudlin (273).
The compromises of the Harlem Renaissance exist because the movement could not have
existed without them There could not have been a version of the Harlem Renaissance without
compromises. Though, in a move typical of 1970s scholarship, he derides the quality of its
output, Nathan Huggins fairly assesses the historical situation of Harlem Renaissance writers: “it
would have required a much more profound rejection of white values than was likely in the
1920s for Negroes to have freed themselves for creating the desired self-generating and selfconfident Negro art” (306-7). Any attempt to evaluate the movements must begin with the
recognition that it had to occupy a middle ground. It couldn’t have been white enough or black
enough to satisfy Modernist or Black Arts criteria because neither such movement was possible
in the time period. Although Harlem Renaissance could perhaps have written different works
than the ones that now form its canon, they could not have made those works public in any other
manner than they did, and, since Harlem Renaissance formed the foundation of AfricanAmerican literature, evaluating the achievement of these works should begin by recognizing that
their historical context necessitated compromises. Although no two Harlem Renaissance authors
fully agreed on what African-American literature should look like, they all recognized their duty
to the future of African-American letters, and, for the most part, they acted accordingly. The
telos of the Harlem Renaissance cannot, by its very nature, be found in any stylistic or
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conceptual thread in the works themselves but rather in the collective historical act of creating
and promoting them. The goal of this movement was to found a black literary tradition. That goal
did not require agreement on any matter except that such a tradition did not yet exist and that
establishing it was important. Scholarly evaluations of the movement now see these works in
light of that goal, and the “major reconsiderations” of the movement that began in the 1980s and
1990s have resulted in criticism by which the movement no longer bears the burden of “the
crippling criticism of being an inadequate mover of social historical change” (Jackson 250-251).
Additionally, many of these reconsiderations have recognized the flaw of judging twentiethcentury literature exclusively by the standards of Modernism, and so the all too common charge
that “no literary masterpieces were produced” (Wintz 85) by the movement has begun to lose
traction.
Recent scholarship has also emphasized the heterogeneity of the movement’s works and
the approaches to race by its authors, another important advance, especially given the ubiquity of
such emphases in critical work on other movements and periods. The risk in such an emphasis,
however, is that those characteristics that writers of the Harlem Renaissance did share will be
lost. This holds particular importance for the stylistic aspect of these writings because, as
Michael North has argued, “the literary technique of certain writers” has often been “dismissed
as conventional and uninteresting virtually without a glance” (ii). North rightly claims that this
happens because of “a certain element of condescension in this bias against technique, an
unwillingness to look beyond the obvious in order to see how hard certain African-American
writers struggled to be both linguistically and stylistically challenging” (ii). This lack of critical
appreciation is important because Harlem Renaissance writers sought to create “something
technically distinctive” from all antecedent literature of any race (Locke 51). With this in mind,
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one feels compelled to turn to those stylistic features that the Harlem Renaissance writers shared
to see if one can find any formal tools that they all used in their joint effort to build a foundation
for African-American literature.
The sonnet was one such tool, “a strikingly popular form” among these writers who did
not as a unit share many forms (Muller 254). Though these writers used the sonnet for different
reasons within their individual poetics and in different ways, they all used it, even those who
believed the creation of new forms the primary method of establishing a black literary tradition.
Regardless of their individual approach to this overall goal, all of these writers picked up the tool
of the sonnet at one point in their venture to carve out a space for African-Americans in the
annals of literary history. Whether they believed that the sonnet should be used (as did Claude
McKay) as a means to directly challenge white literary tradition or whether they believed that it
should be used (as did Cullen) as a means to assert the legitimacy of the African-American’s
right to use any forms regardless of the resultant poem’s racial content, the sonnet occupied an
important place in the Harlem Renaissance, just as it did for white formal poets such as Teasdale.
Continuing while at the same time significantly modifying the lineage of the sonnet proved
important to this diverse group of poets who sought to use arguably the English language’s most
important poetic form in their joint effort to birth a new literary tradition.
3.1 Dating and Defining the Harlem Renaissance
George Hutchinson, a key player in the re-evaluation of the Harlem Renaissance in the
late twentieth century, caps off his own argument for the historical parameters of the movement
with a phrase that all critics attempting the dodgy business of literary dating should take to heart:
“periodization is always artificial and approximate” (7). Hutchinson’s own parameters reflect the
general consensus of twenty-first century scholars on the subject, taking “the period 1918 to
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1937 to reasonably encompass the Harlem Renaissance” (7). Daryl Dickson-Carr identifies 1919
to 1940 as the period “when the idea of the “New Negro . . . was in vogue” in aiming “to argue
that a definable movement did take place, that we can safely agree that there were historically
and intellectually significant events within it, and these stand apart from the preceding and
following periods” (15). Noting that “temporal markers of modernism in general and the Harlem
Renaissance in particular have been difficult if not impossible and reductive to determine,”
Miriam Thaggert dates the movement “as early as the late 1920s and as late as the mid-1950s”
(17). David Levering Lewis sees the movement as playing out in three stages, the first beginning
in 1917, “traditionally cited as the natal year of the Harlem Renaissance” (xv) and ending in
1923, the second stretching from early 1924 to mid-1926, and the final going from mid-1926 to
the Harlem Riot of 1935. Wintz believes that “generally the consensus among scholars has been
that the HR was an event of the 1920s, bounded on one side by the war and the race riots of 1919
and on the other side by the 1929 stock market crash” but remarks that “some, however, have
greatly extended or sharply limited the movement’s lifespan” (1). The former of these two
groups would assent to Sanders’ claim, despite his own fairly conventional dating, that “one
could argue that the Harlem Renaissance never ended” (110). I take, as Levering Lewis indicates
has become standard, 1917 as the terminus post quem of the movement and, aligning myself with
Thaggert, allow the movement to stretch into the mid-1950s. The limits of the movement must
be set and clearly, but they need not be set conservatively, for, like many of the twentiethcentury’s literary schools, the Harlem Renaissance “simply refuses to stand still in our
imagination” (Sanders 15).
Dating the Harlem Renaissance seems an enviably simple task when one sets about the
task of defining it. Gaining a foothold in this process begins by recognizing that, unlike Imagism,
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the Harlem Renaissance “wasn’t really a school at all” but rather a movement, and so definitions
of the Harlem Renaissance center around its participants rather than its poetics. To determine
whether a poet counts as Imagist or not, one must ask whether he or she writes poems that satisfy
the tenets of Imagism (though, as has been seen, this task presents serious challenges). Not so
with the Harlem Renaissance, which held to no central stylistic tenets. Unlike Imagism, which
constitutes a poetics and thus can still be practiced, the Harlem Renaissance existed at a specific
historical moment, “a black artistic counterculture that paralleled, touched on, and influenced
(and was influenced by) largely white circles while retaining a separate existence and character”
(Smethurst 124) and one whose participants remain (mostly) fixed. These were writers often
knew each other, who participated in joint events and were published in contemporary
anthologies, and who, most importantly, all knew that they were members of the Harlem
Renaissance, then known as the New Negro Movement. This “consciousness of the young
Harlem writers that they were the vanguard of a black literary movement” (Wintz 82) occupies a
central place in forming the canon of Harlem Renaissance writers. The movement includes
exclusively “this loose coalition of writers, joined by patrons and supporters, who shared only a
commitment to black literature and the feeling that they were all participating in a major literary
event” (Wintz 217).
If asked at the time, any definition of the New Negro Movement by its participants or
observers would have begun with reference to the concept of the New Negro itself and thus to
what Arnold Rampersad calls the movement’s “definitive text, its Bible” (ix), Alain Locke’s
1925 anthology The New Negro. Because that book “attempted in a fairly ambitious, expansive
way to offer a definition of this cultural movement” (ix), it represents a sound entry point into
such a venture. The foreword of the anthology, which Locke claims contains “the first fruits of
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the Negro Renaissance,” sums up what had motivated the movement at that point: “Negro life . .
. is finding a new soul. There is a fresh spiritual and cultural focusing. We have, as the heralding
sign, an unusual outburst of creative expression” (xxvii). The book “welcomes ‘Harlem’ and its
new masses as a sign of an irreversible shift from the medieval to the modern” (Baker,
Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance 79). But what was really “new” about this figure? What
made these writers and thinkers distinct from writers of previous periods, especially W.E.B Du
Bois, at the time the vanguard of African-American letters? What does it mean to be modern and
in relation to what medievality?
3.2 The Harlem Renaissance as the Age of Expression
In his influential essay “The Negro in American Literature,” prominent critic William
Stanley Braithwaite argued that, after “the dull purgatory of the Age of Discussion,” the AfricanAmerican has finally arrived at “an Age of Expression” (29). Given that Braithwaite published
his essay in 1925, he clearly marks the Age of Discussion as the writings of Du Bois and his
contemporaries. Like the other writings collected in The New Negro, Braithwaite’s comments
mark the Harlem Renaissance as a moment in the history of African-American literature unlike
any other. They identify that, prior to the Harlem Renaissance, no true “artistic justice” had been
given to African-Americans, no chance to establish a foundation of literature that expressed
rather than discussed. This sea change, enacted by the Harlem Renaissance, did not represent the
disappearance of discussion; instead, it represented the appearance of expression, the
establishing of a true black literary tradition, one impossible to create mere decades before when
the Age of Discussion was in vogue.
Locke tabs this “new psychology” in his essay at the beginning of The New Negro (3),
which, loosening the “vital inner grip of prejudice,” now “appears to be shaking off the
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psychology of imitation and implied inferiority” that has hitherto prevented the creation of a true
tradition for African-Americans literature (4). No longer must African-Americans see
themselves, as they did in Du Bois’ 1903 book The Souls of Black Folks, through the “distorted
perspective of a social problem” (4). Now, having passed this stage, Locke finds in the writers of
the Harlem Renaissance evidence that “Negro life is seizing upon its first chances for group
expression and self-determination” (7). Locke saw, as did those included in his anthology, that
this “common consciousness” represented a new stage in the progression of the inner life and
literary expression of African-Americans, different from anything that come before. In this way,
Locke’s New Negro stands a figure who has the chance, denied to him/her at the moment of the
publication of Du Bois’ book, to engage in “collective effort, in race cooperation” (11) that will
manifest itself, at long last, in “a distinctively Negro art” (Barnes 19). This new generation of
writers separates itself from the era of Du Bois by “years only” but also “because of a new
aesthetic and a new philosophy of life” (Locke 49). The Age of Expression means that “our poets
have now stopped speaking for the Negro—they speak as Negroes” (48); in other words, the Age
of Expression had arrived.
Du Bois had argued previously that America constituted “a world which yields him no
true self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the other world,”
resulting in a “double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes
of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and
pity” (689). The African-American thus “ever feels his twoness,--an American, a Negro; two
souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body” (690). Du
Bois recognized that, up to that point, “the history of the American Negro is the history of this
strife,--this longing to attain self-conscious manhood, to merge his double self into a better and
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truer self” (690). The “better and truer self” that Du Bois longed for became Locke’s vision of a
New Negro cultural movement. Like Du Bois’ African-American, the New Negro shared a
“common consciousness” that “caused us to think some thoughts together,” but, unlike the Du
Boisian African-American, this common consciousness was no longer “half-awakened” (706).
More than anything, the New Negro labored to found an African-American identity on the basis
of something other than the repudiation of slavery.
The achievements of Du Bois and James Weldon Johnson move past the point where “the
American public had seen black life as worthy of literary consideration mainly in terms of
buffoonery, pathos, or malicious stupidity,” to dispatch with the lens of the minstrel tradition”
(Bontemps 32-33). But a new tradition must arise in its place. Locke believed that the New
Negro brought with him/her a new psychology that was not just an original approach to life but a
manifestation of “a newly achieved psychological freedom” (Bontemps 37) made possible by the
achievements of Du Bois’ generation of critics and activists. But aside from these writings of
“discussion,” the actual literature that Harlem Renaissance writers inherited provided no tradition
at all, consisting mainly “of appeals to white America to consider [authors] equal or at least
better than the common blacks” (Hudlin 270). Now, this “literature of apology and the denial of
[African-Americans’] authentic voice” (Levering Lewis xix) had finally come to a close. As
Hudlin says, “the assimilation was rejected, the separation was rejected, the accommodation, the
agitation were all discarded, or rather transcended, for the new perspective of themselves and
their relationship to the rest of society, hence a ‘New Negro’” (271). Although debate about the
characteristics of the New Negro raged even in Locke’s anthology, “what all agreed on was the
belief that large numbers of black Americans had become proud of their race, self-reliant, and
assimilated to American middle class values,” and thus “the term can be understood best as the
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culmination of extensive social and intellectual developments within the black community in the
years following Reconstruction (Wintz 31). Or, as Emily Bernard puts it, “the New Negro is
finally everything that the Old Negro is not, and vice versa” (30).
The New Negro ends with an essay by W.E.B. Du Bois, which constituted an important
factor in the anthology’s position as a watershed moment in the creation of a black literary
tradition. Rampersad contends that The New Negro “was the first literary attempt to revise the
collective portrait of black America painted by [Du Bois] in his own epochal collection The
Souls of Black Folk” (xiv), indicating that the Harlem Renaissance intended not to build directly
on Du Bois’ foundation but rather to begin a new tradition. The “revision” so central to the
Harlem Renaissance included breaking away from Du Boisian approaches to art, ones “too
engulfed in [their] own social dilemmas for control of the necessary perspective of art, or too
depressed to attain the full horizons of self and social criticism” (Locke 53), and instead breaking
ground on new literary territory. Du Bois’ own participation in The New Negro (as well as his
other significant contributions to the promotion of these younger writers) indicated that he signed
off on such a movement. In a practical sense, Du Bois’ approval was necessary for the movement
to gain any steam, so great a place did he occupy among the African-American intelligentsia, but
the effect of his approbation went beyond the practical; if Du Bois, arguably the most important
living figure in African-American letters, signed off on the Harlem Renaissance, then it became a
true literary force. Du Bois himself, in 1926 essay entitled “Criteria of Negro Art,” said that “we
have within us as a race new stirrings, stirrings of the beginning of a new appreciation of joy, of
a new desire to create” and linked these stirrings to Harlem Renaissance writers, this “Negro
Youth” who constitute “a different kind of Youth because it bears this mighty prophecy on its
breast, with a new realization of itself” (982).
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Of course, the unified community in The New Negro set out to found an AfricanAmerican national identity in a very specific way, by championing “the irresistible impulse of
blacks to create boldly expressive art of a high quality . . . as an affirmation of their dignity and
humanity in the face of poverty and racism” (Edwards 930). This new art reflected a shift of
focus “from the historical fact of cultural displacement (context),” an idea so central to the
artworks of Du Bois and others, “to the creative act of cultural construction (consciousness)”
(Helbling 8). The Harlem Renaissance presented the process of making this cultural shift as an
artistic enterprise, one that “attempted to shape Americans’ perception of blackness by focusing
on the written word, art, and other forms of cultural expression” (Thaggert 1), driven by an
“immediate hope “that rested “in the revaluation by white and black alike of the Negro in terms
of his artistic endowments and cultural contributions” (Locke 15). The New Negro “would be the
creator of a discrete cultural paradigm that would alter the way the rest of the nation would
perceive African Americans “(Dickson-Carr 16). Here, art takes the place of “a social institution,
akin to government, religion, and law . . . the aim of the artist is always social change of a
specific kind” (Baker, Afro-American Poetics 51). Under this optimism lay the assumption “that
social and economic recognition will be inevitable once the race has produced a sufficiently large
number of persons who have properly qualified themselves in the arts” (qtd. in Levering Lewis
xli). In doing so, the Harlem Renaissance “became almost literally a way for African Americans
to write themselves into the narrative of American identity” (Bernard 30-1).
One should not overemphasize the subversiveness of these writers and their works. The
attempt to establish an African-American literary (and thus cultural) identity itself constitutes a
significantly subversive move, but the Harlem Renaissance writers were, as Wintz says, “not
really radical . . . their values and objectives were basically middle class; all they demanded was
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an end to American racial prejudice and the institution of equal opportunity and social justice”
(30). This played out on a socio-economic scale; these writers, “rather than bashing the
bourgeoisie . . . were attempting to create one” (Baker, Afro-American Poetics 4). The practical
attempt to found a black literary tradition did not exist in a socio-economic racial vacuum. These
anthologies, books, and works of criticism encouraged whites to “come to a new understanding
of the humanity of African-Americans and help accelerate social change” by way of the works’
“display of black sensitivity, intelligence, and artistic versatility” (Rampersad xvi). After all,
“mutual understanding is basic for any subsequent cooperation and adjustment” in the
relationship between whites and blacks (Locke 9). The nature of this collaboration was also one
of practical necessity, for Baker could say as late as 1988 that “every notable author in the black
American literary tradition . . . has been dependent to some extent on the white American literary
establishment,” which he identifies as “that complex of publishers, patrons, critics, scholars,
journals, and reviews that can either catapult a writer to success or ignore him” (54).
Harlem Renaissance writers, then, focused their energy on “developing a strong literary
tradition” (Baker, Afro-American Poetics 61), which they would need to do mostly on their own
because “so little fiction and poetry had been produced by African Americans in the years
immediately prior to the Harlem Renaissance . . . [Since 1906], no more than five African
Americans had published significant works of fiction or verse” (Levering Lewis xvii-xviii).
“More than anything else,” Wintz contends, the movement “was a state of mind among black
writers and critics that they were the founders of and participants in a new era of black literature”
(80). In a sense, the word “Renaissance” mischaracterizes the movement, for “while the
Renaissance would not emerge from a total literary vacuum, neither would it build on a wellestablished black literary tradition” (Wintz 63). Wintz believes that the Harlem Renaissance
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“would represent more accurately the birth of black literature than its rebirth” (63), and Gerald
Moore says that “in poetic terms this was not so much a Renaissance as a new and painful birth”
(69). Though African-American literature existed prior to the Harlem Renaissance, the
movement did not build on that literature, for that literature did not provide a means for
discussing the experience of African-Americans outside the context of slavery. “The Harlem
poets for the most part,” Moore remarks, “left all this aside” (69).
Once the Harlem Renaissance had begun, writers now had the chance to work “not only
with a new sense of confidence and purpose but also with a sense of achievement never before
experienced” (Edwards 930). This work continued through the end of the movement in the mid1950s, and created the foundation on which African-American literature has been written since.
After decades of abuse built on misguided ideas about what the movement meant to accomplish,
scholars of the Harlem Renaissance have now begun to see that this constituted the movement’s
aim all along and that Harlem Renaissance writers carried it out successfully. Rita Dove,
reflecting on the movement in 1998, declared, “Black poets have created their own tradition,
rooted in a song fundamentally different from its white counterpart” (217).
3.3 Countee Cullen vs. Langston Hughes
The goal of the Harlem Renaissance was to establish an African-American literary
tradition, but there remained considerable disagreement about how to accomplish this.
Descriptions of the Harlem Renaissance often focus on two competing approaches, with
Langston Hughes and Countee Cullen both standing in as model poets of and advocates for these
approaches. These descriptions portray Cullen and Hughes as the two poles of the Harlem
Renaissance’s solution to the question of how to go about forming a new literary tradition, the
former in favor of using “white” materials to compose poetry and the latter in favor of rejecting
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them and creating new, “black” materials. As such, keeping them within the boundaries of one
movement requires the movement itself to have a wide berth; as Rampersad says, any definition
of a movement “that would include Langston Hughes and Countee Cullen would have to be
elastic” (xxi). The following description of the movement from the first volume of The Norton
Anthology of African-American Literature shows how scholars have made Cullen and Hughes
stand in for two distinctive approaches to the establishment of this tradition:
[Cullen] admitted racial feeling while preserving its author’s commitment to
conservative poetic forms . . . [while Hughes’] worship of the blues and jazz, musical
forms seldom seen as compatible with formal poetry that Hughes accepted as perhaps the
most authentic and moving expression in art of African American cultural feeling . . . The
essence of the renaissance was freedom—freedom for [these writers] to create as they
saw fit, without regard to politics. What freedom meant practically was another matter.
Hughes expressed his freedom by insisting on racial commitment on the part of the black
artist; Cullen expressed his own by abjuring jazz and blues verse in favor of conservative
forms. (Edwards 938-940)
Scholars have chosen Cullen and Hughes to occupy these positions for a number of reasons, but
their popularity as members of the movement as it occurred certainly stands as one of the most
important. Cullen and Hughes represented the Harlem Renaissance’s potential for achieving
greatness, particularly at its beginning, when their respective poems “The Ballad of a Brown
Girl” and “The Weary Blues” marked two of the first literary achievements recognized as
significant by both white and African-American readers. Du Bois, Johnson, and the other
promotors of the movement in its early stages invested much in Cullen and Hughes, who they
celebrated as the guests of honor at the 1924 dinner hosted by Johnson at the New York Civic
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Club that “signaled the black intelligentsia’s awareness of a black literary movement,” as well as
their support (Wintz 82).
The fact that Cullen and Hughes developed competing poetic practices, ones that do a fair
job characterizing the specifics of the Harlem Renaissance’s larger dissention on matters of
subject matter and style, also contributes to their popularity as representations of those
(supposedly) mutually exclusive poetics. Edwards’ description above depicts Cullen and Hughes
as markers of opposing approaches to the act of creating an African-American literary tradition:
Cullen, committed to conservative poetic forms, allows racial feeling to enter into his use of
those forms, whereas Hughes, insisting on racial commitment, manufactures his own forms,
which he sees as more capable of authentically capturing the African-American experience than
pre-existing forms. Cullen believed that African-Americans should claim the forms that made up
the (white) literary tradition as their own, using them to create an African-American literary
tradition. Hughes believed these forms incapable of creating such a tradition and called for the
invention of new, African-American-specific forms. These competing stylistic approaches
themselves demonstrate manifestations of two different approaches to the prescribed content of
the new African-American poem, which combined to create the new African-American literary
tradition. Larry Neal summed up this binary in his proposition that a black poet must either “sing
new songs or purify old ones” (22).
Hughes and Cullen developed their arguments in two prose pieces that directly allude to
one another. Hughes’ short essay “The Negron Artist and the Racial Mountain” begins by
paraphrasing Cullen: “I want to be a poet—not a Negro poet’”; Hughes believes that another
statement underlies this assertion: “’I would like to be a white poet’; meaning behind that, ‘I
would like to be white”’ (1313). Hughes identifies “this urge within the race toward whiteness”
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as his titular racial mountain, “the desire to pour racial individuality into the mold of American
standardization and to be as little Negro and as much American as possible” (1313). Rather than
seeing beauty in being African-American, poets such as Cullen are “ashamed of it when it is not
according to Caucasian patterns” (1314). Hughes finds himself “ashamed” for Cullen, who he
says believes that “his own racial world [is] not as interesting as any other world” (1316).
Hughes implores African-American poets to “accept what beauty is their own without question,”
to “hold their individuality in the face of American standardization” (1314). On the level of
content, this means writing about the African-American experience and doing so “without fear or
shame,” knowing that African-Americans “are beautiful” and “ugly too,” and finding beauty in
both aspects (1317). On a stylistic level, this means turning away from the “Caucasian patterns”
of tradition forms and turning toward African-American forms, such as jazz, which Hughes calls
“one of the inherent expressions of Negro life in America” (1316). Because jazz is authentically
African-American, poetry that uses jazz as its stylistic basis is more authentically AfricanAmerican than poetry written in forms like the sonnet.
Cullen responded to Hughes’ essay in the introduction to his 1927 anthology of AfricanAmerican poetry, Caroling Dusk. Cullen argues there that “the attempt to corral the outbursts of
the ebony muse into some definite mold to which all poetry by Negroes will conform seems
altogether futile and aside from the facts” and that the work of African-American poets, “since
theirs is also the heritage of the English language,” should not “present any serious aberration
from the poetic tendencies of their times” (ix). “As heretical as it may sound,” Cullen continues,
“Negro poets, dependent as they are on the English language, may have more to gain from the
rich background of English and American poetry than from any nebulous atavistic yearnings
toward an African inheritance” (ix). In fact, Cullen sees heterogeneity as a hallmark of the
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movement, noting that “the double obligation of being both Negro and American is not so
unified as we are often lead to believe” (x). Cullen intended his anthology to show “that the
individual diversifying ego transcends the synthesizing hue,” denying attempts to “hedge” all
African-American poetry “in with a name” (x). He contrasts Hughes’ “poetizing of the blues in
his zeal to represent the Negro masses” with the “capacity for turning a neat sonnet according to
the rules” of Sterling A. Brown, showing that these poets “represent differences as unique as
those between Burns and Whitman” (xi). Ultimately, Cullen argues that a poet’s commitment
should be first and foremost to “the higher traditions of English verse” (x). Cullen’s introduction
ends with a call to end the practice of writing dialect poems, and elsewhere, and in an earlier
review of Hughes’ The Weary Blues, Cullen had wondered “if jazz poems really belong to that
dignified company, that select and austere circle of high literary expression we call poetry,”
saying that “never having been one to think all subjects and forms proper for poetic
consideration, I regard these jazz poems as interlopers in the company of the truly beautiful
poems” (“Poet on Poet,” 73). In fact, Cullen “believed jazz to be an insufficiently developed,
insufficiently permanent art form to use as an aesthetic for poetry” (73).
The two approaches had and still have their own supporters. Bontemps, siding with
Hughes, reasons that, while “Negro writers must long continue to be propogandists” because
“the wrongs of their people are too close to them to be overlooked” (13). Hughes’ “forms
themselves contain stances toward existence, and their value for the self-conscious writer is not
in their quaintness but in their forms of response to existence and their spiritual beauty and other
implications,” which is why “he invested poetry with the inner spirit of the blues, folk ballads,
and gospel songs” (40). James De Jongh contends that, because Hughes “associated the Harlem
setting with jazz and blues (folk forms recognized to be black, and even African, in origins and
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value),” he centered himself “in an African-American, musical and philosophical frame of
reference,” meaning that “the duality, paradox, and irony of jazz and blues could be embodied in
culturally received forms—in the medium, as well as in the message” (25). In this way “the
ambivalence and ambiguity of Harlem . . . could be more fully articulated by Langston Hughes
with blues and jazz” (25) than by poets using Cullen’s approach.
Cullen too has his proponents. Melville J. Herskovits wrote in 1925 that “the proudest
boast of the modern young Negro writer is that he writes of humans, not of Negroes . . . he seeks
to be a writer, not a Negro writer” (356). Though one cannot know what dinner “recently given
for a group of Negro writers in New York city” Herskovits refers to specifically at which
“member after member of the group stated this position as his own” (3556), it demonstrates that
Cullen’s “acculturation” approach (as Herskovits puts it) found many supporters in the period.
Robert Hayden, a mid-twentieth-century African-American poet, recognized that “Cullen was
aware of a peculiar risk Negro poets have had to face. The tendency of American critics to label
the established Negro writer a ‘spokesman for his race’” (xix). Though poets such as Hughes
“think of themselves in that role,” the result “of such labeling is to place any Negro author in a
kind of literary ghetto where the standards applied to other writers are not likely to be applied to
him,” given that ”he, being a ‘spokesman for his race,’ is not considered primarily a writer but a
species of race-relations man, the leader of a cause, the voice of protest” (xix).
3.4 The Jazz and Blues Poems of Hughes
In addition to shaping their critical works, this debate about “the role of loyalty and
obligation to “the race” versus the author’s duty to aesthetics or beauty” (Thaggert 2) also shaped
Cullen and Hughes’ own poetry. Clearly, Hughes believed in the importance of race as subject
matter for poetry written by African-Americans. But Hughes’ poetics also had a stylistic
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component, guided by what Rampersad calls his “key technical commitment: the music of black
Americans as the prime source and expression of their cultural truths” (4). Hughes’ original
verse forms, inspired by this commitment, took the rhythms of jazz and the blues as their
foundation. Many of the poems in The Weary Blues, Hughes’ first volume, demonstrate this
technical commitment. Take, for example, “Negro Dancers”:
“Me an' ma baby's
Got two mo' ways,
Two mo' ways to do de Charleston!'
Da, da,
Da, da, da!
Two mo' ways to do de Charleston!'
Soft light on the tables,
Music gay,
Brown-skin steppers
In a cabaret.
White folks, laugh!
White folks, pray!
“Me an' ma baby's
Got two mo' ways,
Two mo' ways to do de
Charleston!”

The title of the poem provides notice that the subject matter will be both racial and music-based.
By the point in The Weary Blues at which “Negro Dancers” appears, the reader has already
interacted with poems along a wide spectrum of conservative and experimental formal
construction, and those poems furthest on the experimental end have borne titles such as
“Jazzonia,” “A Song to a Negro Wash-Woman,” “Song for a Banjo Dance,” and “Danse
Africaine.” One knows before reading this poem that one will likely deal with verse that diverges
from the white literary tradition, both in the kind of subjects that it will treat (who, unlike the
standard subjects for poems, are African-American) and in the way that their dance will be
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portrayed. Hughes, one has realized by this point in the book, will not stand afar from the “negro
dance” as a detached observer, and he will certainly not transmute its rhythmic qualities into
standard meter. He will take both the dancers and their dance as beautiful in their own right and
will attempt to convey to the reader that beauty by mimicking their dance itself.
In this particular poem, Hughes identifies the dance in question: the Charleston, a form of
jazz dance popular in the 1920s. The dancers in Hughes’ poem, like Hughes himself, display an
interest in innovation on a formal level. The speaker, along with his “baby,” have invented two
original variants on the dance, “two mo’ ways to do de Charleston.” The “da, da!”s of the poem
mirror the music to which one would do the Charleston, and so Hughes sets the first and last
stanzas of the poem, both spoken by one of the negro dancers, to jazz music. A dancer could
perform these stanzas. The poem’s middle stanzas mark the appearance of a speaker outside of
the dancers, an observer who does not dance but describes. This observer has not removed
himself from the scene, however, and he does not treat the dancers as objects but rather treats
them as subjects. His description makes it clear that he has not joined them in their dance, but his
faithful rendering of their speech, purposely not altered to conform to standard white speech,
shows his admiration for them and his belief in the beauty of what they say. The speaker’s belief
in the beauty of the scene in which the speakers dance manifests itself in the poem’s second
stanza, a description of the “cabaret” where the speaker has found these dancers. Hughes sets this
description to rhythms foreign to the white literary tradition. The quatrain’s syllabic content goes
six syllables, three syllables, four syllables, and five syllables. Such a combination had little
precedent in English poetry and resists any attempt to read it as metrically standard. Yet the
stanza’s rhythm, though equally unusual if read in terms of the existing white literary tradition,
has a definable rhythm, a simple but effective stress pattern: two, three, two, three.
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Soft light on the tables,
Music gay,
Brown-skin steppers
In a cabaret.
Hughes shows considerable interest in the stress count, just not interest in a stress count that
conforms to any pre-existing tradition. Hughes also regulates the stress count in the next stanza,
which addresses white readers (and, presumably, any white observers in the cabaret who have
come to watch the dancers in pursuit of the Harlem vogue), with three strong stresses in a row,
capped off by exclamation points: “White folks, laugh! White folks, pray!” In addition to
addressing these white folks, Hughes also instructs them. He has specific ideas about how they
should react to seeing the dance, although the instructions to regard the dancers as objects that
amuse and inspire prayer are likely sarcastic. The poem ends with a return to the dialect of the
dancers, a shortened but otherwise unmodified version of the first stanza.
Hughes’ use of dialect did not represent one of his innovations. In fact, one could argue that
dialect poetry represented the only African-American form with a pre-1920s lineage. James
Weldon Johnson used it extensively, and Claude McKay’s book of Jamaican dialect poems,
Songs of Jamaica, came out in 1912. Cullen, in fact, saw dialect poems as having served their
purpose, if ever purpose they had, and believed that, by the date of the publication of Caroling
Dusk, they were antiquated. Hughes, on the other hand, continued to write jazz poems
throughout his career, an extension of his own conception of himself as a “folk poet” who, “to
reach his primary audience—the black masses . . . was prepared to write ‘down’ to them”
(Rampersad 5). Hughes believed in the beauty of the everyday lives of these black masses, and
thus writing in dialect served the twofold purpose of making his poetry accessible to those
audiences and mirroring the way that they actually spoke to one another “without fear or shame,”
allowing them to see their own speech patterns in a literary world where such patterns utilization
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of such speech patterns at this point had mostly come in the context of treatments of slavery.
Hughes here uses a uniquely African-American form to portray the African-American
experience. This poem is not just black in content; because Hughes invented the jazz poem
specifically to communicate the African-American experience, it is also black in form. Hughes
maintained that in poems such as this the content and style merge to express the AfricanAmerican experience in the most authentic possible way.
3.5 The Sonnets of Cullen
Cullen took an approach to his poems, both in terms of content and form, that competed
directly with that of Hughes. Hughes’ determination to communicate as authentically as possible
the African-American experience by way of the invention of specific African-American verse
forms, combined with his insistence that race ought to take priority as subject matter for poetry
by African-Americans, stood in direct opposition to Cullen’s own poetics, which sought to claim
for African-Americans the right to use any verse forms and to write about any subjects that they
chose. Cullen “believed the poet was a man in tune with higher spiritual forms rather than a
social tactician . . . a man who dwells above mundane realities” (Baker, Afro-American Poetics
53). Cullen summarized this approach in an essay that responded to the objections of French poet
and novelist Madame Claire Goll to both his “love of Keats” and to him “concerning [himself]
with names like Endymion and Lancelot and Jupiter” (“Countee Cullen on Miscegenation,” 373).
In keeping with his belief that African-Americans should have equal right to all subject matter as
their white counterparts (who, in the essay in which this story appears, Cullen identifies as Keats,
Frost, Robinson, and Millay), Cullen wonders “why Keats himself should have concerned
himself with themes like Endymion and Hyperion” (373). Cullen asks
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Must we, willy-nilly, be forced into writing of nothing but the old atavistic urges, the
more savage and none too beautiful aspects of our live? May we not chant a hymn to the
Sun God if we will, create a bit of phantasy in which not a spiritual or a blues appears . . .
in short do, write, create, what we will, our only concern being that we do it well and
with all the power in us? (373)
This remark captures Cullen’s approach to poetics in its entirety. He rejects Hughes’ raceoriented approach, and, in a move in direct contradiction to Hughes’ claim that both the ugliness
and beauty of the African-American experience are themselves beautiful, acknowledges that the
“savage” aspects of the African-American life are “none too beautiful.” He also provides
examples of what kinds of poetry he thinks African-Americans ought to have license to compose
(hymns, phantasies) and what kinds they ought to have license not to compose (those based on
spirituals and blues). Cullen’s devotion to Beauty contrasts with the savage and the ugly. In
Cullen’s mind, the charge to write race-centric poetry placed African-Americans on the margins
of literature. Restricting African-American poetry (and the budding African-American literary
tradition) to the subject of race would hamper its growth. Moreover, concentrating on race in
such a way figured it as the primary goal of African-American poetry, making the AfricanAmerican poet, in Hayden’s words, “a species of race-relations man” rather than a writer. Aside
from his objections to the potential for jazz and blues forms to produce poetry of high aesthetic
quality, Cullen protested to the notion that race ought serve as the major subject of AfricanAmerican writing on the grounds that a truly free people, one unburdened from the need to write
in the Du Boisian shadow of slavery, would have freedom in subject matter. If AfricanAmericans conceived of themselves as truly equal to their white peers, they would have to have
the ability to write on all subjects. Cullen did not deny his African-American lineage nor did he
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abstain from writing about the racially determined aspects of his own experience. But his chief
desire always remained the license to concern himself with writing well, and this license he
wished for all of his African-American brethren. Anything else, he reasoned, did not really
constitute freedom.11
Cullen’s invocation of Keats shows what he saw as his individual calling; his “guiding
mode was not the realistic but the romantic (Baker, Afro-American Poetics 53). Baker’s
description of Cullen’s poetics, which presents itself a “preshaping impulse,” sounds similar to
descriptions of Teasdale’s poetics:
the romantic mode implies a world charged with wonder and suspends the laws of
probability—there is unlimited expectation. Though piety and devotion are operative, the
prevailing motive is love. Cullen’s canon reflects all of these characteristics and contains
the distinction between a dark romanticism and a bright one of harmony and enduring
friendship. (53)
This resulted in a formal approach very similar to that of Teasdale. Consider Cullen’s “To
Endymion,” which came accompanied by the following footnote: “Rome, August 1926, after a
visit to the grave of Keats”:
Endymion, your star is steadfast note,
Beyond aspersion’s power to glitter down;
There is no redder blossom on the bough
11

As always for the Harlem Renaissance, the practical world loomed, although Cullen’s romanticism prevented him

from discussing its particulars: “Certainly Countee Cullen, for example, served a national need in a time of ‘forced’
institution building and national projection. He gained white American recognition for ‘Negro poetry’ at a moment
when there was little encouraging recognition in the United States for anything Negro. And Cullen gained such
recognition by means of a mastery of form pleasing to Afro-Americans as well as Anglo-Americans” (Baker,
Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance 85-6)
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Of song, no richer jewel in her crown;
Long shall she stammer forth a broken note,
(Striving with how improvident a tongue)
Before the ardor of another throat
Transcends the jubilate you have sung.
High as the star of that last poignant cry
Death could not stifle in the wasted frame,
You know at length the bright immortal lie
Time gives to those detractors of your name,
And see, from where you and Diana ride,
Your humble epitaph—how misapplied!
A pronounced difference in subject matter strikes one immediately when comparing Cullen’s
sonnet and Hughes’ “Negro Dancers.” The latter revolves around two African-American dancers
discussing their own variants on a contemporary dance, observed by the speaker in a cabaret and
quoted at length. The poem focuses on the subjects’ contemporaneity and race, which Hughes
emphasizes by way of dialect and the poem’s jazz-inspired form. Cullen’s subject is neither
contemporary nor African-American. The Endymion of this poem, Cullen makes clear by way of
his footnote, must be Keats. Cullen takes a long-dead, white poet as his subject, rejecting the
contemporaneity of Hughes as well as his racial focus. Though Keats’ whiteness stands as a
background for the poem (as it always would), race does not play an explicit role in this poem.
The racial divide between Keats and Cullen receives no direct attention; if one did not know
Cullen’s race, “To Endymion” would not provide any clues. Cullen’s approach of claiming for
African-Americans the same literary rights as their white peers, including form and subject
matter, directs the composition of this poem.
That Cullen takes Keats and Endymion as his subjects follows logically from his
statement to Madame Goll. African-Americans should demonstrate their ability to write on such
themes, just as poets such as Keats did, and so Cullen claims his right to do so. Cullen builds on
Keats’ poetry by choosing to write about Endymion, the “shepherd-prince” in Keats’ famous
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poem of the same name. However, in this poem, Keats himself takes the role of Endymion. With
Keats as the addressee, Cullen, at the poet’s graveside, reflects on Keats’ greatness as a poet and
wonders at the gap between the timelessness of Keats’ work and the evanescence implied in the
poet’s famous epitaph, “Here lies One Whose Name was writ in Water.”
In terms of content, Cullen’s sonnet has much more in common with Teasdale’s “To
Sappho I” than it does with “Negro Dancers.” Both poems show the same pre-occupation with
the timelessness of literary tradition. In Teasdale’s poem, Sappho’s genius as a writer makes her
timeless, so much so that Teasdale fantasizes about living in the Greece in which she lived. In
this way, the literary tradition provides a refuge for Teasdale’s dissatisfaction with the present
age. Cullen praises Keats using similar logic, although not for the same reason. Keats’
timelessness stands in direct contrast with the epitaph that presents him as a figure of temporary
existence. “Detractors” may believe this “bright immortal lie,” but Cullen knows that the
“steadfast note” of Keats’ work extends “beyond aspersion’s power to glitter down.” The
divergence between the two approaches to Keats comes from different definitions of “timeless”;
Keats’ life forms the subject of his epitaph, but his work forms the subject of Cullen’s poem. The
“humble epitaph” focuses on Keats’ early death, but Cullen sees such as a focus as a mistake.
The epitaph remains “misapplied” because Keats’ work makes him immortal. Like Teasdale,
Cullen conceives of the author he praises as an entity who can never die due to the high quality
of his work. Unlike Teasdale, Cullen’s motivation does not come from his dissatisfaction with
the modern world but rather with his dissatisfaction with Keats’ epitaph, which does not properly
evaluate Keats’ immortality. The focus on Keats’ life has resulted in a misapplied epitaph, and
this Cullen will not let stand. In seeking to right this particular wrong, one involving the
evaluation of the correctness of the epitaph of a white author who died centuries ago, Cullen’s
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poem departs significantly from those poems of his Harlem Renaissance counterparts who
sought to right racial wrongs in their own time. Cullen’s motivation comes from a source as
different from that of Hughes’ “Negro Dancers” as possible.
Cullen chooses to depart from some traditional aspects of the sonnet form in this poem in
an unusual combination of rhyme scheme and typography. The rhyme scheme of the octave
reads abcbadad and that of the sestet reads as a traditional English version of the form, efefgg.
Cullen’s marking of the division between octave and sestet is particularly unusual, for he does
not do so in all of his sonnets. However, this poem does not bear much resemblance to the
Petrarchan, Sicilian, or French versions of the form, the major variants that divide themselves
into octave and sestet. In fact, this poem seems clearly organized by the quatrain-quatrainquatrain-couplet pattern of the English sonnet. The first four lines form a modified English
quatrain (with “bough” unrhymed at any point in the poem) because Cullen sets them off as a
grammatically distinct unit with a semi-colon. The remainder of the poem satisfies the
qualifications of an English sonnet perfectly, two rima alternata and a concluding couplet.
Technically, the carry-over of the ‘a’ rhyme to the second quatrain conforms to the Spenserian
version of the form, but, with the abnormal unrhymed third line of the poem, it seems more
likely that Cullen intended this poem as an experiment rather than a modified Spenserian sonnet.
Regardless, the quatrain-couplet end, although set off from the rest of the poem as if it were a
sestet, displays the rhyme scheme of a typical English sonnet. On the one hand, speaking of this
as a sestet seems reasonable, since Cullen’s typography sets it off as such and it contains a single
sentence. However, the rhyme pattern of the poem prepares the reader for the poem to end in a
quatrain-couplet, and such an ending consisting of a single sentence does not necessarily
represent a departure from the English sonnet tradition. Thus, the construction of this sonnet’s
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rhyme scheme seems at odds with its typographical set-up, leaving the reader to assume that
Cullen had experimentation in mind when composing it. When Cullen experimented, in other
words, he did so within the bounds of established forms. This represents another trait that
Teasdale and Cullen share. Though they chose to continue writing poems in the forms that poets
had used in the preceding centuries, they did not have reservations about bending the rules and
using these forms in new ways. Cullen asserted that the height of freedom for African-American
poets would be the ability to express themselves without restriction, and creating variations on
traditional forms falls well within that purview. When read in its entirety, one of the most
remarkable traits of Cullen’s poetic corpus is its comprehensiveness. There seem to be no
subjects on which Cullen does not touch, no feelings which he does not express, and no
experimentations he will not try, assuming that those experimentations are on pre-established
forms rather than creating new ones.
Like Teasdale’s “To Sappho I,” “To Endymion” juxtaposes rhyme-related
experimentation with relatively regular meter. Although Cullen’s poem sometimes strains
against it, one can read all of the lines as standard iambic pentameter, with one exception: the
poem’s eighth line, which one may treat as the end of the octave if one chooses to see the poem
as organized into an octave-sestet formation. The line departs from this pattern both in its
syllable count (it has only nine) and in its meter, for it does not satisfy the accent pattern
necessary to deem it a regular acephalous iambic pentameter line: “Transcends the jubilate you
have sung.” It instead produces three regular iambs, one trochee, and one single stress, which,
given the regular iambic pentameter through the rest of the poem, makes the most sense to read
as a catalectic iamb. Thus, the most logical scansion of the line would term it an iambic
pentameter line with a trochaic substitution in the penultimate foot and a catalectic final foot.
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This departure seems all the more purposeful when one considers how easily the line could have
fit the iambic pentameter requirements; the addition of an unstressed “that” between “jubilate”
and you” would have made the line pure iambic pentameter, and, though one cannot know, it
seems more likely than not that a poet of Cullen’s grammatical exactness would have realized
this. This metrical irregularity highlights Keats’ incomparable place as a poet, the “blossom” of
his work “redder” than any other “on the bough / of song.” Because the line stands out among a
poem of otherwise regularly stressed lines, Cullen’s calls extra attention to it. In doing so, he
brings the reader’s focus to both Keats’ work (“jubilate”) and its transcendence, which that of no
other poet can match. Because Cullen wrote the line in past tense, thus clarifying that Keats has
died, it nearly captures the entire thesis of the poem itself. Its irregularity also shows Cullen’s
deference to Keats; in a line in which he positions himself as an inferior poet (as with all other
poets), he violates the metrical standard, undermining the potential perfection of his poem in this
regard. Cullen disfigures his otherwise metrically standard poem to show that he recognizes that
no poem he writes can ever approach the quality of Keats’ “steadfast note.”
Such a move gets at the heart of how Cullen’s poem contributes to the establishment of
an African-American literary experience. Remembering that Cullen believed that true freedom
for African-American poets could only come through the ability to write poems that were not
racially determined in either form or subject matter, Cullen’s poem about Keats provides a
representative example of his commitment to that belief. The footnote situates Cullen at Keats’
grave site, far from Harlem and, in a figurative sense, far from the racial concerns that so
preoccupied some of his fellow Harlem Renaissance poets (though, of course, such concerns
must always be with Cullen, whether or not they appear in a given poem). In stark contrast to
Hughes’ reference to a contemporary dance popular among African-Americans in “Negro
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Dancers,” Cullen references Greek mythology. This Cullen makes the allusion, in a move not
unlike Teasdale’s use of the figure of Sappho, in order to claim Ancient Greece as a site for his
side of an existing binary. Cullen did not, as Hughes thought, seek to ignore the AfricanAmerican experience in writing poems such as “To Endymion,” attempting to become a white
poet. Instead, he claimed territory previously available only to white poets, marking it as viable
for use in an African-American literary tradition that he took part in creating. Cullen wanted
African-American poets to have access to all the literary styles, forms, and allusions available to
their white contemporaries, and in “To Endymion” he puts both Keats and Greek mythology in
the newly-formed African-American literary toolbox.
In order to succeed as a poem, “To Endymion” must succeed on the same terms applied
to white authors of formal poems. It is no accident that Cullen stresses Keats’ timelessness in this
poem by using one of the language’s most timeless form and addressing one of that form’s most
frequent themes. He himself sought timelessness in the same way that poets such as Teasdale
did. African-American poets after Cullen could seek to achieve immortality with Keats as a
model. Cullen’s poem shares a few key things in common with a laudatory Keats poem, also in
the form of an address, to Thomas Chatterton:
O Chatterton! how very sad thy fate!
Dear child of sorrow--son of misery!
How soon the film of death obscur'd that eye,
Whence Genius mildly flash'd, and high debate.
How soon that voice, majestic and elate,
Melted in dying numbers! Oh! how nigh
Was night to thy fair morning. Thou didst die
A half-blown flow'ret which cold blasts amate.
But this is past: thou art among the stars
Of highest Heaven: to the rolling spheres
Thou sweetly singest: naught thy hymning mars,
Above the ingrate world and human fears.
On earth the good man base detraction bars
From thy fair name, and waters it with tears.
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These poems make similar claims about the poets they praise. Both recognize the
limitations of the physical world, writing as they do about poets who have already died and both
contrast real-world mortality with the immortality that their subjects’ work has earned. Both
Keats and Cullen saw their subjects as heroes and models. Both of these poems make the claim
“although you, great poet, are dead, your work is immortal,” but they share more in common
than that. For one, both Keats and Cullen locate their subjects in the spiritual world; Keats’
Chatterton is “among the stars / of highest Heaven,” while Cullen’s Keats “rides” with Diana in
the world of the Greek gods. Both poems also include a key word: detraction. In Keats’ poem,
those men counted as “good” will “bar” his name from “base detraction.” Though “naught thy
hymning mars” in the “rolling spheres,” presumably such marring does occur in the “ingrate
world,” which explains why Keats notes that only “the good man” bars detraction from
Chatterton’s “fair name.” Cullen’s poem does not only imply the presence of detractors but notes
it, linking the detraction, as Keats does, to poet’s name. These detractors of Keats’ name Cullen
calls out, restoring Keats’ name to the same level of respect that Keats seeks for Chatterton’s
name. Both poems praise their subjects, identify their worldly mortality, explain that they live
now in the spiritual world, claim for their poetry immortality, and term those who would mar
their name “detractors.” Cullen, with Keats as his god, might very well have had this poem in
mind when composing “To Endymion.”
Cullen’s sonnets touch on other subjects as well. The following poem, entitled only
“Sonnet,” addresses a theme that recurs in both Cullen’s sonnets and his other poetry:
What I am saying now was said before,
And countless centuries from now again,
Some poet warped with bitterness and pain,
will brew like words hoping to salve his sore.
And seeing written he will think the core
Of anguish from that throbbing wound, his brain,
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Squeezed out; and these ill humours gone, disdain,
Or think he does, the face he loved of yore.
And then he too, as I, will turn to look
Upon his instrument of discontent,
Thinking himself a Perseus, and fit to brook
Her columned through and every blandishment;
And looking know what brittles arms we wield,
Whose pencil is our sword, whose page our shield.
One of the hallmarks of Cullen’s poetry that distinguishes it from other Harlem Renaissance
writers is the propensity for allusions to antiquity. A poet such as Hughes saw Ancient Greece
and Rome as irrelevant. The present-day African-American experience needed attending to, for
this experience had not seen proper expression in literary history. In contrast, Cullen wished to
bring Ancient Greece and Rome into the realm of the nascent African-American literary
tradition, and so he referenced them frequently, a move atypical of Harlem Renaissance writers.
Given the importance Cullen attached to this inclusion, this made the composition of poems such
as “Sonnet” all the more necessary. The allusion to Perseus does not fundamentally change the
poem’s claims nor would the poem collapse if it were removed. However, in addition in serving
its role in the poem, admittedly not major, it also stands as another example of Cullen’s poetics.
One might call the allusion inessential because the claim it makes implicitly is made
explicit through the rest of the poem. However, “Sonnet” serves as an exemplum of the nonracial aspect of Cullen’s poetics, for it explicitly connects Cullen to the history of white poets
who form the Western literary tradition. The poem argues that, although poets often see their
poems as means to “salve” their emotional “sores,” they ultimately find that literary “arms” are
“brittle,” unable to “squeeze out” the “the core / of anguish” from the “throbbing wound” of their
brain. Although the “bitterness and pain” Cullen speaks of has a universal application, the last
line of the octave make it clear that, in this instance, Cullen’s pain comes from romantic woes,
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for he wishes to “disdain” that “face he loved of yore.” Cullen does not, however, emphasize the
specific cause of his pain, limiting it to a grammatically buried reference in one line and instead
chooses to emphasize the futility of verse to salve such sores. Both the attempt to use poetry in
this way and its inevitable failure place Cullen in a long lineage of poets who have found
themselves in similar situations. Cullen situates himself alongside the long white history of poets
who have used poetry, and specifically the sonnet, to attempt to free themselves from emotional
pain. Cullen can do this because he believed pain a universal experience, one that both white and
African-American poets alike had the freedom to write about. As with “To Endymion,”
timelessness represents a central theme in “Sonnet.” Cullen knows that his subject has served as
the basis for centuries of white poetry, and he finds it meaningful to participate in the timeless
history of poets who have erroneously believed that they can cure their woes by transmuting
them into verse. He does not, however, do this by becoming a white poet, as Hughes claims.
Instead, he boldly proclaims that African-American poets have the right to compose poems on
the same themes that white poets have written about for centuries. By noting the white history of
this theme and then composing a poem about it himself, Cullen demonstrates the AfricanAmerican-ness of an experience previously exclusively white. Additionally, Cullen foresees a
future of similar poems, and one cannot but imagine that he sees many of those poems written by
African-Americans. Cullen acknowledges his place in literary history here as he takes the tools
previously only employed by white poets and uses them to begin a tradition that will stretch on
infinitely. He remains an intercessor, a founder, and a clairvoyant.
3.6 The Sonnet and the Heterogeneity of the Harlem Renaissance
These men and women shared little but a consciousness that they were participants in a
new awakening of black culture in the United States . . . There was no common bond of
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political or racial ideology, personal experience, background, or literary philosophy that
united the various elements in the Renaissance. What they held in common was a sense
of community, a feeling that they were all part of the same endeavor.
Carol Wintz, Black Culture and the Harlem Renaissance

Speaking of the Harlem Renaissance as though it represented one cohesive thing
represents the necessary first step in conceptualizing it, with Hughes on one side and Cullen on
the other. This dichotomous conceptualization has reigned as the predominant understanding of
it for much of its critical history, but it does not hold up, even when applied to Hughes and
Cullen themselves, for the former wrote many formal poems, including sonnets, and the latter
did not eschew race as subject matter for his own sonnets, as shown in poems such as “Brown
Boy to Brown Girl,” “Black Majesty,” and “Tribute.” One must move, as scholars in the past few
decades have, to the recognition that the writers who made up the Harlem Renaissance shared
little in common aside from their knowledge that they were creating an African-American
literary tradition and the practical necessity of their collaborative efforts in that regard. Despite
the homogeneity implied by the idea of the Harlem Renaissance, “there was no single literary
philosophy guiding them, nor even a uniform perception of what phenomenon was taking place
around them,” meaning that “it is necessary, therefore, to keep in mind, when one refers to the
ideas and attitude of the Harlem artist, that there will automatically be both exceptions and
contradictions” (Hudlin 268). Even the idea of the New Negro did not provide true
standardization of ideals or approaches. Hutchinson notes that “there was no single ‘New Negro’
cultural politics” (4), and Wintz concurs, “the New Negro was never a simple or comfortable
blend of [competing] ideologies; it was rather a dynamic ideology filled with internal conflicts
and even contradictions whose fundamental questions remained unresolved” (47). These writers
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employed a variety of approaches, both theoretical and literary, to central questions about the
production of art as African-Americans. The movement “is frequently conceived as a unique,
intellectually cohesive and homogenous historical moment,” but this this mythology “has
disguised the contradictory impulses of the Harlem intellectuals” (Helbling 13). Instead, the
Harlem Renaissance represents “an era best characterized by its contradictions” (Bernard 28).
Since the members of the Renaissance had competing ideas about racial art and because
the movement “consisted of many factions, warring among themselves regarding the future of
the Negro and of the form that Negro literature should take” (Dickson-Carr 12), compromise
proved central to the movement’s success, as in the already-referenced magazine Fire!!. The
magazine serves as an apt metaphor for the movement itself, reflecting the differing values and
emphases of its contributors, for it “reflected the lack of a clearly defined (and uniformly
accepted) aesthetic in the Harlem Renaissance and differing priorities of various Renaissance
participants,” and it “was a curious mixture of conservative form and radical content” (Wintz,
Black Culture 84). Because its contributors did not agree on any one idea of or approach to
literature, the magazine “vacillated between militancy and introspection, and between formal,
traditional styles and literary experimentation” (84).
If the Harlem Renaissance was, as many contemporary scholars argue, “a product of
overlapping social and intellectual circles, parallel developments, intersecting groups, and
competing visions” (Hutchinson 1), then readings of the Harlem Renaissance must take into
account the individualistic nature of its members. To paraphrase Stanley K. Coffman’s alreadyquoted ruling on Imagism, practice varied so greatly among Harlem Renaissance writers that one
must speak of the Harlem Renaissance “in the manner of” a particular poet. The major
consequence of this rapidly growing critical consensus has been a shift from holistic readings of
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the movement to focused close readings of the works of individual authors with their
participation in the movement as a context for their work rather than a determining force in its
creation. I suggest, however, that there remain some features that all the writers of the movement
shared, and, given the movement’s heterogenous tendencies, such features become all the more
important and worth investigating. North has noted that the stylistic features of the movement
have received comparatively little attention, so it makes sense to turn to the sonnet, that one
literary form that all the Harlem Renaissance writers utilized.
Cullen’s sonnets put him in opposition with “the type of idiomatic, foot-tapping, right-on
stanzas” of Hughes (Baker, Afro-American Poetics 53), but he does not represent the only
Harlem Renaissance poet to take it out of the metaphorical toolbox. Rather, the sonnet was
“ubiquitous among African-American Harlem Renaissance poets” (Huang-Tiller 237). The
sonnet proved important to both the movement and to each of its individual participants. Sonnets
represent two of what Muller identifies as “the signature poems of the period” (254), McKay’s
“If We Must Die,” which Bontemps believes “struck the first powerful Renaissance notes” (37)
and Cullen’s “Yet Do I Marvel.” Jean Toomer’s Cane also includes several sonnets. “In fact,”
Muller continues, “almost all poets of note tried their hand at the form, even Brown and Hughes,
who otherwise propagated a specifically black poetics” (254). The importance of the sonnet to
the (white) English literary tradition established, one can easily see why even those who
propagated a black poetics could see its utility in constructed the foundation for an AfricanAmerican literary experience. No other reason but that the sonnet represented a crucial tool for
this undertaking can account for its ubiquity among these poets, for no other literary form joins
them. The sonnet stands as the only one that all of the poets of the movement used, and, given
the heterogeneity of their approaches to racial politics and poetic construction, such a fact takes
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on profound significance. Many have noted the general tendency of Harlem Renaissance poets
toward conventional forms, with Major claiming that a significant number of “prominent black
poets of this period . . . were largely influenced by the conservative technical tradition
(sometimes called the academic tradition) handed down in British verse (xxxvi) and Hutchinson
going further in claiming “most black poets were enthralled by traditional forms of verse as
established by major British and American Romantic poets and their admirers” (8). As Baker
notes, The New Negro itself “praises” this “formal mastery,” which accounts for “the high
evaluation of Countee Cullen’s poetry, poetry that is meant to imitate with austere fidelity the
efforts of British romanticism” (Baker, Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance 85). Barnes
identifies “the perfected sonnet” as one of the two major forms into which the New Negro has
unified “the pathos, comedy, affection, joy of his daily life” (24). Muller perhaps sums up the
general consensus about the sonnet’s use for the movement’s poets most succinctly:
The sonnet was not so much a “white” form as an interactive form for Afro-modernist
poets: a formal framework signaling that African American themes and concerns merited
the same attention as those of European canonic poetry, but also that African American
expressive strategies could rival, alter, and enrich one of the most durable forms of the
European tradition. (268)
In a sense, the sonnet serves to both unite those poets who make up the Harlem Renaissance and
to further show their diversity, for, though all of them used it, they did so with wildly different
purposes, in wildly different levels of adherence to tradition, and with wildly different levels of
seriousness. Although the ubiquity of the sonnet provides a rare moment of technical
cohesiveness, it also highlights the movement’s differences. After demonstrating the
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heterogeneity of the movement, as scholars have over the last twenty years, it makes sense
moving forward to look at how individual poets within the movement used the form.

VII: The African Sonnets of Melvin Tolson
Melvin Tolson’s inclusion in the Harlem Renaissance marks the last stage of the
movement, which I have allowed to stretch, following Thaggert, up through the mid-1950s.
Tolson’s first volume, Rendezvous with America, came out in 1944 and his second in 1953. As a
later Harlem Renaissance writer, Tolson had the luxury of two decades’ worth of AfricanAmerican poetry on which to build. However, the anxiety about the relationship between form
and authenticity that so divided Hughes and Cullen had not disappeared. Gwendolyn Brooks, a
contemporary of Tolson, asked in her introduction to The Poetry of Black America: Anthology of
the Twentieth Century, “Are there forms already that, with a little tampering, will encase
blackness properly, or must we blacks create forms of our own? If we must create forms of our
own, how shall we go about this work” (xxix). Each Harlem Renaissance writer had a different
answer to this question. For Tolson, the answer came through a troubling of the Hughes-Cullen
binary on the level of form. In his last poem, the first book of a proposed epic entitled “Harlem
Gallery,” Tolson lamented:
The Great White World
and the Black Bourgeoisie
have shoved the Negro Artist into
the white and not-white dichotomy,
the Afroamerican dilemma in the Arts—
the dialectic of
to be or not to be
a Negro
(lines 30-37)
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Tolson’s poetics rejects the “limited and limiting binary of logic” (Leonard 247) that this
dialectic implied via both his approach to form and his subject matter. Tolson chose to employ a
variety of forms, from perfect English sonnets to free verse so varied that it appears unguided by
any internal logic. This formal fluidity culminated in “Harlem Gallery,” which mixes “folk tale
and street jive” with “highly stylized ode” to create an unprecedented hybrid form (Dove xix).
Tolson undid the Hughes-Cullen stylistic binary by utilizing both traditional and AfricanAmerican forms, as well as mixing the two together to create new forms, and he used the same
approach to undo the Hughes-Cullen binary of subject matter. Tolson’s poetics had hybridity at
its center; he moved beyond the “false question” (Leonard 247) posed by the combination of the
Great White World and the Black Bourgeoisie by addressing a hybrid combination of the
concerns of Hughes and Cullen and often used hybrid forms, ones that combined “white” and
“African-American” forms, to do so.
As with all of the Harlem Renaissance poets, Tolson composed sonnets, including a
sonnet sequence in his first book. Tolson juxtaposes this sequence, set in its own section entitled
“Sonnets,” with the other forms in Rendezvous with America to create a book that, when read
together, displays his interest in hybridity. In this book, he places standard forms such as the
sonnet alongside experimental (and Hughes-esque) forms such as those in “A Song for Myself,”
making the book a hybrid form when approached as a single entity. In later books, Tolson would
narrow this hybridity down into single poems, resulting in works such as “Harlem Gallery,”
which mixes white and African-American forms within a single poem.
Tolson’s presents his collection of sonnets as a sequence but only in the loosest sense.
The poems do not present a plot, have a central theme, or contain recurring characters (with one
exception). The collection also consists of twelve sonnets, relatively few for a sequence. The
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poems do not exhibit any global themes or contain any uniting elements in terms of subject
matter, reflecting the lack of a single concern that his larger body of work also bears out. In
terms of construction on the level of content, they also vary greatly. Tolson wrote some of them
in the first person in the traditional lyric mode, such as the Cullen-esque “If You Should Lie to
Me,” and some of them in a narrative mode, faithfully depicting scenes or dialogues, such as “A
Legend of Versailles.” Form unites this sequence, not subject matter or content. Tolson made the
sequence typographically English, setting each poem on the page in three quatrains and a final
couplet. Unlike Cullen, none of these sonnets display unusual rhyme schemes, all conforming to
the standard English scheme. In fact, Tolson’s sequence stands as the most formal body of
sonnets produced by any member of the school, Cullen included. Given the irregularity of some
of the poems that precede this section, included the highly irregular formal construction of the
long poem “Dark Symphony,” one sees clearly Tolson’s interest in a hybrid approach to the false
binary of Hughes vs. Cullen. Instead of using either white or African-American forms, Tolson
chose to do both, sometimes within the same book and sometimes within the same poem. Tolson
saw using standard forms, creating African-American forms based on authentic non-verse art
genres (such as blues and jazz), and inventing forms that contained both of these elements all as
viable means of depicting the African-American experience.
Because Tolson did not restrict himself to describing the experience of AfricanAmericans, his poems had the ability to set themselves in a topos that became increasingly
important to African-Americans in the rise of activist Marcus Garvey: Africa. Africa had
certainly taken a place of importance for Harlem Renaissance poets, for “while most black
intellectuals rejected the flamboyant and vulgar style of Garvey and his movement, they were
attracted by the ideology of pan-Africanism” (Wintz 47). Harlem Renaissance writers, Marian
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Berghahn argues, took an “attitude toward Africa” that, for a variety of reasons, was “more
detached” than Garvey’s, and, because of the heterogeneity of the movement, “more
differentiated” (119). This had come into play prior to Tolson in the works of McKay and
Cullen. Africa, had, however, not represented one of the movement’s chief concerns, for the
Harlem Renaissance had typically concerned itself with the African-American experience rather
than the African experience. Some difficulty had come from trying to fit Africa, both as an idea
and as a setting, into the movement’s larger goal of founding an African-American literary
tradition, a reasonable problem given both the desire to separate this tradition from the shadows
of slavery and the focus on contemporary African-American life. “The New Negro,” Berghahn
rightly claims, “had no intention of assimilating Africans ideas, languages, literatures, or music,”
but rather meant “to define his own position vis-à-vis Africa (121). Tolson’s achievement, not
unprecedented in the movement but certainly still uncommon, was to fit Africa into this program.
Tolson’s use of Africa never really mirrored the extreme pan-Africanism of Garvey; rather, he
used the idea of Africa as one means by which to establish an African-American tradition. Just as
Brown used folk culture and Hughes used blues and jazz, so Tolson used Africa. Africa became
important in Tolson’s poetry, especially as his career continued. But, although “Tolson traced
African culture from its early grandeur to captivity, and ultimately to the promise of its
liberation” (Bader 225), he always worked with the larger goal of the Harlem Renaissance in
mind. Like Cullen, he felt free to pursue any subject matter he wished, and Africa, in various
iterations and of various stages of realism or cartoonishness, fell within that scope. But Africa
never gained primary importance for Tolson; “Harlem Gallery,” which deals with Africa as
meaningfully as any of Tolson’s poems, ultimately remains, as the title suggests, about Harlem.
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Tolson’s sonnets reflect his interest in using Africa not a political tool nor as a pragmatic
motherland but as a means to “define his own position,” and, when recognizing him as a member
of a movement with the goal of establishing an African-American literary tradition, to help
define the position of other African-Americans. Although Tolson’s sonnet sequence does not
hold together by way of any one theme, three of them directly treat the idea of Africa (“The
Blindness of Scorn,” “The Braggart”, and “The Big Game Hunter”), which constitutes one fourth
of the entire sequence. These three poems demonstrate on a small scale the way that Tolson fit
Africa into his larger literary program. One can mark Tolson’s use of the idea of Africa by a
binary that he himself identifies in “Black Lazarus,” what Mvuyekure calls “two African trains
of thought regarding the shape of the continent itself,” one of which “sees the shape of Africa as
a question mark, while the other sees it as a ‘ham bone’ destined to carve European imperialism”
(403). The former represents the kind of earnest investigation of African culture and attempts to
integrate such cultures into representations of the African-American experience that appear in
poems such as “Dark Symphony,” “Black Lazarus,” and “Harlem Gallery.” In these poems,
Tolson places Africa alongside (and sometimes above) the white literary tradition in hopes of
better defining himself. Africa functions as a question mark here in the sense that Tolson’s uses
it as one means by which to pursue selfhood, as well as a larger African-American culture.
Tolson questions the world around him in order to complete this task, and Africa serves as one
tool in this process.
In Tolson’s first two African sonnets, Africa serves as the starting point not for a
questioning of white literary tradition and the Western civilization that has bred it but for a
criticism of that tradition. Berghahn believes that this “criticism of Western civilization” reflects
“a standard feature of the Harlem Renaissance,” one that “served as an orientation point in [the]
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attempt at self-definition,” assisting in “the search for a new identity” (137). Perhaps she
emphasizes a bit too strongly the recurrence of such criticism, for, although many of the moves
made by Harlem Renaissance poets implied such criticism (including, one might argue, the very
creation of an African-American literary tradition itself), these poets did not all openly engage in
such criticism. The practical aspect of the movement obviously played a large part in this, but
one does not find in a poet like Angelina Grimke’s work the sort of opposition to Western
civilization Berghahn sees as standard. Regardless, Tolson’s poemscertainly make their
disgruntled feelings about Western civilization known.
One can find all of the features of those Tolson poems that criticize whiteness (either as
an ideal, a culture, or a literary tradition) in the first two of his African sonnets. The penultimate
quatrain of another sonnet, “A Legend of Versailles,” provides a neat summary of this approach.
In it, Woodrow Wilson, Lloyd George, and Clemenceau, Western civilization’s “Big Three,”
convene to determine how to keep global peace. They are confronted by a character called The
Tiger, a representation of the idea of Africa, who asks if they “really want a lasting peace,” to
which they reply in affirmative. The Tiger informs them that fostering this peace will require the
following:
We must give
Up secret cartels, spheres of power and trade;
Tear down our tariff walls; let lesser breeds live
As equals; scrap the empires we have made.
(lines 9-12)
When the Big Three protest, The Tiger replies that they clearly “don’t mean peace, but war!”
The notion that Western civilization must scrap its empires to enjoy lasting peace, combined
with the assumption that it will refuse to do so, informs Tolson’s first two African sonnets, in
which Tolson finds it difficult to “smother or suppress [his] own feelings of hatred” toward
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whites, something that “his fellow-blacks in America,” particularly other poets of the Harlem
Renaissance, “had learned quite early on” (Berghahn 129). Tolson shows no fear (and little
restraint) in attacking whiteness in his first African poem, “The Blindness of Scorn.”
“The Blindness of Scorn” displays what Maria Mootry notes as characteristics of
Tolson’s sonnets: “he usually abandons the first-person mode and adopts a combination of
bestiary, fable-like narration, hyperbolic symbolism, and sloganistic use of the epigraph” (135).
Tolson sets the poem in Africa, the first time he uses this setting in the sequence, via its opening
line: “The jungle huddled in like dungeon walls.” In the second quatrain, he introduces the
poem’s two characters, a “Malay guide,” appropriately costumed “in loin cloth,” and “the alien
White.” The guide, focused on the task of leading the White through the jungle, has “eye and ear
alert” for danger. In contrast, the White displays no awareness of the potential danger of his
surroundings, loudly “cursing earth and sky.” Already, one can see the large difference in the
guide and the White’s approach to their surroundings; the guide respects the dangers of this
dungeon-like jungle and stays at the ready while the White not only does not find such
precautions necessary while also actively disrespecting the jungle by cursing it and the sky
above. Put simply, the guide respects Africa, and the White dislikes it. In response to the White’s
curses, which the guide knows have the potential to attract jungle predators, the latter cries
“Sahib!”, roughly translating to “Sir!” or “Master!” This shows the guide’s subservient status.
The White has employed him to lead him through the jungle, and so the guide must address him
with appropriate formality and deference. Though the guide imprecates his “sahib” to cease
disrespecting the jungle, he indicates he does not wish to offend the White by bowing during
these imprecations. The guide does not want the White to continue his curses because he knows
that such disrespect shown toward the jungle can have serious consequences, but he remains the
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White’s servant, and his pleas do not change the White’s behavior. Instead, the White curses
again: “Stinkbug of hell!”
At this point, the guide’s actions take a dramatic turn. Where he had previously shown
the White deference, bowing to him and calling him “sahib,” he now, in the wake of the White’s
refusal to stop cursing the jungle, “shoves” the White “violently.” The guide does not do this
lightly. He is at this point “endowed” with “fear.” But this fear does not only come from his
violation of the guide/sahib relationship, though surely that forms a large part of it. The guide has
another thing to fear, one that trumps his fear of offending his sahib: a python. That the White
has not seen the python seems likely, for one imagines that he would not react to its presence by
continuing to curse the jungle, although truthfully it does not matter. The guide pushes the
White, the python falls on him, and the White soon finds himself consumed by coils, which
“piled high and dense.” In a final line that shows the “sloganistic” tendencies of Tolson’s
sonnets, the guide says, “Sahib, the blindness of scorn provokes offense.”
The mock deference of the line’s address, combined with its function as a moral, show
“The Blindness of Scorn” to be a pan-African, anti-colonial revenge fantasy. The White, a standin for Western civilization, does not respect his jungle environment. He, like that civilization,
scorns Africa (and, of course, African-Americans) blindly, unthinkingly, and, even when
circumstances seem to dictate a change in behavior, unceasingly. The guide, in contrast, does not
scorn the White at first. He takes the normal place of Africa in Western civilization and of
African-Americans in America. He addresses the White with the proper terms, and, even when
the latter’s curses put both of them in danger, he bows to him. This continues until the guide’s
breaking point comes in the eleventh line of the poem, where he turns on his sahib and shoves
him into the snake. The aphorism that the guide concludes the poem with wraps up neatly the
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general movement of the sonnet, which “condemns the tyranny of white racism and its social
oppression” (Smith 298). For a Harlem Renaissance poem, “The Blindness of Scorn” manifests
this condemnation in an extreme way. Those poets who did engage in such condemnation, such
as McKay, rarely went this far. In murdering a white man purely for the crime of scorning Africa
(and African-Americans), Tolson’s sonnet situates itself at the most violent end of the Harlem
Renaissance’s anti-white spectrum. Unlike those who “smothered” or “suppressed” their
condemnation, Tolson expresses his in the most extreme possible way.
Tolson’s second Africa sonnet, “The Braggart,” also shows his condemnation of white
racism:
His blond magnificence keyed his vanity,
As snowdrifts moored us at the cabined hearth.
His dog-eat-dog ethics appalled, and we
Were sea fish caught within the damming garth.
“The eagle kings the realm of birds,” he said;
“The lion monarchs the jungle; the world of trees
Kneels to the redwood; Everest’s imperial head
Outdazzles the peaks; the Pacific queens the seas.
“Elite and mongrel! That is Nature’s plan,
A ladder-scheme and not a level-hood.
The Nordic is the zenith rung of Man,
And envy sires the lesser breeds no good.”
The big game hunter said, “I saw a horde
Of ants unflesh a lion as he roared.”
This poem reflects Tolson’s “preoccupation with fascist claims of Aryan superiority” (Berghahn
138). Although written in the first-person plural, the poem only presents its readers with two of
the party’s members, the Nordic blond and the big game hunter, a character who appears again in
the next sonnet. The blond’s speech, forced upon the listeners due to their snowbound state, sums
up Tolson’s view of white racism, a “ladder-scheme” approach to Man that figures whites as
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mankind’s “zenith rung.” In this hierarchy, all other races, African-Americans included, are
“lesser breeds.” The language gives to white racism a eugenic element, but, beyond that, it also
does the same for Western civilization and the white literary tradition. Just as the sahib stood in
for these entities in “The Blindness of Scorn,” so too does the blond, a bit more obviously, stand
in for them in this sonnet. Tolson was, like his Harlem Renaissance peers, not truly radical in his
politics, but this poem, along with “The Blindness of Scorn” and others, makes it clear that he
found occasion in his art to attack not only pro-white extremists but also the elements of white
tyranny that undergirded the Western world and the canon of literature that it had thus far
produced. Doing his part in the project of establishing an African-American literary tradition,
Tolson produced not only pro-African-American works but also ones that attacked those aspects
of civilization and literature that reproduced racist ideologies.
In “The Braggart,” Tolson specifically attacks those who believed white superiority a fact
of nature. The braggart outlines the scientific logic behind his racism in the poems second and
third quatrains. The second quatrain consists of a list of hierarchized aspects of the natural world.
In all of these categories, one entity reigns above all others, as redwoods do for trees and Mount
Everest for mountains. Tolson has his antagonist recite a fairly comprehensive list, one that
covers animals, biomes, plants, and bodies of water. These aspects of nature, the braggart claims,
provide a sound basis on which to assert the superiority of one race over all humankind. Just as
the Pacific “queens the sea,” so too does one race take place at the royal seat of humanity. The
braggart has not manufactured this hierarchy himself; it “is Nature’s plan,” borne out in the
relations among all of the other categories of the natural world listed in the poem’s second
quatrain. The poem’s third quatrain lays out the argument for whites as the race that “kings” all
others in the natural “ladder-scheme,” summed up in the exclamation “Elite and mongrel!”
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Tolson used exclamations sparingly in his sonnets, and three of the other four occur in racial
contexts. In fact, this represens one of the many ways in which the braggart the sahib parallel
each other; the sahib’s “Stinkbug of hell!”, an exclamatory curse that condemns Africa, sounds
similar to the braggart’s “Elite and mongrel!”, which condemns Africans, as well as AfricanAmerican. Having proven by way of comparison the presence of a “zenith rung” for mankind
and asserted that Nordics justly claim right to it, the braggart dismissively concludes that “envy
sires the lesser breeds no good.” That his speech has “appalled” the cabin’s other occupants the
reader knows from the poem’s first stanza. However, his claim, based on a seemingly objective
analysis of the lay-out of the natural world, can only be dispatched with a comparably objective
counter-argument. Displeasure will not suffice. Someone must respond rhetorically.
Such a task falls to “the big game hunter,” the only character in Tolson’s sonnet sequence
who appears more than once and who Tolson reveals in the next poem has the position of the
leader of a Zulu tribe. Representing as he then does Africa (and thus, given Tolson’s use of the
idea of Africa in his larger Harlem Renaissance poetics, African-Americans as well), the big
game hunter replies in defense of all “lesser breeds.” The braggart has already referenced the
idea of Africa himself, claiming the status of the lion as the king of the jungle as one example of
Nature’s “ladder-scheme.” In his response, the big game hunter reclaims the idea of Africa for
Africans and for African-Americans by using it to undo the braggart’s logic: “I saw a horde / Of
ants unflesh a lion as he roared.” If, following the braggart’s logic, the lion “monarchs the
jungle,” then such a scene must prove that this “ladder-scheme” at best a fluctuating hierarchy,
although the reader will more likely find the ladder-scheme idea itself erroneous. It follows from
this example that either the jungle’s monarch does not remain so forever, or, even more logically,
the jungles does not have such a hierarchy at all, no “lesser breeds” but rather a “level-hood” in
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which all of its creatures function as equals. The animal realm serves as the focus of the final
couplet, but “lions, tigers, eagles, and ants are part of a bestiary that metaphorizes relations
between the powerful and the weak” (136), as the reader knows from the braggart’s conclusion
about mankind in the penultimate quatrain. As with “The Blindness of Scorn,” this sonnet takes a
violent turn as it closes. One might see it as a sort of rhetorical revenge fantasy in the mold of the
cartoonish revenge fantasy of the other poem. In both, a white man plays the antagonist who
explicitly derides Africa and asserts, either by implication or by proclamation, the superiority of
his race, and in both Africa conquers him. That the big game hunter lives in Africa and has
actually witnessed the gruesome scene that proves the braggart’s rhetorical undoing adds a layer
of verisimilitude to his argument, as does his use of the appropriately grisly verb “unflesh.” “The
Braggart” does not satisfy the vengeful reader’s desire for the death of the racist white antagonist
in the same way that “The Blindness of Scorn” does, but, the braggart having called himself a
lion, the poem’s last word will bring such a reader the thrill of justice, for the “roar” of this lion
is not an expression of his power but rather of the excruciating pain of his execution. That ants
do the executing further proves the notion of “lesser breeds” false, for one has difficulty
imagining a creature less capable of killing a lion. The ants do so by banding together, which, the
reader realizes, could also help those races considered lesser by real-life braggarts.
Tolson’s final African sonnet, “The Big Game Hunter,” brings back the titular character.
Tolson placed these poems side-by-side in the sequence, indicating that he probably considered
them a sort of big game hunter dyad. It reads:
All day the Zulu hunters and their chief
Tracked in the bushland. Then a sudden roar
Cleaved forests, and with naked unbelief
The warriors watched the charging carnivore.
The giant chief saw that his rooted band
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Would be wiped out. Though terror iced his heart,
He charged the jungle king; the fisted hand
Shot into the cavern mouth like an ebony dart.
The brave are blind to danger; the courageous see
And feel and know. Wise Latins place the seat
Of courage in the heart, where it should be,
That none many ape its grandeur, none may cheat.
The flower of sacrifice blooms the lunar year,
And conscience serves as pallbearer of fear.
Set in “an iconic African jungle” (137), this poem combines both “the Harlem Renaissance’s
‘African ideal’ and comic-strip depictions of good and evil” (138). In Tolson’s other African
poems, white men feature as antagonists, but here a lion serves as the evil. In part, Tolson placed
these two poems alongside another so that the reader understands the difference between the
function of the lion here versus the function of the python in “The Blindness of Scorn.” Because
both fall into the category of African carnivores, one might assume that they serve similar roles
in their respective, and, to a degree, this assumption proves correct. However, “The Braggart”
reveals a key difference between them, for, read as a companion piece with “The Big Game
Hunter,” the reader knows that the lion, monarch of the jungle, represents whites. The python
plays the role in “The Blindness of Scorn” of rightful murderer of the sahib, defending Africa
against his blind curses. The lion in both of the big game hunter poems does not represent Africa
but rather whites, and whites as a synecdoche for Western civilization and the white literary
tradition. Carrying this notion over from the end of the previous poem, “The Big Game Hunter”
presents another battle between the idea of Africa, African-Americans, and the budding AfricanAmerican literary tradition and white tyranny. This battle turns out quite differently from the
previous two, however. The Zulu chief does not conquer “the jungle king” but dies.
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“The Big Game Hunter” is not revenge fantasy; instead, it shows that Tolson’s did not
use the idea of Africa in his sonnets exclusively to kill off white racists. In this poem, Tolson
uses Africa as a backdrop for a positive portrayal of his Zulu hero. The big game hunter and his
“rooted band” find themselves under attack by a lion. “With naked unbelief,” they watch “the
charging carnivore” approach. At this moment, the Zulu chief does something unexpected. As
with the rest of his tribe, he appropriately fears the lion. However, though “terror iced his heart,”
he defends his tribe by confronting the lion. He does so with the same force as the lion itself;
both of them “charge,” the lion motivated by hunger, and the big game hunter by, the reader later
learns, by self-sacrifice. The moment that the two chargers meet does not turn out as the
python/sahib and braggart/big game hunter battles did, and Tolson alerts the reader to the
uniqueness of this confrontation before revealing the battle’s outcome. The line that describes the
battle, which Gary Smith sees as using “hyperbolic language” (299), is by far the most
stylistically non-standard of any in Tolson’s three African sonnets: “shot into the cavern mouth
like an ebony dart.” To begin, this line contains thirteen syllables, a far cry from the normal ten
syllables. The meter goes even further into irregularity: “shot into the cavern mouth like an
ebony dart.” The first foot could be an iamb or a spondee. Were the rest of the line more regular,
an iamb would seem the logical choice, but, given its irregularity, it seems more fitting to place a
stress on the verb, which one would normally do if speaking this line aloud. An anapest follows,
then an iamb, then two more anapests. There exist many potential ways of organizing these
stresses into feet, but ideally such an arrangement would produce five feet total to keep the line
in step with the pentameter of Tolson’s sonnets. The exact organization of the feet does not
matter as much as the impact of the line’s irregularity, which, when preceded by seven lines of
perfect iambic pentameter, is considerable. The extra stressed syllable and excess of total
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syllables mimic the chaos of a jungle battle, and the reader finds himself/herself moving into the
next quatrain quite out of rhythm.
One might wonder, given the triumph of the big game hunter over the figurative lion in
the previous poem, why he loses the battle in this poem. Smith rightly argues that “the chief’s
action is raised to the level of human valor” here” because “he sees, feels, and knows the
imminent danger of the lion but still instinctively and fearlessly acts” (299). This poem shows
not the righteous wrath of the African but his virtue, rounding out a character who Tolson had
previously only depicted as vengeful. The big game hunter’s defining act in this poem asserts his
humanity not by force but by self-sacrifice. In the quatrain that follows the battle, Tolson makes
this point clear. “The brave are blind,” he says, but “the courageous see / and feel and know.”
Playing perhaps off of the blindness of the sahib’ scorn, Tolson paints his Zulu hero as one who
does not rush into battle unaware of the danger but rather one who knowingly places his life on
the line to save his people. In doing so, he achieves true valor. The quatrain drives home this
point by way of etymology, noting that “wise Latins place the seat / of courage in the heart,” a
reference to the construction of the word “courage” itself, which comes from the Latin word for
heart, “cor.” In appealing to antiquity by way of this dead language to fortify his argument for
the big game hunter’s courage, Tolson mirrors Cullen. The hybridity of Tolson’s approach
allows him to use “wise Latins” to make his point without compromising the integrity of his
poetics. Able to write blues poems and English sonnets alike, Tolson proves himself comfortable
blending the African world with that of Ancient Rome. The poem’s concluding couplet further
emphasizes the chief’s virtue by seeing it as a flower forever in bloom (for the entire “lunar
year”) and by terming conscience, which the chief has shown in sacrificing himself for his
people, as that entity that lives on in the wake of informed fear.
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These three sonnets occupy an important place in the sequence and in Tolson’s broader
interest in the idea of Africa. As a microcosm of both, they show Tolson’s range of interests and
his commitment to a hybrid solution to the false problem of “to be or not to be a Negro.” Tolson
rejected this binary by writing poems that employ both Hughes’ and Cullen’s stylistic
approaches, as well as a combination of the two, and by pursuing various combinations of white
and African-American subject matter. His sonnets also occupy an important place in the history
of the African-American sonnet itself, which, as has been shown, is itself a central part of the
establishing of an African-American literary tradition that the Harlem Renaissance took as its
one uniting goal.
3.7 The Love Sonnets of Alice Dunbar-Nelson
At the opposite chronological end of the Harlem Renaissance, Alice Dunbar-Nelson
published her most important poems beginning in 1917, what Levering Lewis has called the
consensus beginning year for the movement. Dunbar-Nelson, also a prolific prose writer,
essayist, and occasional dramatist, published a series of poems from 1917-1928 in major
magazines such as Crisis and Opportunity, as well as in Caroling Dusk, Ebony and Topaz, and
Negro Poets and Their Poems. Dunbar-Nelson’s “literary reputation has mostly been “based on
her poetic contributions to the Harlem Renaissance” (Nelson 142), and “only her poetry received
any serious critical attention in her lifetime” (142). She forms one of the collection of female
poets from the early part of the movement, such as Angelina Grimke, Georgia Douglas Johnson,
and Helene Johnson, who have received a revival in critical attention since the turn of the
century, manifested in works such as Emmanuel S. Nelson’s African American Authors, 17451945 and the anthology Double-Take: A Revisionist Harlem Renaissance Anthology. DunbarNelson herself had drawn the attention of scholar Gloria T. Hull in the late 1980s, who edited her
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collected works and included her in her book Color, Sex & Poetry: Three Women Writers of the
Harlem Renaissance.
Dunbar-Nelson’s poetry falls on the conventional side of the Cullen-Hughes binary. As
Hull says, it “is what it appears to be—competent treatments of conventional lyric themes in
traditional forms and styles” (xlvii). She had, like Cullen, an “essentially romantic conception of
poetry” (xlvii). Both poets asserted the right of African-Americans to work with the same
themes, content, and forms as their white predecessors and contemporaries. Like Cullen, DunbarNelson hoped, in Poetry, an “idealized world where beauty and love flourish,” to “find at least
momentary release from the real world of ugliness, impurity, and hate” (Wall 16). Lori Leathers
Single argues that Dunbar-Nelson “viewed all of her writing as ‘producing literature’ and was
aware of her role in the formation of a new black literary tradition” (142). In this way, she
aligned herself with Cullen, insisting “on the sheer freedom of being able to write a poem about
the beauty of nature as opposed to being burdened by heavy racial or gendered themes”
(Crawford 127). The literature that Dunbar-Nelson produced, like Cullen’s, touched on a wide
variety of emotional experiences and utilized an equally broad range of subject matter, including
both race and gender matters. However, she remained, like Cullen, chiefly a romantic, and her
poetry reflects her commitment to the romantic mode that guided him, although she did not place
as high an importance on the use of allusion to antiquity. Naturally then, as with her peers such
as Grimke and Johnson, she “relied on the safest, least controversial modes” (16), among which
Wall places the sonnet.
Love poetry held much significance for Dunbar-Nelson. Her mature period saw the
production of only twenty-five poems, and ten of them center around love. In these mostly
conventional poems, she claims the standard materials of the traditional love poem for a budding
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African-American canon. These poems assert the right of the African-American love poet to call
her lover her “beloved,” to speak of April and the songs of birds, and to give unto the affection
of her beloved the kind of extreme power that poets had in the centuries before. Dunbar-Nelson
composed love sonnets that claimed this highly prized white territory for a new AfricanAmerican literary tradition. Unlike Cullen, Dunbar-Nelson did so from the opposite side of the
gender spectrum, making it no wonder that she drew comparisons to Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
As we will see with “Violets” and “Little Roads,” Dunbar-Nelson’s love poems, both sonnets
and otherwise, use a traditional lyric voice associated with formal poets such as Barrett
Browning. These poems utilize the language and themes commonly associated with amatory
verse in English, and the speaker of these poems, to paraphrase Hull, is “who she appears to be,”
a relatively standard female lyric speaker for a love poem. Such poems remind one much more
of the love sonnets of Barrett Browning than they do of love poems such as Hughes’ “Love
Again Blues.” As with Cullen’s sonnets, Dunbar-Nelson’s sonnets do not belie the speaker’s
race, and they do not depend on racial context for their impact. In using a lyric voice reminiscent
of female sonneteers like Barrett Browning and Teasdale, Dunbar-Nelson claims the traditional
female love sonnet as territory for building an African-American literary tradition. This new
tradition would, on the foundation Dunbar-Nelson and her peers established, allow future
African-American women the ability to use the standard materials of the love sonnet for their
own purposes.
One such material that claimed for African-American female poets by Dunbar-Nelson’s
love poetry that separates it from that of Cullen comes from a specific contextual positioning that
he did not share, for Dunbar-Nelson dealt with the issue of being not just an African-American
poet but a female African-American poet. As Margo Natalie Crawford rightly claims that women
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like Dunbar-Nelson took on an issue that did not concern their male counterparts, the right to be
considered beautiful. In the process of founding an African-American literary tradition that
included a female component, these women “often reclaimed the femininity that antiblack racism
denied black women” (126), a move intended to combat “the peculiar simultaneous
defeminization of some black women and oversexualization of others” by way of an “insistence
on representing tenderness and elegance” (136). Dunbar-Nelson, along with other female poets
of the period, “fought to represent black womanhood as a ‘dignified mistress,’” hoping to obtain
“the seizure of the femininity that had been coded ‘white’ (134). The right to call oneself
beautiful represents one of the materials allotted to the white female poet that Dunbar-Nelson
worked to claim for African-Americans.
Dunbar-Nelson argues for this right in her love sonnets and in her love poems in other
forms. In those sonnets, she uses adjectives like “gleam,” “rose-shot, “iridescent,” and
“gracious” to describe various aspects of herself. Non-sonnet poems such as “A Song of Love,”
“The Gift,” and “Still from the Depths” also show Dunbar-Nelson arguing for her own beauty. In
these poems, the love of Dunbar-Nelson’s beloved has the power to make not only the world fair
(“A Song of Love”) but herself as well (“The Gift”). The right to these stock ideas about the
power of love needed to be explicitly claimed, for these conventions had not yet been the
province of African-American women.
Dunbar-Nelson using the word “fair” in these poems to describe her beauty has much
significance, for the ability to use this word, a standard term for “beautiful” in amatory verse,
had major implications for her and her fellow African-American female poets. Female love
sonneteers since Wroth had described Love itself as “light and fair” and for these poets hd the
primary definition “pleasing to the eye or mind especially because of fresh, charming, or flawless
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quality.” However, this seemingly simple word carried with it a strong racial claim, for it tied the
secondary meaning, “not dark,” to skin tone and created by conjunction an understanding of
beauty where light skin tone meant beautiful, and, more importantly for Dunbar-Nelson, dark
skin tone meant not beautiful. Dunbar-Nelson wrote in a world where beauty and light skin tone
went together and where calling oneself “fair” implied both one’s beauty and one’s whiteness.
Along with her fellow Harlem Renaissance female peers, Dunbar-Nelson worked to claim “the
demureness and containment associated with respectability and racial uplift” (Crawford 126).
Many of these poets did not seek to undermine the constructs of beauty in common use by white
female poets; they did not seek to replace the word “fair” with another. They granted that the
word “fair” meant “beautiful,” but they protested that it must always also mean “not dark.” For
these poets, the goal was not to question the term’s capacity to adequately describe beauty but
rather to unstick the secondary meaning of “not dark” from its use in love poetry. Dunbar-Nelson
called herself and her world “fair,” and, in doing so, stated clearly that the word would no longer
be strictly for those who had light skin. All could become fair through the touch of their
beloveds, no matter their skin tone. Such a move demonstrates Dunbar-Nelson’s larger
commitment to the project of claiming territory for the African-American poet on the way to the
establishment of an African-American literary tradition.
As with the word “fair,” Dunbar-Nelson also claimed the love sonnet as territory for the
African-American poet. Dunbar-Nelson’s poetics directly informs these sonnets, which have “a
leaning toward the romantic” (Hull xxxi) and which do not indicate the speaker’s race. These
poems, rather than center around race, take up the traditional themes of the love sonnet. Any
study of Dunbar-Nelson’s sonnets might do well to begin with “Violets,” the poem that Venetria
K. Patton and Maureen Honey call her “signature piece”:
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I had not thought of violets of late,
The wild, shy kind that springs beneath your feet
In wistful April days, when lovers mate
And wander through the fields in raptures sweet.
The thought of violets meant florists' shops,
And bows and pins, and perfumed papers fine;
And garish lights, and mincing little fops
And cabarets and soaps, and deadening wines.
So far from sweet real things my thoughts had strayed,
I had forgot wide fields; and clear brown streams;
The perfect loveliness that God has made,—
Wild violets shy and Heaven-mounting dreams.
And now—unwittingly, you've made me dream
Of violets, and my soul's forgotten gleam.
Here, Dunbar-Nelson proves herself a traditionalist in many regards. One can easily see
how admirers of poets such as Dunbar-Nelson, Grimke, and Douglas Johnson might have
“eagerly compared [their] poems to those of Sara Teasdale” (16), for a poem like “Violets”
shares much in common with Teasdale’s work. It uses traditional subject matter, as violets
function in this poem in the way that flowers often do in traditional amatory verse, standing in
place of ideas such as love, beauty, and God. Many flowers perform these roles in love sonnets,
and one could see another flower taking the place of the violets here without any real loss in
meaning. Violets specifically had some importance in Dunbar-Nelson’s personal lexicon and had
appeared earlier in Dunbar-Nelson’s work in her juvenilia in a collection of fiction and prose
entitled Violets and Other Tales. In a short story also named after the flower, Dunbar-Nelson has
a character say, “Violets are my favorite flowers. Dear, little, human-faced things! They seem
always as if about to whisper a love-word; and then they signify that thought which passes
always between you and me” (14). In Dunbar-Nelson’s personal garden, the violet represents
love and those thoughts that “pass always between” two lovers. So the violet does in the sonnet
above, but the speaker in this poem does not occupy the same position as the character in the
story. In fact, it seems as if this poem calls back to the earlier usage of violets in the story, for the
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speaker in the poem remarks that she “had not thought of violets of late,” implying that her
thoughts had, some time ago, often been with violets and so with love as well. When she had
thought of violets, she had reflected on “the wild, shy kind” that appear “in wistful April days,
when lovers meet.” In the past, this speaker has thought of violets and love.
Unlike the character in Dunbar-Nelson’s story, who sends violets as a gift out of love, the
speaker no longer thinks of violets in this way. So far removed is the speaker in the poem from
the character in the story that, for her, violets have taken on a secondary and unromantic
meaning. Where once violets had seemed on the verge of whispering a love-word, they now
represent for the speaker in the poem unpleasant things, which she lists in the poem’s second
quatrain. One can further break this list up into couplets, for the first two lines of this quatrain
address the presence of violets at “florists’ shops” and second of them at a performance venue. In
both cases, violets not only fail to signify love, as they have in the past, but they actively bring to
the speaker’s mind things that displease her. Dunbar-Nelson contrasts the thoughts that violets
had brought to mind in her past, which she describes in the first quatrain, with the thoughts that
they now bring to mind in the second quatrain. This leads into the third quatrain, where the
speaker goes a step further by arguing that she has not only stopped actively thinking of violets
and of love but has actually forgotten about them.
Dunbar-Nelson presents all of this to her reader in the past tense because the speaker in
“Violets” has had a revelation, manifested in the two-word sentence that causes an unusually
early caesura in the poem’s penultimate line: “And now.” The speaker has given her reader a
two-part history of her relationship with violets: they first symbolized love, and then, presumably
because the speaker had fallen out of love, they began to symbolize the tedious, the irritating,
and the unpleasant. The “And now” marks a third phase in the speaker’s history with this flower.
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The appearance of her beloved has restored her conception of violets to its previous position, a
third phase in which she can now think of violets as she once had. The speaker captures her
beloved’s integral role in this process in the phrase “you’ve made me dream / of violets,” for the
beloved both actively begins the process (“you’ve made me”) and sets it on a stronger course
(“dream” rather than “think”). This results in a fitting end for a poem in the Romantic vein, the
recovery of the speaker’s “soul’s forgotten gleam.”
The sonnet obeys the rules of the English form, separated by rhyme into three quatrains
and a couplet. It also presents as relatively standard metrically, almost entirely written in perfect
iambic pentameter. Dunbar-Nelson does violate these rules in strategic places, however. The
most important of these strategic violations reinforces the importance of violets at the poem’s
close. The final couplet re-uses the rhyme from the previous quatrain, a move that violates the
traditional rhyme scheme of the English sonnet. These three lines all become implicated in the
deviation, which brings increased attention to them and the two major nouns they share,
“dream(s)” and “violets.” Dunbar-Nelson establishes a three-syllabic pronunciation of the word
“violets” (vy-yo-lets) in the poem’s first line, an important move given that one could potentially
shorten it to two syllables (vy-lets). The clear metrical layout of the first line allows the reader to
scan later lines without hesitation, knowing already how much syllabic space “violets” will
occupy, and Dunbar-Nelson reinforces this in her use of the word in line five. But, just as the
appearance of the beloved radically alters the way the speaker thinks of violets, so too does his
appearance alter her pronunciation of the word itself. The third quatrain contains a dash that
indicates that those things which come after it will typify “the perfect loveliness that God has
made.” The reader comes into line twelve well-prepared for the first of these things to be “wild
violets” but strategically unprepared for the two words to only occupy three syllables. If one
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takes “violets” as a three-syllable word, as one has thus far, this line would contain eleven
syllables total, a significant deviation from the pentameter of the previous eleven lines. DunbarNelson forces her reader to rethink his/her pronunciation of the word “violets,” as the speaker’s
beloved has forced her to rethink her understanding of what they represent. Although one could
argue for both readings, taking line twelve in context of both this poem and Dunbar-Nelson’s
corpus makes one more likely to change the syllable count of the word so that the line can
remain in step with the pentameter framework. Thus, the reader must literally change how he or
she thinks of the word “violets” at the same moment when the speakers changes how she thinks
of the flower and what it represents.
In masterfully manipulating the syllabic status of “violets” to simulate for the reader the
reconsideration of flower by the speaker, Dunbar-Nelson proves herself a formal poet of high
order. Patton and Honey appeal to this mastery when they call “Violets” Dunbar-Nelson’s
“signature piece,” and the poet had the achievement of this mastery in mind when writing her
poems, the same formal achievement aimed at by poets such as Teasdale. In “Violets,” DunbarNelson accomplishes her goal of “producing literature” and, in doing so, brings the love sonnet
into the arena of the African-American female literary tradition. “Violets,” then, accomplishes
two things. By way of content, it claims its subject matter for the African-American love poet.
By way of technique, it claims both its form and the highly-skilled manipulation of that form for
the African-American love poet. “Violets” aims to succeed by traditional standards and does so.
As a result, it strongly asserts the right of the African-American poet to use the same materials as
those white poets who have come before her and thus does its part in establishing an AfricanAmerican literary tradition.
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In another poem, “Little Roads,” Dunbar-Nelson uses the love sonnet mold to make a
spiritual argument:
Come, let us go exploring little roads,
Gay, tiny paths, who faltering stray away
From the hard concrete of the main highway
That by its straight white sheen yells speed, and goads
To ruthless rush. But cool, green little roads
Wandering in sweet, lush places—surely a fay
Will lead our eager steps some green-gold day,
When from our souls they slip—speed-burdened loads.
O little wistful roads, you beckon me
To green-arched cloisters, hung with lilting note
Of feathered freed ones. Here, clad in leisured coat,
Plunge deep, where haste and time and grinding glare
Forgot. No ultimate aim, speed-folly free,
Let's track these sweet, small roads to their cool lair.
The comparison to Barrett Browning makes sense in light of a poem such as this, for the
Victorian poet often used her love sonnets to make spiritual arguments, including arguments
about the relationship between the soul and the body. Consider “Sonnet XII” from Barrett
Browning’s famous sequence Sonnets from the Portuguese:
When our two souls stand up erect and strong,
Face to face, silent, drawing nigh and nigher,
Until the lengthening wings break into fire
At either curvéd point, — what bitter wrong
Can the earth do to us, that we should not long
Be here contented? Think. In mounting higher,
The angels would press on us, and aspire
To drop some golden orb of perfect song
Into our deep, dear silence. Let us stay
Rather on earth, Belovèd, — where the unfit
Contrarious moods of men recoil away
And isolate pure spirits, and permit
A place to stand and love in for a day,
With darkness and the death-hour rounding it.
Barrett Browning’s poem makes a clear distinction between the spiritual world and the mortal
world. In the former lies the soul, in the latter the body. “Sonnet XII” contains a rather
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unexpected request, one mirrored in Dunbar-Nelson’s poem. Barrett Browning privileges the
earthly rather the spiritual, rejecting the soul and asking instead to remain with the body after she
dies. Because the souls of herself and her lover will find themselves accosted by “angels” who,
“pressing” on them, will “aspire/ to drop some golden orb of perfect song / into [their] deep dear
silence,” the speaker would prefer to stay on earth, where she and her lover will be permitted “a
place to stand and love in for a day.” On that day when their “two souls stand up erect and
strong, / face to face,” Barrett Browning’s speaker would rather stay with her body, allowing
herself and her beloved isolation and silence. In doing so, she privileges the mortal world by
stating that it better suits her ultimate goal of spending quiet time with her beloved. The earth,
not heaven, creates ideal conditions for human love, and human love means more to the speaker
than being with her soul in the presence of God. Barrett Browning’s speaker makes this unusual
request not to God or even to the angels, although one imagines that these beings alone likely
have the power to grant this wish. Instead, she makes the request to her beloved: “let us stay /
rather here on earth, Beloved.”
Dunbar-Nelson’s poem also takes the form of a request to her beloved, beginning “let us
go exploring little roads.” The speaker repeats the request in the poem’s last line, “Let's track
these sweet, small roads to their cool lair.” From beginning to end, the speaker makes spending
time with her beloved going down “little roads” her top priority. No matter what happens in the
middle of the poem, the reader knows, because of the repetition of this request, that all of those
things stand secondary to the speaker’s desire to explore these roads with her beloved.
This does not represent a remarkable request for a love sonnet, until line six, when
Dunbar-Nelson brings the spiritual world into the equation: “surely a fay / Will lead our eager
steps some green-gold day, / When from our souls they slip—speed-burdened loads.” One would
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expect, as one would have expected of Barrett Browning’s speaker, that the speaker in “Little
Roads” would desire to remain with her soul after death, especially if doing so would not mean
separation from her beloved, which it does not, as it did not in “Sonnet XII.” However, on the
“green-gold day” of her death, Dunbar-Nelson’s speaker would prefer to remain with her body,
still exploring little roads with her beloved. Unlike Barrett Browning, for whom this decision
forms the clear focus of the poem, Dunbar-Nelson buries this remarkable request in the middle of
her poem and further obscures it by making it grammatically thorny. The difficulty in exegeting
these lines comes from two places. First, it comes from uncertainty as to what the “they” in line
eight stands in place of. This pronoun must be capable of separation from souls of both the
speaker and her beloved, which will slip away from one another on the day of their death. This
eliminates two of the sentence’s four preceding nouns, “roads” and “places,” since souls cannot
slip from them, leaving “steps” and “day.” The noun must also be plural, which means that it can
only be “steps.” These steps serve as a metonym for the bodies of the speaker and her beloved;
their souls slip out from their bodies as they step down the paths.
Another difficulty in the line comes from identifying the noun Dunbar-Nelson describes
as “speed-burdened loads.” One can solve this problem a bit more easily, however, as the poem
spends much time contrasting speed and leisure. The first quatrain sets up the speed/leisure
binary by comparing little roads with the “ruthless rush” of the highway from which she and her
beloved “falter.” Throughout the poem, Dunbar-Nelson equates the little roads and the travels of
the speaker and her beloved’s down them with leisure. She also explicitly rejects speed. The
speaker sums up this stance in the penultimate line with the phrase “speed-folly”; those who
desire speed pursue folly, whereas the speaker and her beloved will remain “speed-folly-free” in
their aimless walks, in which they will forget “time,” “haste,” and “grinding glare.” Neither the
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roads, the places, nor the steps then make good candidates for the descriptor “speed-burdened
loads.” Although the speaker envisions the steps as “eager,” this does not necessarily imply
speed, and, read in the context of the rest of the poem, the steps can only fall on the leisure side
of the speed/leisure binary. Throughout the sonnet, the speaker remains eager only for leisure,
and regards speed always as folly, so one cannot equate steps that she will take eagerly with
speed. This leaves “souls” as the only candidate for “speed-burdened loads.” Dunbar-Nelson
paints a picture here of the “loads” of the souls flying from the bodies with great speed while
reminding the reader of the folly of that speed by terming it a burden. One presumes that these
hastily flying souls slip out of the bodies upward to heaven, leaving behind the speaker and her
beloved who, led by a “fay” (a fairy), eagerly begin the task of wandering aimlessly down the
little roads.
Dunbar-Nelson uses these three lines to describe a day when the souls of the speaker and
her beloved will slip from their bodies with great speed, leaving them with the opportunity to
“plunge deep” down the little roads slowly, free from speed-folly. In addition to further
emphasizing her preference for leisure over speed, the speaker here makes a strong claim about
her preference for the physical world over the spiritual. On this green-gold day when her soul
and body part, she will choose to remain with the latter. The speaker depicts the soul as a “speedburdened load,” something filled with speed-folly, and so, when it slips from her body, she will
not go with it but will follow the fay down faltering paths. Dunbar-Nelson goes further by calling
the “sweet, lush places” of these paths in the physical world “green-arched cloisters” in a later
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line, indicating that her speaker has abdicated a soul-privileging religion for one that,
unburdened by speed, takes aimless wandering as its chief act of worship.12
Like the speaker in “Sonnet XII,” the speaker in “Little Roads” puts the request to stay in
the physical world on the day of her death to her beloved rather than to any spiritual entity. The
“let us rather stay on earth” of the former poem mirrors the “let's track these sweet, small roads
to their cool lair” of the latter. In both poems, the poets emphasize the single importance of their
romantic relationships, placing them above the spiritual world. Barrett Browning and DunbarNelson do not follow their souls in these poems. Instead, they stay with their bodies so that they
can, in quiet and without haste, spend time with their beloveds in the physical world. In so doing,
they make a remarkable choice, love over the soul, silence over the songs of angels, aimless
wandering over the speed-burden of the departing spirit.
Both “Violets” and “Little Roads” evince Dunbar-Nelson’s poetics. These poems do not
pursue racial matters but choose to claim materials previously allotted only to white poets for the
African-American literary tradition that they are helping to establish. In these poems, DunbarNelson asserts her right to write poems using conventional forms on conventional subjects and
with a conventional stylistic focus. The language, content, and style of these poems reveals a
poet who believed that she could best help the budding tradition of African-American love
poetry by composing poems that adhered to the same poetic principles that drove Barrett
Browning’s love sonnets. In this way, she would both demonstrate the ability of AfricanAmericans to write poems such as Barrett Browning and highlight the importance of their doing
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Perhaps this explains why the speaker and her beloved are led on the green-gold day not by a character from

Judeo-Christian religion but by a fay, which seems an apt guide if one’s religion takes sweet, lush places as its
cloister.
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so. The right to compose love sonnets in this way, unburdened by the necessity of addressing
issues of race or of creating new and more authentically African-American forms, meant for
Dunbar-Nelson true creative freedom.
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4 CHAPTER THREE: THE CONFESSIONAL SONNET
In the review of Lowell’s Life Studies in which he coined the term “confessional,” M.L.
Rosenthal, provides the foundation subsequent scholars use to categorize Confessional poetry:
“the way Lowell brought his private humiliations, sufferings, and psychological problems into
the poems of Life Studies,” Rosenthal argues, is “usually developed in the first person and
intended without question to point to the author himself” (154-155). By the turn of the century,
Edward Byrne could characterize the movement by saying that Confessional poetry is “defined
by its content, the intimate, sometimes sordid, autobiography of the poet revealed in explicit
first-person narration.” This kind of description represents a commonplace among critics writing
about the school, both past and present. It includes many details these critical categorizations
share: the notion of a strong connection between the real-life poet writing the poem and its
content, the conception of the Confessional poem as a purposeful “revelation,” and the tendency
of those details revealed in these poems to be unflattering or disturbing. Many critics use the
word “naked” to describe the high level of intimacy of the poet’s personal experience depicted in
these poems, employing the word with a full understanding of its connotation of an intimacy that
is often embarrassing. Melanie Waters notes that these “metaphors of bodily exposure have
provided critics with a convenient and evocative shorthand” that can be used to address “the
exhibitions gestures” characteristic of the movement (385). Karl Malkoff sums up this idea of
nakedness neatly, emphasizing how it marks a departure from lyric poetry of the past: “there is a
nakedness about this verse that at the very least differs quantitatively from what has come
before” (29).
Today, critics of Confessional poetry generally agree on its practitioners, who Diane
Wood Middlebrook identified in her 1993 article “What Was Confessional Poetry?” as Sylvia
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Plath, Anne Sexton, W.D. Snodgrass, Robert Lowell, and John Berryman. Given the hyperindividuality of the Confessional movement, scholars have spent comparatively little time dating
it. Following Rosenthal, early writings on the school tabbed Lowell’s Life Studies as the
movement’s genesis, but contemporary scholarship now leans toward Snodgrass’ 1959 Pulitzer
Prize-winning Heart’s Needle. Scholars have made little (if any) attempt to set a terminus ante
quem for the movement. In part, this might stem from the fact that all but one of its constituents
died during or before the 1970s but the remaining poet, Snodgrass, lived until 2009. Another
potential explanation comes from the fact that, while the Confessional movement resembles a
historical event, the Confessional poetics can, like Imagism, still be practiced. Scholars of
Confessional poetry have not shied away from the fact that many of the features of this school’s
aesthetic principles existed prior to the innovations of these mid-century poets, and the departure
from the history of lyric verse that Confessional poetry enacts does not, as with the Harlem
Renaissance, necessarily have a historical end point. Given that Confessional poetry made a
move that many term a break-through, it stands to reason that, although its novelty has worn off
and with it some of its power, the Confessional poetics remains a viable approach for
contemporary poets. As such, like Imagism, it seems unnecessary to mark the date when
Confessional poetry ended, as one could still compose an Imagist or Confessional poem today,
even though the Confessional movement took on much of its importance from the way that it
broke away from poetry of the past.
The degree to which the Confessional departs from the history of lyric verse stands at the
center of attempts to define it as a discrete school, but this can only come after a more thorough
understanding of what a Confessional poem sets out to accomplish. Certainly, the demarcation
between Confessional poetry and concurrent schools such as the Black Mountain Poets or the
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New York School does not present difficulty nor does one need help seeing the stark contrast
with Modernism’s “continual extinction of personality.” That the Confessional poem reveals the
inner world of the poet in ways that evince demonstrable connections to that poet’s biography
seems clear, and the speaking subject always stands at the center of the Confessional poem. As
Thomas Travisano notes, the poets who make up the Confessional school shared a
“determination to bypass or unmake modernism’s impersonal aesthetic and to create among
themselves a new aesthetic that would empower them to address the problem of selfhood in the
postmodern world” (9). This new aesthetic counters the dismissal of the self by creating poems
that collapse the external world that surrounds the poems’ speakers into their individual
emotional experience. This makes the Confessional poem a kind of projection (as Hugh B.
Staples would argue) in which the inner world of the speaker becomes a metonym for the
external world. All other figures (including the reader) are displaced into this projected internal
world. The Confessional poem stands not just as the expression of emotion but as the
subsumption of all that exists outside of the speaker’s emotional experience. In a way, the
Confessional poem represents the exact opposite of the Imagist poem; the latter attempts to
eliminate the poet and presents only the external world, whereas the former attempts to collapse
the external world into the inner world of the poet. Emotional slither will not do in an Imagist
poem, but a poet’s emotional experience forms the exclusive subject of the Confessional poem.
The Confessional poem uses this subsumptive move for a specific purpose: “its goal,” as Robert
Phillips says, “is self-therapy” (8). These poems record the inner world of the poet as her or she
attempts to work through traumatic events in his or her past, a move of particular interest given
that all of the Confessional poets suffered from mental illness.
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April Bernard asks at the beginning of her essay on Berryman’s sonnets a question that
many might ask upon hearing that all of these poets wrote sonnets: “Why sonnets? Why on earth,
in the middle of the twentieth-century, a sonnet sequence?” For the Confessional poet, the poems
represent an exploration of his/her psychic landscape, but they must also form a “protection
against the chaos that threatens from within, an attempt to create form amid superficially
senseless turbulence” (Thornbury xl). Thornbury here references the fact that the Confessional
poem has the poet as its composer, subject matter, and audience. The boundaries of formal
restrictions reign in self-explorations that take the poet through traumatic memories, keeping
these explorations from overtaking the poet. In this way, the poems function as a diary does,
giving the writer a means to articulate his/her thoughts to him/herself without harm. The
“chaotic” subject matter of the Confessional poem is the traumatic material that it explores.
“Form,” Thornbury explains, “allows [these poets] to have it both ways: [they] at once mime
chaos and hold it at bay” (xl). The formal aspects of poetry assist in keeping the self from
disintegrating during the journey into the underworld of mental anguish. The sonnet provided a
ready-made container for these journeys. When I asked Edward Hirsch in a personal interview
what he thought the essence of the form was, he identified it as “a rational form applied to an
irrational subject.” The Confessionals made this move in their usage as the form. Where
Teasdale used the sonnet as an instrument for her music and the Harlem Renaissance writers
used it as a tool to help them found an African-American literary tradition, the Confessional
poets used the “rational” boundaries of the form, established centuries before, to help them
contain the irrational subject matter. The subject matter mimes Thornbury’s chaos, but the form
holds it at bay. As with other practitioners of the form throughout the century, the Confessionals
found the limitations of the sonnet ideally suited for their purposes, constituting a set of
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restrictions with firmly established and historically persistent parameters. Although Hirsch
referenced in our conversation the general irrationality of the human condition, one could argue
that this takes on a heightened meaning for the Confessional poets, whose exploration of trauma
stemming from their mental illness adds an extra layer of irrationality to their sonnets.
The use of form by Confessional poets undermines the intuitive notion that these chaotic
explorations would take on a similarly chaotic style. One could term few of these poems “wild,
unchecked emotional outbursts” (Phillips 10); in fact, “most poems reveal as carefully
constructed a rhyme scheme as one is likely to find” (13). Malkoff calls these poets
“consummate craftsmen” (34), and Lowell commented on Snodgrass’ first volume that “all that
gives light to those poems on agonizing subjects comes from craft” (qtd. in Middlebrook, Anne
Sexton 78). Plath, in the interview above, called Sexton’s work “wonderfully craftsmanlike
poems” (7). While collapsing the entire external world into the poet’s inner world, the
Confessional poet often keeps this self-exploration structured in some way. As the form par
excellence, the Confessional poets naturally all tried their hands at the sonnet, although many of
them used other forms.In the sonnet’s lineage, these Confessional entries mark the height of the
hysterical self-involvement that has characterized the form from its inception, particularly in the
love sonnets of the Petrarchan tradition. The Confessional sonnet takes the form to new
emotional extremes, at times both challenging and submitting to its inherently rational strictures.
Malkoff notes, as do many critics writing about the school, that there is “nothing new”
about Confessional poetry. The subsumption of the external world into the poet’s psychological
experience has existed in poetry at least as far back as poets of antiquity such as Sappho and
Catullus (two poets who Malkoff and Phillips identify), and, English, at least as far back as
Wyatt and Surrey. These poems have first-person lyric speakers who focus on their own
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emotional experience and whose discussion of the external world seems to always serve that
purpose. And, of course, the Confessionals did not invent the idea of using poetry as selftherapy. Yet Plath called Lowell’s Life Studies poems “an intense break-through into very
serious, very personal emotional experience” and gushed about Sexton’s work that it “had a kind
of emotional and psychological depth which [she thought was] something perhaps new and
exciting” (7). One need not argue that the Confessional school inaugurated the subsumption of
the external world into the internal world in order to see the movement as innovative.
One of the innovations of the movement was the decision to not only create poems that
explored their own psychological journey to self-discovery with an unprecedented level of
intimacy but also to share those same poems with the reading public. Plath believed that
Lowell’s poems represented a “break-through” in part because of the high level of details given
in the poems about the poet’s real life, which accounts for Delmore Schwartz’s claim that what
previous “literary methods . . . exclude from all but the privacy of the journal or the letter is
brought to the surface and exposed to direct examination” in the works of Confessional poets
(140). When Plath says that Lowell’s poetry began to address some subjects that were “taboo”
(7), she refers to subjects that would normally only appear in something like a diary, which
makes sense given journaling’s status as a common therapeutic tool. Malkoff speaks of the kind
of “naked” verisimilitude that separates the Confessional poem from other passionate lyric firstperson poetry in historical terms. Identifying Wordsworth’s The Prelude as “one of the first
attempts to focus attention on a truly private universe,” he notes that “the incidents described” in
Wordsworth’s poem “are not taboo; there is not the sense of descent into the underworld that
seems almost a defining characteristic of modern Confessional poetry” (27). Confessional poetry
represents a new level in the history of sharing one’s emotional experience in verse because “the
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true Confessional poet places few barriers, if any, between himself and direction expression of
that self” (Phillips 8). As Adam Kirsch observes, the nature of the Confessional mode “made it
possible for poets to put themselves at risk in their work in ways that would have been
unthinkable a generation earlier” (x). Sherwin notes that for Confessional poets “nothing was too
personal or too private to represent explicitly” and that these poets “plumbed new depths of
literary self-revelation, each increasing in the potentially devastating exposure of its authors” (1),
as “nothing was too shocking or to divulge; no subject was too personal” (3). Joel Conarroe
argues that “more intimately than their literary forbears [these poets] focus on certain traumatic,
even pathological areas of experience” (xix). These poems represented break-throughs, for Plath
and others, because they spoke of the private worlds of poets more nakedly than ever before.
Confessional poetry names names; gone are the riddles of Shakespeare’s “Dark Lady” or
Sidney’s “Astrophel.” Instead, the two major Confessional sonnet sequences are entitled Sonnets
to Chris and For Lizzie and Harriet. Giving this level of access to the materials of the poet’s real
life, however transformed those materials became in the poet’s mind (and thus in the resultant
poetry), “violated the norms of decorum for subject matter prevailing in serious literature”
(Middlebrook, Anne Sexton: A Biography 633). This explains John Holmes’ complaint, when
Sexton presented to him the original draft of her first volume of poetry, which addressed her
“hospital and psychiatric experience, that “it bothers me that you use poetry in this way” (qtd. in
Wagner-Martin 2). Many saw Sexton and her contemporaries as “overly personal” and did not
appreciate the fact that they “had to deal with the facts (or created facts) of . . . [their] mental
instability,” for which “there were few literary precedents” (Wagner-Martin 4). The revelations
may not have been entirely factual, but they were personal in a way different than those poems
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that preceded them because the Confessional poem’s origin lies in a conversation between the
poet and him/herself. Such conversations naturally lack taboos.
The other distinguishing feature of the Confessional poem is its connection to madness.
Mental illness represents a “predominant theme” of these poems, and all of these poets “at one
time or another have suffered mental breakdowns” (Phillips 14-15). “Set down that these poets
were mentally ill, or alcoholic, or suicidal,” says Kirsch, as their “psychic wounds” have been
“probed at great length” (xi). Sherwin notes the use by these poets of “topics previously deemed
private, such as suicidal depression, mental breakdown, incarceration in an asylum, adultery, and
divorce” (2-3). Scholars have documented the mental illnesses described in these poets
frequently, so much so that Thurston boasts “Confessional poets are crazy. Don’t take my word
for it; their biographers and critics are happy to provide supporting detail” (143). Jeffrey Meyers
calls the Confessionals “eccentric, unpredictable, unfaithful; alcoholic, violent, insane” (12).
These poets “though mentally ill, had to confront their deepest fears in order to survive and to
write” (13). Conarroe contends that “it was the unprecedented exploration of various
psychological states and of their own dark sensibilities” that connected these poets and that
“much of the writing we call confessional, for want of a more inclusive term, is clearly a poetry
of madness” (xix). These twentieth-century poets did not invent poetry of madness, of course,
but the relationship that the Confessional poem has with the madness of its speaker forms
another taboo Plath saw these poems as violating. Building on Plato’s idea of furor poeticus,
poems like those of John Clare and Christopher Smart portrayed madness as semi-divine; “we
are not sure whether they were mad or inspired” (Malkoff 28). In contrast, for the Confessional
poets “madness became not only secularized but deromanticized” (29). As Sherwin says, “the
poets’ approach is psychoanalytic in nature rather than religious” (6). Madness is “stripped of
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nobility,” as the poet explores “extremes of emotion to discover . . . the mean, the petty, the
embarrassing” (Malkoff 29). These poets, “unlike their predecessors in the Romantic period . . .
tend not to glorify madness as a path to ecstasy and a link to the divine,” instead choosing to
engage in “public expression of the most private and least noble aspects of their dreams and
inner anguish, material previously considered off-limits” (Conarroe xx). In this way, “private
suffering” stands as the Confessional poem’s “ultimate referent” (Rosenthal 67).
Byrne’s already-referenced definition of the Confessional poem as nakedly
autobiographical contains the common misconception that Confessional poems are meant to be
autobiographical. This idea persists because critics often find it difficult to read poems so
obviously connected with the real lives of the poet without associating them “transparently” (to
use a word Melanie Waters employs in her argument against such readings) with those same
lives. Acknowledging connections between the real lives of the poet and the poem does not
necessarily amount to a mistake; the fact that, for example, Lowell’s poems about his
institutionalization mirror his actual stays at mental hospitals (and are even dated accordingly)
has clear significance. A transparently autobiographical reading of these poems poses a major
problem, however, for while these poems do contain experiences that occurred in the actual lives
of the poets, they often do not record them consistently or honestly. Read closely, these poems
are at once factual and fictional. This produces a dilemma for readers, for the nakedness of the
poems seems to indicate an attempt to render the real life of the poet in an unmediated way and
the inclusion of such specific personal details adds to the notion that the poet wants the reader to
have his or her real life in mind when reading them. Why else would “Berryman and Lowell
each [publish] poems in which they included their own home address” (Kirsch xiv)? These poets
“make no attempt to disguise the autobiographical elements” of their poems; “their use of proper
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names, places, incidents, and other specific details of their lives indicates that authenticity is an
important effect of the poems” (Sherwin 34). All of this leaves the “suggestion of documentary”
(Raban 425).
Yet the fact remains Confessional poems embellish, misdirect, and often fabricate
similarly specific details. Diana Hume George cautions readers not to “ignore the expression of
poetic and personal anguish” (xi) at the center of these poems because of this. As Waters notes,
many scholars have accounted for the simultaneously factual and fictional content of these
poems by seeing this move as “a mode of psychobiography” (381) in the sense that, rather than
being accurate records of the poets’ real-life experiences, “the emotions that [the Confessionals]
portray are always true to their own feelings” (Thurston 6), with “feelings” here meaning
“psychological experience” or “inner world.”13 This psychoautobiographical reading (for the
poets write about themselves and thus compose autobiographies rather than biographies) of these
poems maintains that they do not record the actual life of the poet, as a biography would, but
instead his or her psychological experience. These poems depict the world of the poet’s mind as
he or she revisits and reflects on past experiences. This accounts for the presence of the intimate
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These terms are obviously very vague. Confessional scholars have mostly found themselves content to speak

vaguely. Few have attempted to define phrases like “psychological experience” with the kind of exactness one
would expect from a more scientific approach to the poets. For their own part, the Confessional poets themselves did
not share a uniform understanding of such phrases. I have chosen, as almost all previous scholars have, not to
attempt to fit my discussion of these poets into a larger argument about the scientific nature of the psychological
experience. I do not believe that such work can be accomplished simultaneously with the argument I make at present
about the relationship between the Confessionals and the sonnets. Instead, I will use these words to mean what
Confessional scholars have generally taken them to mean. The complex relationship, for example, between “the
mind” and “the inner world” must at present remain its own concern.
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specificity of the poems since the psychological world of the poet naturally takes as its
foundation the poet’s biographical history. However, revisiting and reflecting upon real-life
events often involves changing them, especially when those events are traumatic in nature and
when the goal of the reflection is to work through those events on the way to “self-discovery”
(Phillips 19).
Confessional poetry deals in these kinds of events, as Steven Gould Axelrod notes when
he identifies the “undisguised exposure of painful personal experience” as an “essential” of the
Confessional poem (98). In working through the trauma of these events, Confessional poetry
“intentionally reshapes and colors the raw materials of experience” (Swiontkowski 10). Aside
from the inconsistencies inherent in the unreliability of our memories of ourselves, which may
account for the need to fill in the gaps with fictional events or people, the Confessional poet
allows him/herself the ability to fictionalize his/her own life because he/she takes as his/her task
the creation of a poem as a means of self-therapy. At most, this process need only remain true to
the poet’s feelings because one’s psychological experience of the world represents the center of
the therapy session. In particular, the Confessional poem records, if it does actually record at all,
the psychological state of the poet while he/she re-visits and works through past trauma. Any
charge to make the poems reliably autobiography finds itself further complicated by the fact that
therapeutic writing does not always record. The poet’s psychological experiences remain the
only materials in the Confessional poem, and one’s inner world can contain, for example, both
real people and exaggerated versions of real people (or entirely fictional people), making all
viable candidates in the Confessional poem’s dramatis personae. “The result,” as Swiontkowski
notes, “is a subjective exploration of psychic realities,” of “personal, emotional reverberances”
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(10). Or, as Sexton herself called it, “milking the unconscious” (qtd. in Middlebrook, “’I Tapped
My Own Head’: The Apprenticeship of Anne Sexton” 208)
This solves the paradox of fact and fiction at the heart of the Confessional poem. If these
poems are meant as a form of therapy, then they obviously exist more for their subjects than for
their readers; “the reader is more eavesdropper than audience” (Hamilton 235). They consist of
the poet describing, synthesizing, and working out his/her own experiences by way of composing
a poem. The collapse is total; even when other characters speak in these poems, they remain
merely dramatis personae in the psychodrama of the poet’s soliloquy. The psychoautobiography
consists of an effort by the poet to come to terms with his/her experience by means of re-visiting
it and talking about it to him/herself, and, in that sense, it is more like a psychodiary, for in the
latter medium the writer and the audience are the same, though the term “psychoautobiographical” still makes sense to use as a description of the methodology itself. Such a reading
explains why these poets often “ask rather than answer questions” (Phillips 7). “Their intention,”
Philips says, “is merely to reflect” (15). For the Confessional poet, then, “the impulse motivating
this choice of subject matter, however, [is] not an autobiographical one, but rather a strategic one
enabling [them] to delve into the mysteries of the psyche and the construction of the self”
(Sherwin 21).14
Confessional poets used poetry as a way of “struggling toward survival, toward selfknowledge, and even toward tentative or contingent forms of recovery” (Travisano 10). The
Confessional poet finds him/herself “engaged in a process of exploring the self of reaching back .
. . toward the elusive junctures of the traumatic past.” This “uncertain process of coming to know
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order to communicate…not facts about the poet’s life, but the inner truth of his or her experience” (xv).
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the traumatic past” spurs the creation of the Confessional poem (12). Many, like Thurston, see
psychotherapy as the major point of the movement. These poems do not “simply serve as the
expression of personal emotion” but are also “provocations for the poet’s . . . search for
significance” (144). This makes the Confessional poem “an exploration of the nature of identity
and the human psyche” (Sherwin 13).
The poems six poems I have chosen for study in the succeeding poems are Anne Sexton’s
“Angel of Clean Sheets” and “Angel of Blizzards and Blackouts,” Berryman’s “Sonnet 79” and
“Sonnet 107,” and Lowell’s “Shoes” and “Voices.” I have chosen these poems based primarily
on how clearly they demonstrate the defining characteristics of the Confessional movement, not
just its collapsing of the external world into the inner world of the poet but also those two aspects
that Confessional scholars see as break-throughs of the movement: the hyper-specificity of the
poems and their taboo subject matter, which in all six cases is mental illness. Although all
Confessional poems ultimately have the poet’s mental state and his/her mental illness in the
background and as their larger focus, these poems take the mental illness of their authors as their
explicit focus. Set mostly in mental institutions and dealing with familiar Confessional themes
such as suicide, depression, and traumatic guilt, these poems show the Confessional poem in its
most characteristic manifestation. These six poems also show, on a technical level, the tug of war
between their chaotic subject matter and the formal restrictions of the sonnet. They show how the
Confessional poem reigns in the self-exploration of the mentally ill poet by way of employing
arguably the English language’s most important form.
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4.1 Anne Sexton and “Angels of the Love Affair”
Like the other Confessionals, Sexton took on the project to “seek the self’s dark truth,
however hidden away and horrible” (Axelrod 184). If, as Sherwin says, “confessional poetry
abounds in instances of mental illness, self-destruction, and the deterioration of family
relationships,” then it makes sense that many of “Sexton’s critics lauded her for her courage in
confronting these topics,” but it also makes sense that critics who opposed to movement
“disparaged her for writing about such ‘unpoetic’ subjects” (26). Sexton embodied the
psychoautobiographical approach in a very literal way. Her real life was a psychoautobiography.
An unusual claim certainly, but one that has very literal foundation in Sexton’s real life. The
canonical Sexton biography, Anne Sexton: A Biography, written by Diane Wood Middlebrook,
describes events that were foundational to Sexton’s understanding of her own poetic corpus and
thus prove indispensable to readers of her poetry. Middlebrook’s biography famously (or
infamously) draws on tapes from Sexton’s therapy sessions with Dr. Martin Orne, who she saw
for most of her adult life. Orne taped these sessions because, in his own words, “Anne’s core
problem was that she suffered from a severe difficulty of memory” (qtd. in Middlebrook, Anne
Sexton xv). He found that, although within an individual session she was able to work effectively
during treatment,” he “gradually realized that each session was a vignette unto itself, with very
little progress being made across the therapy sessions” (xv), which Sexton would often entirely
repress. After some experimentation, Orne ultimately came up with a solution that involved
taping the therapy sessions and having Sexton listen to them and take notes on them before
beginning new sessions.
Sexton, in one therapy session, described a scene in which her father “fondled her
sexually” (Middlebrook 56): “He is holding me. He says to press up against him, sort of wriggles
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and asks if I like it. And it feels good . . . He kissed me on the lips and he started to leave and I
held on and didn’t want him to go” (qtd. in Middlebrook 56). But, in a later session, Sexton
“questioned the status of this memory” (Middlebrook 56). After providing more details,
Middlebrook asks the obvious but unanswerable question, one that neither Sexton nor Orne ever
solved: “Was Sexton’s report a memory or a fantasy?” This, Middlebrook claims, “cannot be
answered with certainty.” Although “the evidence for its actuality lies chiefly in the vividness
and frequency of her descriptions” of these incestual event(s), and “her doubts about this
memory were not evidence that it did not happen,” it is also clear that “once she had put a
memory into words, the words were what she remembered,” meaning that “she could give
dramatic reality to a feeling by letting it generate a scene” (57). Orne, when asked by
Middlebrook, commented “Anne, like most patients with this disorder, easily adopted pseudomemories in treatment which are experienced with great vividness” (qtd. in Middlebrook xvi)
Although, her was “virtually certain that it never occurred,” he knew that “it fit her feelings
about her father having abused her” [by way of alcohol abuse and verbal abuse toward her and
her mother, and “since she sexualized everything, it would become a metaphor with which she
would deal with it” (Middlebrook 58). Ultimately, Middlebrook rightly concludes that, for her
poetry, the question of the veracity of the event does not really matter, for the “truth” of her
incest poems “rests not in their factuality but in their emotional credibility” (58). Here, the
Confessional poetics focuses on the poet being true to his/her inner experience rather than being
factual, resulting in artistically valid “explanatory fictions” (58). In this case, even if “the
veracity of the incest narrative cannot be established,” that “does not mean that it didn’t, in a
profound and lasting sense, ‘happen’” (59). Because “Sexton’s physical boundaries were
repeatedly trespassed by the adults in her family in ways that disturbed her emotional life from
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girlhood onward,” the incest event has emotional credibility; it needn’t have actually occurred,
for it functions as a metaphor that, in all aspects of her therapy, including her poetry, has enough
emotional credibility for readers to treat it, as Orne did, as a “as a real event” (58). Sexton
captures this scene herself in a non-art setting in a free association piece in which she wrote “My
father was a king. The king can have sex with anyone” (qtd. in Middlebrook 174). Sexton read
her own life and poetry through this incestual memory, true or false, resulting in a real-life
example of the kind of psychoautobiographical reading that Confessional poetry invites.
This incestual memory, if false, would not represent the only instance of fabrication of
Sexton’s therapy. In fact, Sexton created an entire alternate personality, who she named
Elizabeth. These inventions helped Sexton stake out a discrete, knowable personhood (even if
that person had a different name). Because of “her tendency to absorb symptoms and
mannerisms from those who impressed her” (Orne qtd. in Middlebrook xv), Sexton feared that
she did not, in a very real sense, exist at all. In the therapy session in which Sexton questioned
the veracity of her memory of incest, she showed characteristic anxiety about the relationship
between the truth of the memory and her self-identity: “I couldn’t make all this up, or I don’t
exist at all! Or do I make up trauma to go with my symptoms?” (Sexton qtd. in Middlebrook 56).
Sexton never found an answer to this question that fully satisfied her, but her explanatory
fictions, as well as her poetry, kept her alive. Although she had many such fictions, one could
reasonably see Sexton’s incestual memory as the most important to her self-identity. For one, it
appears in every one of her books, as well as her play and letters, with extreme frequency. For
another, Sexton fictionalized it constantly, transferring the status of father-rapist onto other
important male figures in her life, including her husband, Orne, and her grandfather, as well as,
in her later books The Awful Rowing Toward God and The Book of Folly, on God.
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The latter book represents a “return to the fully confessional mode” (McClatchy 60) from
which her previous book (Transformations, a series of adaptions of fairytales) had marked a
departure. It contains Sexton’s lone sonnet sequence, entitled “Angels of the Love Affair.” Like
her Confessional counterparts, Sexton used form often enough that Plath distinguished them as
“craftsmanlike.” “Some of Sexton’s most admired poems,” Middlebrook contends “work, like
little machines, on well-oiled armatures of rhythm and rhyme (Middlebrook, “I Tapped” 208).
According to Miranda Sherwin, “craft was of tantamount importance” for Sexton; “she used her
rhyming dictionary religiously . . . she kept careful track of meter; she believed in the ‘rules’ of
poetry” (Sherwin 33). Maxine Kumin, a fellow poet who worked with Sexton often, explains that
Sexton believed “in the rigors of form as a forcing agent, that the hardest truths would come right
if they were hammered to fit” (234). The sonnet sequence in The Book of Folly represents an
example of Sexton’s “continuing love of the challenge of set forms,” which accounts for its
“technical success” (Neff 281).
“Angels of the Love Affair” provides a neat summary of the Confessional poetics. It
contains extremely specific details of the poet’s life, as well as fictional transformations of reallife events. It discusses traumatic experiences, mental illness, and institutionalization multiple
times, as well providing literal instances of the poet’s nakedness (“in the buff,” as the final
sonnet describes it). And, contrary to accusations of the school’s reliance on free verse, it uses
form. In fact, all six of the sonnets in Sexton’s sequence follow a variation of the rhyme scheme
of the English sonnet exactly, echoing Kumin’s claim that “Anne’s aim was to use rhyme
unexpectedly, brilliantly, but aptly” (234-235). The sequence begins with the following epigraph:
“Angels of the love affair, do you know that other, the dark one, that other me?” This epigraph
highlights two important features of the sequence: its focus on the sexual and its concern with
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contraries. Sexton asks each of the titular angels a question about her own identity, which she
sees as fractured, broken up into herself and “that other me.” Thus, the reader knows before
beginning the poems in the sequence that the speaker reads her own identity as a duality, split
into a light self and a dark self. Sexton wonders in this epigraph if these angels, who she lists
shortly, know about her split identity and, more pressingly, if they know about the dark side of it.
Throughout the sequence, Sexton returns to the idea of contraries, presented typically in binaries
like the one she sets up in the epigraph. Her epigraphic question does not show her intending to
hide her dark self from these angels, for the series proves very dark indeed. Rather, Sexton
reveals her other self in seeking comfort from these angels. Sexton shows her dark self to the
angels as a means of therapy; the series “challenges a set of elemental angels to know and
exorcize what the poet knows of shame, defilement, despair, and solitude” (Ostriker 262). As
always, the Confessional poem shows the ugliness of the poet’s experience, particularly related
to mental illness, to explore the poet’s inner world and work through her trauma. In these poems,
figurative angels form the audience.
The poems in “Angels of the Love Affair” follow a specific formula. Sexton names each
of the poems after the angels to whom she addresses them. In order, she speaks to the Angel of
Fire and Genitals, the Angel of Clean Sheets, the Angel of Flight and Sleigh Bells, the Angel of
Hope and Calendars, the Angel of Blizzards and Blackouts, and the Angel of Beach Houses and
Picnics. All the sonnets begin with Sexton asking the titular angel if they “know” their opposites.
“Polarized herself by despair, fear, or disgust, or even by joy,” Middlebrook observes, “Sexton
summons the messenger of its opposite. To the Angel of Fire and Genitals she shows slime; to
Flight and Sleigh Bells she shows paralysis” (Middlebrook, Anne Sexton 350). This question
mirrors the series’ epigraph; asking initially if the angels as a group know Sexton’s dark self, she
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then asks them if they know the aspect of herself specific to their own lightness. These angels
manifest as perfect beings, and they represent such ideal categories as hope, cleanliness, and
fellowship. Sexton has experienced these things (e.g. she shows herself as having experienced
such fellowship in “Angel of Beach Houses and Picnics”), but she feels compelled to reveal to
these holy beings her imperfections. This move may seem a more literal act of “confession” than
the typical revelation of one’s personal ugliness by the Confessional poet, but this would be a
misinterpretation of the angels’ function. Sexton does not ask these angels for redemption, and
no evidence exists in the poems that they have redemptive powers. Far from it, Sexton’s
confessions of her own flaws envision the angels as passive receivers of these messages. They do
not save Sexton from her loneliness or despair. She reveals to these angels her dark side without
the expectation that they will lead her to light. For example, the poem addressed to the Angel of
Hope and Calendars concludes:
In this hole your mother is crying out each day.
Your father is eating cake and digging her grave.
In this hole your baby is strangling. Your mouth is clay.
Your eyes are made of glass. They break. You are not brave.
You are alone like a dog in a kennel. Your hands
break out in boils. Your arms are cut and bound by bands
of wire. Your voice is out there. Your voice is strange.
There are no prayers here. Here there is no change.
Clearly, this angel does not have the power to redeem Sexton. Reading the “your” in this octave
as “one’s” (which makes sense given the context of the series and the impossibility of angels
having children), Sexton vividly paints a picture of “the hole [she] crawls into with a box of
Kleenex.” But she only tells the angel of the hole; she does not ask for its help. In fact, the poem
reads less like Sexton entreating the angel and more like her informing it. If anything, it appears
that Sexton intends to demonstrate to the heavenly creature how unheavenly life in the real world
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of depression and despair looks. The poem’s final line makes clear that Sexton does not believe
that these angels can make her situation better: “There are no prayers here. Here there is no
change.” Presumably, the Angel of Hope and Calendars lives in a world in which prayer plays a
central part and in which the hope of God’s everlasting love and mercy abounds. However,
Sexton’s hole provides only despair.
This poem provides an example of Sexton’s emphasis on form in the sonnet sequence.
Like all of the other sonnets in her sequence, “Angel of Hope and Calendars” follows the
following rhyme scheme ababccdedeffgg. Sexton splits these poems typographically into two
sestets and a concluding couplet, an unusual way of organizing sonnet of any species on the
page. The rhyme scheme obviously builds on the English sonnet, especially given the power
Sexton gives to the poems’ couplets. Her use of couplets contributes to the unique construction
of these sonnets. In addition to the final couplet, a defining feature of the English sonnet, Sexton
ends the poems’ two sestets with rhymed couplets. She does not place these couplets in the same
place as the single mid-poem couplet of the French version of the sonnet, and, given their
typographical arrangement, she obviously intended them to function as the way that the English
sonnet’s couplet does, providing a summarizing, epigrammatic, or surprising end to a clearly
marked off section that Sexton gives extra force to and that commands extra attention because it
contains back-to-back rhymes. In “Angels of the Love Affair,” Sexton exploits the extra power
that the concluding couplet of an English wields by employing it three times, each at the end of a
section that she cordons off from the rest of the poem with stanza breaks. In this way, Sexton
makes the rhymes in these sonnets forceful, perhaps even overwhelming.
The final portion of “Angel of Hope and Calendars” further heightens the emotional
impact on the reader, as well as further bringing the poem in tension with the sonnet’s formal
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constraints, by its extreme use of caesuras. The final eight lines contain eight caesuras, with two
lines containing two caesuras:
In this hole your mother is crying out each day.
Your father is eating cake and digging her grave.
In this hole your baby is strangling. ‖ Your mouth is clay.
Your eyes are made of glass. ‖ They break. ‖ You are not brave.
You are alone like a dog in a kennel. ‖ Your hands
break out in boils. Your arms are cut and bound by bands
of wire. ‖ Your voice is out there. ‖ Your voice is strange.
There are no prayers here. ‖ Here there is no change.
For comparison, Cullen’s sonnet “To Endymion” contains four caesuras total, and Teasdale’s
“To Sappho I” contains only one. The penultimate line of the poem uses caesuras in a
particularly abnormal way: “of wire. Your voice is out there. Your voice is strange.” Single lines
of sonnets do not typically contain three hard caesuras (a period representing a harder mid-line
stop than a comma), and even more rarely does one find the end of an enjambed sentence
occupying a line’s first foot. By piling up caesuras throughout the poem, and employing three of
them in the space of the poem’s final two lines, Sexton violates the formal expectations of the
sonnet’s smooth meter. “Angels of Hope and Calendars” is a difficult poem to read aloud, rough
and ragged, forcing the reader to stop in the middle of lines often and preventing him/her from
getting into a comfortable rhythm. In this way, Sexton shows to her readers and to the titular
angel the discomfort of a life in a hole “where there is no change.” Such a life of relentless starts
and stops with no rhythmic release in sight stands in direct contradiction to the predictability
provided by a calendar. Additionally, the lines in this poem, like all its counterparts in the
sequence, stretches far beyond the standard iambic pentameter. Some of the lines in this poem go
up to fourteen syllables with as many as seven stresses, and no discernible pattern dictates the
length or stress arrangement of the lines.
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In doing so, Sexton shows in “Angel of Hope and Calendars” her general agenda for her
sonnet sequence. She will reveal to these perfect angels the imperfections of her life. The formal
moves these sonnets make bear out this goal. While they provide for readers the comfort given
by a sequence of formal poems constructed out of one well-known form and the comfort of a
series that obeys one set rhyme pattern, they war with the other formal expectations of the
English sonnet. The perfection of the sonnet sequence and the “rationality” (if one may term it
so) of a series of poems that strictly follows a pre-determined set of formal rules on the level of
rhyme meets the imperfection of lines with a widely (and wildly) varying number of syllables
and stresses. By pouring into the “perfect” form of the sonnet such deliberate metrical
imperfections, Sexton mimics the way that she reveals to the perfect angels her own personal
imperfections. She does not seek from the sonnet or from the angels redemption or rationality,
the “light” side of reality. Yet she also feels compelled to use both the sonnet and these angels as
a sounding board. Her carefully constructed rhyme scheme and her strict adherence to it shows
the work of a poet working to use rules to reign in her wildness. The content of her lines mimes
chaos, but the form into which she pours that content, both in terms of her use of the sonnet and
the poems’ holy addressees, holds that chaos at bay.
That these holy addressees do not provide for Sexton the chance of redemption shows
that these poems do indeed mark the “return to the fully confessional mode” that McClatchy
claims for them. Sexton does not pray to these angels. Instead, she uses them as characters in the
dramatis personae of her exploration of her inner world, internal metaphoric creatures to which
she speaks in the hopes of working through past trauma. As she often does, Sexton uses this
sonnet sequence to re-visit her father’s sexual abuse, real or imagined, and the mental
breakdowns and institutionalizations that followed. The scene of her childhood rape seems a
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likely candidate for the “love affair” of the sequence’s title. These themes form the center of the
sequence’s second poem, “Angel of Clean Sheets”:
Angel of clean sheets, do you know bedbugs?
Once in the madhouse they came like specks of cinnamon
as I lay in a choral cave of drugs,
as old as a dog, as quiet as a skeleton.
Little bits of dried blood. One hundred marks
upon the sheet. One hundred kisses in the dark.
White sheets smelling of soap and Clorox
have nothing to do with this night of soil,
nothing to do with barred windows and multiple locks
and all the webbing in the bed, the ultimate recoil.
I have slept in silk and in red and in black.
I have slept on sand and, on fall night, a haystack.
I have known a crib. I have known the tuck-in of a child
but inside my hair waits the night I was defiled.
As always in this sequence, the poem begins with a question to the angel of its title: “Angel of
clean sheets, do you know bedbugs?” Sexton moves immediately to the subject of her mental
illness and hospitalization, linking these unholy insects to her stay at a “madhouse.” As in many
Confessional poems (perhaps most famously the poems of Plath’s Ariel), a series of associative
transformations of these bugs follows without providing the reader with the kind of rational
similes that mark descriptions Sexton’s own condition (“as old as a dog, as quiet as a skeleton”).
The bugs become “little bits of dried blood,” then “one hundred marks,” then “one hundred
kisses.” This transformative process, which reproduces for the reader the associative nature of
the poet’s mind while exploring her own past experience, ends in the erotic, which subtly
prepares both the angel and the reader for the explicit reference to incest at the poem’s
conclusion. Sexton describes her hospitalization with words that accentuate its ugliness (“night
of soil,” “barred windows and multiple locks,” “the ultimate recoil”). She does not merely know
uncleanness, she knows being soiled. Her mental illness places her in this place of soil, which
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will remind readers of the “festering hole” of the preceding poem, “Angel of Fire and Genitals,”
and the aforementioned hole in “Angel of Hope and Calendars,” both of which Sexton depicts as
toilets.15
In “Angel of Fire and Genitals,” Sexton introduces the series’ first father figure, a “devil”
who bites her in the buttocks during her childhood toilet training:
Angel of fire and genitals, do you know slime,
that green mam who first forced me to sing,
who put me first in the latrine, that pantomime
of brown where I was beggar and she was king?
I said, “The devil is down in that festering hole.”
Then he bit me in the buttocks and took over my soul.
Fire woman, you of the ancient flame, you
of the Bunsen burner, you of the candle,
you of the blast furnace, you of the barbecue,
you of the fierce solar energy, Mademoiselle,
take some ice, take some snow, take a month of rain
and you would gutter in the dark, cracking up your brain.
Mother of fire, let me stand at your devouring gate
as the sun dies in your arms and you loosen its terrible weight.
Given the sexual nature implied by the poem’s title, this provides an early indication of the
incestual moment to which she returns throughout the poem as she attempts to work through her
trauma. “Angel of Clean Sheets” ends on a similar note with perhaps the series’ most striking
couplet: “I have known a crib. I have known the tuck-in of a child / but inside my hair waits the
night I was defiled.” This “defilement” is surely her father’s “visit to her bedroom”
(Middlebrook, Anne Sexton 58) that she spoke of to Orne. It does not, one must remember,
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buttocks during her childhood toilet training. Given the sexual nature implied by the poem’s title, this provides an
early indication of the incestual moment to which she returns throughout the poem as she attempts to work through
her trauma.
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matter whether this defilement actually occurred. For Sexton, it has emotional credibility. This
defilement, buried at the root of the speaker’s psyche (“inside [her] hair”), forever soils the clean
sheets she once knew. Prior to her sexual abuse, she knew a crib and the innocent “tuck-in of a
child,” but she no longer can. Now, on the other side her father’s abuse, the sheets she sleeps in
will always remain soiled. The madness that has resulted from this incest places her in a mental
institution, but her defilement will not leave her after her release, just as her illness will not leave
her after her treatment, which stayed but could not forever prevent her suicide. Defiled for good
by her father and endlessly returning to the moment of that defilement in her life and poetry in an
attempt to work through it, Sexton finishes all the sonnets of this sequence moments of
unhappiness.
Each but one, perhaps. Another version of the incest scene finds its way to the center of
the fifth poem of the sequence, “Angel of Blizzards and Blackouts”:
Angel of blizzards and blackouts, do you know raspberries,
those rubies that sat in the tree of my grandfather's garden?
You of the snow tires, you of the sugary wings, you freeze
me out. Let me crawl through the patch. Let me be ten.
Let me pick those sweet kisses, thief that I was,
as the sea on my left slapped its applause.
Only my grandfather was allowed there. Or the maid
who came with a scullery pan to pick for breakfast.
She of the rolls that floated in the air, she of the inlaid
woodwork all greasy with lemon, she of the feather and dust,
not I. Nonetheless I came sneaking across the salt lawn
in bare feet and jumping-jack pajamas in the spongy dawn.
Oh Angel of the blizzard and blackout, Madam white face,
take me back to that red mouth, that July 21st place.
In this poem, a different father figure participates in this forbidden sexual: her grandfather,
Arthur Gray Staples. If, as Middlebrook suggests, one can read “Angels of the Love Affair” as a
confrontation with father figures” in which the relationship between the father figure and his
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daughter “is to expose her to male desire” (Middlebrook, “Poet of Weird Abundance” 77), then
this gives all the more significance to the fact that the only real-life male who appears in the
sequence is Sexton’s grandfather. Middlebrook maintains that “Angel of Blizzards and
Blackouts” represents the “desire for regression to the period before the heterosexual kiss
divided them” (77). This “kiss” stands in for Sexton’s sexual development, which enacted a
divide between her and her grandfather, but one will easily connect this to the “kiss on the lips”
Sexton told Orne that her father gave her in the incestual scene that haunted her life and poetry.
Middlebrook correctly concludes that “Angel of Blizzards and Blackouts” presents a “seduction
scene between granddaughter and grandfather” (77), a scene also present in “Letter Written
during a January Northeaster” and “Leaves That Talk.” Interestingly, all three of these poems
map themselves onto specific dates, the first in January and the second, as well as in the sonnet,
in the summer. In “Leaves That Talk,” Sexton says “I dream it’s the fourth of July / and I’m
having a love affair / with my grandfather.” Although George believes that Sexton’s grandfather
“is a minor character in the family drama that unfolds in Sexton’s poetry,” she also believes that
“it is he, finally, who most clearly connects the God” of Sexton’s later poetry to “the father
figures of the poet’s personal life” (51) and that “he, perhaps alone among her other familial
gods, endorses her as a writer” (52). In other words, in books such as The Book of Folly,
“Grandfather is God” (52).
“Angel of Blizzards and Blackouts” presents readers with the most contradictory moment
in the sequence, which Sexton makes clear with her title. The angels to whom Sexton speaks all
embody positive concepts, which allows her to begin each poem by asking the holy angel if they
know unholiness. The poems continue along these lines with Sexton revealing her own
unholinesses to these perfect angels. However, the Angel of Blizzards and Blackouts embodies a
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negative concept, the only angel in the sequence who does so. Thus, the poem plays out in a
different way than the others, although read in the context of the sequence, the result is
ultimately the same.
Because blizzards and blackouts are negative entities and thus fall into the dark side of
existence, Sexton begins the poem by asking if the angel knows something from the light side of
her identity, her memory of the raspberries of her grandfather’s garden. This sets up the
particularly contradictory nature of the poem. On the one hand, Squirrel Island, where Sexton
spent summers as a child with her grandfather, was the place where “Anne’s happy memories
centered” (Gray Sexton 4). Thus, unlike the bedbugs, paralysis, and slime of other poems in the
sequence, Sexton populates “Angel of Blizzards and Blackouts” with positive imagery, using
words such as “sweet” and “applause” (a significant instance of approbation given the painful
lack of company in the next poem, “Angel of Beach Houses and Parties”). Sexton depicts a
touching scene of innocence from her childhood in which she snuck into her grandfather’s
raspberry garden, forbidden to all but him and the “scullery maid,” to steal some of fruits, which
she calls “those rubies.” In her “bare feet and jumping-jack pajamas,” Sexton’s life seems pure,
uncomplicated, and she, for a single moment, undefiled.
On the other hand, as the “island of God” from her poem “Grandfather, Your Wound,”
Squirrel Island stands in as the manifestation of a God who is “a sinister and fraudulent deity”
(George 53). Sexton uses the island itself as a metonym for her grandfather, as she did in
“Grandfather, Your Wound”: “on this island, Grandfather, made of your stuff.” In “Angel of
Blizzards and Blackouts,” Sexton asks this, the only frightening angel (Middlebrook calls it
“punitive”), for something that she knows that it cannot provide, the chance to return to herself at
ten years old and “the simplicity, that perfect circle of sought-after comfort” that one sees in “the
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finest moments” of her life (George 53). This “desire for regression” contends in the poem with
the erotic elements that mark her relationship with her grandfather as incestuous.
In the only moment of true entreaty in the sequence, marked as such by the use of the
imploring cry “Oh,” Sexton says to the Angel of Blizzards and Blackouts “Let me crawl through
the patch. Let me be ten.” The specificity of personal detail that defines the Confessional
movement appears in its fullest sense here. Sexton gives the reader the exact date of the memory
to which Sexton wishes to regress, for she gives her age in the first sestet and the date in the
poem’s final line. One need only perform a minimal amount of research to uncover the date in
question: July 21st, 1939. In this sonnet, Sexton asks the angel to allow her to return to this date,
presumably before the “heterosexual kiss” that separated her from her grandfather.16
Although Sexton wishes to return to this memory of herself before her sexual abuse, that
same abuse colors this poem. The theft of the raspberries, so innocent an act in 1939, takes on an
erotic element in this 1972 re-visiting of the memory. Sexton refers to them as “sweet kisses”
and then, in the final line of the poem, refers to the raspberry patch as “that red mouth.” Once the
raspberries become kisses, the patch itself turns to an inviting and sexual mouth, which perhaps
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place on one specific night, the abuse, assuming it happened, most likely occurred more than once over a period of
time. One cannot say then with certainty whether July 21 st, 1939 falls before or after the abuse began. Sexton’s
grandfather did not abuse her sexually, so the “seduction scene” shown in this poem enacts a moment of
transference of the abuse by Sexton’s father onto her relationship with her grandfather. By asking the Angel of
Blizzards and Blackouts to allow her to return to this date, one might assume that it falls before her first moment of
sexual abuse, but, given the clear fictionalization of the sexual advances of her grandfather, one cannot know for
certain. The psychoautobiographical nature of both Sexton’s real life and poetry made it difficult for her and Orne to
untangle these memories and/or explanatory fictions, and so too does this difficulty beset the reader.
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functions as a synecdoche for the entire “island of God” and certainly serves as a metaphor for
the transferred memory of seduction scene between Sexton and her grandfather. Sexton asks the
angel to allow her to return to her childhood, but the patch she wants to crawl through has
already become the red mouth of her grandfather’s kiss. Stealing the raspberries, though a
forbidden act, remains a happy memory for Sexton, yet upon re-visiting it, she finds it affected
by the sexual trauma that happened in between. Though she asks to return to a world before her
defilement, Squirrel Island has become, like the sheets of the crib in “Angel of Clean Sheets,” a
soiled place. Her request, though sincere, was doomed from the start, and she returns to the
formula set by the sequence in the sonnet that follows, “Angel of Beach Houses and Picnics.”
4.2 Robert Lowell and The Dolphin
Robert Lowell was by far the most prolific Confessional sonneteer. In the late 1960s and
early 1970s, Lowell wrote more than four hundred sonnets. After publishing many of these
sonnets in Notebook: 1968-1970, Lowell split his massive collection of sonnets into three
discrete books, History, For Lizzie and Harriet, and The Dolphin, all of which he published in
their final editions in 1973. The three books continue the project of Lowell’s poetics, which
Lawrence Kramer sums up as “generally understood as an odyssey of self-understanding in
which the poet comes to grips with his oppressive past and madness-ridden present,” a process
often regarded as “therapeutic self-analysis” (80). The three books undertake this task in
different ways, with History standing out as Lowell’s attempt to use historical persons as
dramatic characters in this self-odyssey. Both For Lizzie and Harriet and The Dolphin consist of
more explicitly autobiographical material, but the latter, which won the Pulitzer Prize that year,
has received more attention because it extends the hyper-specificity of the Confessional poetics
to its furthest possible extent. One might argue, in fact, that The Dolphin takes the use of intimate
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details from the poet’s life further than any book by any other poet of the movement. The
Dolphin accomplishes this in part by the concentrated turning of Lowell’s real-life experience of
divorce, institutionalization, and re-marriage into a sort of verse novel. Mark Rudman claims that
“The Dolphin charts a year, from summer to summer. The plot, such as it is, revolves around the
breakup with his wife, Elizabeth Hardwick, and his relationship with Caroline Blackwood”
(144). Kay Redfield Jamison calls The Dolphin “a novelistic sequence of poems that focuses on
the disintegration of his marriage to Hardwick and his courtship, marriage, and finally unlivable
relationship with Blackwood” (432). Paul Mariani notes that The Dolphin took Lowell’s “failed
marriage” as its chief subject matter (392) and identifies the theme of the book as “the
disintegration of one marriage and the creation of another” (407). The disintegration, including
extended treatments of Lowell’s stay in mental institutions during the process, makes The
Dolphin “the book that is notoriously closest to the most potentially embarrassing circumstances
of Lowell’s private life” (Corcoran 133).
Referring to The Dolphin as “notorious” gestures in the direction of another way
Lowell’s book pushes the boundaries of the Confessional poetics; the book became the subject of
much controversy due to its extended and unauthorized use of direct excerpts from letters written
by Hardwick to Lowell during the process of their divorce. A significant part of the controversy
stemmed from Hardwick’s explicit request that Lowell not publish the poems. Her stance on The
Dolphin shows consistency with her feelings about Lowell’s more public manic episodes. She
lamented in a 1954 letter to mutual friend Blair Clark “he has completely exposed to the world
all our sorrows which should be kept secret . . . he has opened the curtain and let everyone look
in” (Letter to Clark). Lowell knew from his discussions with Hardwick that “the very mention of
the book had already caused [her] a great deal of anxiety, and that its publication, which would
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incorporate many of [her] recent letters to [him], would certainly cause her more” (Mariani 407).
Yet, despite objections from many of his closest friends, Lowell eventually chose to publish the
book, which elicited a wide range of responses, including much condemnation.
Although Lowell did choose to publish the book, he spent a great deal of time debating
whether or not to do so, and he asked for the assistance of many other writers, some friends and
some whom he had never met, in determining what to do with the poems. After receiving
Hardwick’s initial letter in response to her learning about the book in which she displayed shock
and fury, Lowell replied that The Dolphin “doesn’t have a publication date, need not come out
ever” (Letter to Hardwick). Lowell did not say this to placate Hardwick, for he seriously
considered withholding the poems from publication, and, once he decided to publish them,
initially toyed around with the idea of publishing the book in a limited edition, 100 copies or so,
to prevent to book from reaching too wide an audience. What matters more than Lowell’s ethical
decision about the morality of publishing The Dolphin is his decision to create them in the first
place, although the publication of the poems falls clearly in line with Confessional nakedness.
This summary of critical reaction to The Dolphin has thus far made the reading public of
the 1960s and 1970s seem perhaps a bit prudish, but what many objected to in these poems was
not necessarily their use of private letters on a subject as private as divorce but rather the fact that
Lowell changed the contents of the letters to fit his purposes. This made up the bulk of the
reservations that Elizabeth Bishop, perhaps Lowell’s closest friend, had about the poems. In a
letter in which she cautioned Lowell not to publish The Dolphin, Bishop said, “what certainly
should be protested against, in cases where there is no authorization, is the mixing of fact and
fiction in unknown proportions” (Letter to Lowell). Because only Lowell knew which parts of
the letters he changed in the composition of the poems, Hardwick would suffer both by seeing
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her private correspondence made public without her permission and by having Lowell depict her
saying her things that she had not said. Lowell’s approach to the letters certainly made that fear
valid, for “he’d edited the letters, cutting, doctoring, and fictionalizing them,” and he’d attributed
things to [Hardwick] he himself had said, or which had been uttered by someone else” (410). The
poems find Lowell’s life “relentlessly documented,” but “the documents are doctored” (Yenser
305). This mixture of fact and fiction that made The Dolphin so controversial stands at the heart
of the Confessional poetics. Confessional poetry mixes fact and fiction because of its
psychoautobiographical focus. Lowell, in the same letter to Hardwick, defined the book as “alas,
a rather grinding autobiography,” but this autobiography clearly contains much fictional
material. Lowell wrote The Dolphin as an autobiographical work in the sense that the poems
remained true to his emotional experience, and, valuing that above veracity, Lowell changed
Hardwick’s letters to serve the greater cause of helping him work through his trauma, in this case
the trauma stemming from his divorce and most recent institutionalizations. Lowell said four
years after the publication of The Dolphin “looking over my Selected Poems, about thirty years
of writing, my impression is that the thread that strings it all together is my autobiography,” but
he noted that these poems “are not always factually true. There’s a good deal of tinkering with
fact . . . .I’ve invented facts and changed things, and the whole balance of the poem was
something invented” (113).
Such work continued the therapeutic odyssey Lowell’s previous work had already begun
and thus fit well with his overall approach to poetry. As Jamison says, Lowell “did much of his
healing through his writing” (174). Lowell’s poetry “is the speech of the man . . . who seeks to
find meaning in his own ups and downs. The self finds itself everywhere; Lowell can locate a
whole life-cycle in a given mood swing” (Rudman 147). In Lowell, “the artist’s investigations
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into, and advertisements of, himself, if well done, become his way of making a human
connection with himself” (Fein 71). In his biography of Lowell, Richard Tillinghast cautions
readers against “the habit of automatically distinguishing ‘the speaker’ of a poem from its
author,” noting that “except for a few clearly indicated dramatic monologues, Lowell’s poems
are personal expressions with a distinct voice” (2-3) and that they have as their chief feature
“impenetrable self-absorption” (102). This distinct voice is “an ‘I’ who was Robert Lowell and
who cloaked the fiction of himself, his family, and his contemporaries in the ingenious disguise
of truth” (Rudman xii).
This ‘I’ provided “a troubled, autobiographical subject matter” (Tillinghast 103) because
of Lowell’s mental illness. Lowell’s poems “exhibit the horror of mania, depression, the side
effects of medication, and the consciousness of shame during recovery” (Martin 46). Although
the decision to publish The Dolphin might make one think Lowell’s poetry motivated by hubris,
Lowell saw the act of psychic self-exploration as humbling, “an act of self-criticism that at the
same moment he thought of as humiliating . . . more than once he said at the end of the day, to
the amusement of whoever happened to be present, ‘Well, it’s been another day of humiliations’”
(Bidart viii). Lowell humiliated himself to get better, to heal. Writing The Dolphin required
Lowell to look frankly at his own failures and flaws. An early poem in the book ends with
Lowell in a bathtub: “I soak, / examining and then examining / what I really have against
myself.” Lowell’s self-scrutiny had its roots in deep psychological guilt and shame, and, borne
out of the irrationality of his bipolar disorder, it often manifested itself with inappropriate
strength. “Lowell’s view of mental illness was not a romantic one,” says Jamison (313). “He
wrote about mania and depression and about the experience of being committed to mental
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hospitals” (314). In composing his poems, Lowell hoped to turn his self-scrutiny into selfhealing.
By the late 1960s, Lowell’s self-examinations had taken on a specific form: “he wrote
almost exclusively in one of the most traditional of poetic forms, the sonnet” (Martin 49). Jay
Martin rightly notes that “Lowell used poetic form” to provide “a means of control” (49), as did
his Confessional counterparts. For these poets, the sonnet provided a rational form to aid in
working through trauma, a way to invoke chaos while keeping it at bay. The tug of war between
the rational structure of the sonnet and the chaos of self-exploration made Lowell turn to the
sonnet. Like Sexton and Berryman, Lowell wrote his sonnets in a sequence, which makes sense
given the extended nature of therapeutic self-exploration. Mariani, reading all three of Lowell’s
1973 volumes together, contends that “the sonnet sequence allowed [Lowell] a way of mixing
the instant with the deeper horizons of history” (401), which it certainly did assuming that one
takes into account that Lowell used history as a means of self-exploration. Remembering that the
materials for these three books came initially from Notebook: 1968-1970, William Meredith
observes that “a notebook’s continuity is simply the fabric of the writer’s attentions and
concerns,” historical or otherwise (120). Meredith sees the creation of the sonnet sequence as
important to the attempt by Lowell to work through his mental illness without losing himself in
the process: “in these conditions, the unit of articulation, the stanza-poem, creates a steady,
rational reference” (120). These sonnets, which Alex Calder calls “diarylike” (128), show
Lowell’s commitment to healing through formal self-examination.
Whether diary or novel, The Dolphin establishes mental illness as one of its most
important subjects from the beginning. The book contains not just individual sonnets but
individual sonnet sequences, which it demonstrates on its second page with the seven-poem
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sequence “Redcliffe Square.” This sequence ends with two sonnets that track one of Lowell’s
breakdowns and subsequent institutionalizations, “Symptoms” and “Diagnosis: To Caroline in
Scotland.” The book builds on a crucial line from this last poem as it moves forward, which ends
in an ellipsis to show that it will extend its reach beyond this individual poem: “The hospital. My
twentieth in twenty years . . . ” The next nine poems in the book are collected under the
sequence-titles “Hospital” and “Hospital II.” “Hospital” contains six sonnets, all, as remains
standard throughout The Dolphin, with individual names. “Hospital II” contains three. Lowell
allows his mental illness to occupy center stage in the book early on given that “mental
derangement . . . is clearly explicitly the subject” (Tillinghast 104) in these poems set in what is
likely Greenways Nursing Home in London, where Lowell was hospitalized with a diagnosis of
mania from July 9th to August 13th of 1970. His “twentieth in twenty years” (more or less),
Greenways would mark Lowell’s last stay before a five-year stretch of freedom, one of the
longest in his life.
The most obvious reason for the soon-to-come mental health was the relational stability
that came after the period of instability chronicled in The Dolphin. The book focuses on a
transitional moment in Lowell’s life as he ended his marriage with Hardwick and began his
relationship with Blackwood. Once Lowell completed this transition, he kept himself out of “the
hospital” until the very end of 1975. However, the promise of a settled and secure romantic life
does not materialize until the very end of The Dolphin, and the sequence, taking place as it does
at a time of intense anxiety in Lowell’s life, consists of poems that display that anxiety. Although
The Dolphin seems at first to take Hardwick and Blackwood as its subjects, the reader soon
realizes that Lowell himself is the character that the book is most interested in. Ian Hamilton’s
description of the book as “Lowell’s lightly fictionalized drama of his indecision” (421) captures
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the central concern of the book. By “indecision,” Hamilton means Lowell’s inability to fully
separate himself from Hardwick while in the process of beginning a new life with Blackwood.
Although Lowell eventually chooses Blackwood in the end, much of The Dolphin sees him
struggling to reconcile his desire to divorce Hardwick and marry Blackwood with his desire to
keep his relationship with Hardwick, from which he had drawn strength for the previous twenty
years, as intact as possible. Hamilton emphasizes Lowell’s indecision because, although the book
records the period in which Lowell divorced Hardwick, she occupies more space in it than
Blackwood, in part because Lowell quotes so often from her letters. Because Lowell decided to
focus on this transitional period rather than the period of stability that followed, Hardwick almost
matters more to the book than Blackwood, even though the latter is its titular dolphin. Lowell’s
lengthy quotations from Hardwick’s letters take up much space in the book, giving that much
more space to her in the battle for the book’s most important female character. Lowell indicates
that Blackwood wins this battle by the book’s title (he connects her to the symbol of the dolphin
in the book’s first poem, “Fishnet”), especially given that Hardwick and Lowell’s daughter get
their own sonnet sequence in For Lizzie and Harriet, but Hardwick says as much in The Dolphin
as she does in her own book.
What makes Hamilton’s description of The Dolphin so telling is its focus on Lowell and
his decision, rather than the woman whom he decides upon. More aptly, Hamilton focuses on
Lowell’s indecision because he has not yet fully transitioned into his relationship with
Blackwood. In fact, Hamilton paints Lowell (and, in these poems, Lowell paints himself) as a
man trying to make two mutually exclusive decisions simultaneously; Lowell’s indecision comes
from his desire to not have to choose, his wish to have both women at once. That indecision
becomes the primary plot of the sequence because Lowell is the sequence’s true focus. In The
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Dolphin, Lowell’s emotional experience subsumes the existence of Hardwick and Blackwood;
they become characters in the drama of his own self-odyssey and indecision, which causes his
1970 breakdown. As a by-product of his mental illness, Lowell’s indecision becomes almost
pathological, and many of the poems in The Dolphin portray that indecision as unavoidable and
irresoluble. Lowell’s mental illness causes his indecision, prolongs it, refuses to allow him to
decide.
This “derangement” (as Tillinghast terms it) and the resultant institutionalization forms
the subject of “Hospital” and “Hospital II.” These two sequences begin with poems that parallel
each other in their treatment of Lowell’s indecision and the trauma it causes, the book’s true
subject matter. The poems, “Shoes” and “Voices,” will benefit from a comparative reading.
“Shoes” begins “Hospital I” and the larger hospital sequence:
Too many go express to the house of rest,
buffooning, to-froing on the fringe of being,
one foot in life, and little right to that:
“I had to stop this business going on,
I couldn’t attack my doctor anymore,
he lost his nerve for running out on life . . . ”
“Where I am not,” we chime, “is where I am.”
Dejection washes our pollution bare.
My shoes? Did they walk out on me last night,
and streak into the glitter of the blear?
I see two dirty white, punctured tennis-shoes,
empty and planted on the one-man path.
I have no doubt where they will go. They walk
the one life offered from the many chosen.
“Shoes” displays the same formal features present in all of the sonnets in The Dolphin and in
Lowell’s other two 1973 collections. These are blank verse sonnets with no attempt at rhyme and
not typographical separation. Although Lowell shows a taste for the epigrammatic close of the
English sonnet, one could not call these sonnets either English or Petrarchan in structure. The
stanzas do subdivide into smaller discrete units, but they do not do so in any unified way.
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Formally, these poems share only two features, their line length and their metrical base.
Although it may not seem worth saying, Lowell’s sonnets all consist of only fourteen lines.
Many poets have given in to the tendency to stretch the sonnet form beyond these set boundaries,
including Sexton, and possibly Berryman as well if one takes seriously Thornbury’s notion that
Berryman’s idiosyncratic form for The Dream Songs bursts forth through his attempt to contain
his writings in the sonnet form. Lowell does not, in any of the extant number of the more than
four hundred sonnets he wrote, violate this feature of the sonnet.
Lowell also does not fully give way to free verse. Lowell shifts from metered verse to
free verse at the beginning of his career, but he returns in these sonnets to form. Hamilton
believes that Lowell’s particular attraction to form came from the fact “that rhyme and meter
were for him very close to being the ‘natural speech’ that William Carlos Williams and his
followers were always calling for” (231). Thus, “iambic pentameter was not an external, imposed
literary method . . . it had become compulsive utterance” (231). Hamilton calls the meter of
Lowell’s sonnets “slack,” in part because Lowell felt in them “the freedom to break lines at will,
to be prosy, talkative, discursive, jokey, and yet still have the constraint of being ‘boxed up’ by
the ‘machinery’ of a repeated line count” (368-369). Mariani also notes the “slack” nature of
Lowell’s sonnets, claiming that “each stanza (or sonnet), while self-contained, might yet lead to
the next stanza, and he could move there in a variety of styles, monologizing on stilts, or merely
talking” (401). This slackness enacts in Lowell’s poems the familiar tug of war between the
rational form and the irrational subject that characterized the Confessional drive to create formal
poetry. Lowell used the metrical base of iambic pentameter, the most traditional meter in
arguably the language’s most traditional form, to reign in the chaotic psychoautobiographical
subject matter. This base meter provides a foundational rhythm for Lowell’s sonnets, which
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choose to conform to or move away from that base strategically. Taken as a whole, Lowell’s
sonnets have a strong tendency to violate the confines of the iambic pentameter base and so to
seem like they are ”talkative” or “merely talking.” In addition to moving the stresses around in
their configurations in the individual lines, Lowell also employs more syllables or more stresses
to create this effect. In general, the sonnets in these three separate volumes share the same line
count and metrical base, and deviations from that base, while common, do not change the
reader’s general expectation from poem to poem (or line to line) of formal adherence. As a
result, the rhythm of iambic pentameter always beats in the background of Lowell’s sonnets,
even those that do not contain a single standard iambic pentameter line.
“Shoes” uses this “talkative” approach from its first line, which breaks from the base in
both stress and syllable count, and it continues to go back and forth between metrical regularity
and irregularity, the sort of formal ”to-froing” that Lowell’s sonnets generally engage in as
manifestations of the inherently to-froing nature of using form to work through one’s trauma.
The verb “to-fro” is apropos here because it mimics the continual alternation between adherence
to and violation of the sonnets formal requirements. This formal to-froing matches up with the
to-froing that Lowell references at the beginning of “Shoes,” that “to-froing on the fringe of
being” experienced by those with mental illness who alternate between sanity and insanity or
even between the desire to live and the desire to die. As the first poem in the hospital sequence,
“Shoes” establishes the sequence’s setting quickly, calling it “the house of rest.” From there, the
subject matter of “Shoes” takes on a Petrarchan form, with its first eight lines focusing on one
subject and its remaining six on another.
The poem’s octave centers on the patients in the hospital, Lowell included. The poem
begins with a sympathetic portrait of patients with whom Lowell identifies, broken into two
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grammatically discrete triplets. In the three lines at the poem’s beginning, Lowell comments
knowingly on the state of those who enter this “house of rest.” They come to the hospital with a
dangerously tenuous connection themselves and the world around them, “to-froing on the fringe
of being, / one foot in life, and little right to that.” To expand on this, Lowell spends three lines
quoting from one of the patients, who has apparently assaulted his therapist. Then, he gathers all
the patients together as one communal entity, himself included, to say “Where I am not is where
I am.” This comes out of the to-froing state of Lowell and his peers. The hospital in which they
find themselves both is and isn’t where they are, for they waver back and forth between being
and not being. This state brings with it the first emotion experienced by the poem’s speaker,
“dejection.”
After this inclusive octave, Lowell moves on to a first person singular sestet that begins
by bringing in the as-of-yet absent shoes from the poem’s title: “My shoes? Did they walk out on
me last night, and streak into the glitter of the blear?” Lowell engages in his own to-froing in his
treatment of his shoes. When he initially discusses them, he asks what seems like a “jokey” sort
of question: “Did they walk out on me last night?” The question seems rhetorical; the reader
knows that Lowell cannot find his shoes, but nothing in the poem so far indicates that the shoes
actually have the ability to walk. This seems confirmed by the next sentence, in which Lowell
finds his shoes “empty and planted on a one-man path.” After facetiously wondering if the shoes
had disappeared on their own, Lowell depicts them realistically, “two dirty white punctured
tennis-shoes.” The poem’s couplet, however, deeply complicates matters: “I have no doubt
where they will go. They walk / the one life offered from the many chosen.”
Given the contradictions present at the beginning of the poem, one could conceivably
resolve the difficulty of reading the lines by saying that Lowell means them to be irresoluble.
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Doing so would miss the complex way that these lines interact with the rest of the poem, with
Lowell’s indecision between Hardwick and Blackwood, and with the connection between that
indecision and his current setting. To start, the shoes now walk again. Though the suggestion that
they may have walked out last night seemed like a joke at first, Lowell now personifies the shoes
with complete seriousness. This raises one of the couplet’s two thorny questions: Can the shoes
walk by themselves or can’t they? The idea that the shoes can walk on their own does not seem
compatible with the description of them as “empty and planted.” In fact, those two words firmly
assert that the shoes cannot go anywhere without occupants; they are empty, and so they are
planted. After the somewhat romantic idea of the shoes “streaking into the glitter of the blear,”
Lowell describes the shoes in a way that shows them as they truly are, ordinary and unmagical.
In doing so, Lowell also reminds the reader of the setting. These punctured shoes mean much to
Lowell in the hospital because they represent one of the few possessions over which he has
control. “Hospitals by nature sap dignity,” says Jamison. “Privacy, privilege, and freedom are in
short supply. Doctors and nurses determine the flow of hours and activity” (164). Lowell,
undignified by his hospitalization, attaches much significance to these undignified shoes. Yet a
realistic description of them that depicts them as undignified seems undone at the close of the
poem, where the shoes appear not only have the ability to walk on their own but will absolutely
do so. Lowell has “no doubt” that they “will go” somewhere. The two portrayals of the shoes do
not fit with one another. Moreover, Lowell’s certainty regarding the shoes’ destination seems
atypical. In a book of indecision, it seems odd that Lowell would “have no doubt” about
something, especially something this complex. Where exactly would his shoes go?
Determining where the shoes might go depends on answering the couplet’s other
question: what does it mean to “walk the one life offered from the many chosen”? Here, the
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larger context of The Dolphin helps. The statement implies that one has chosen many lives but
that only one of those lives are offered. In a very real sense, Lowell was at this point in a moment
of over-choosing. His indecision meant that he had chosen many lives. Too many lives, in fact,
for he had chosen two, lives with Hardwick and Blackwood, that had now proven mutually
exclusive. Suspended in a state of indecision, Lowell finds himself with more lives than he has
room for. He is, however, only offered one. One could potentially read this as a moment of
affirmation for Lowell’s relationship with Blackwood, but, in light of what seems at first glance
to be complete certainty about this life, such a reading seems strong given how early “Shoes”
comes in the book’s narrative. It seems equally unlikely that Lowell would possess such
certainty that his shoes would “walk the life” of his relationship with Hardwick since he had
asked her for a divorce and the process had begun. Which life, then, is the one offered from the
overabundance of his choices?
One potential solution for both this problem and the one posed by the nature of the shoes
comes from a reading of the poem that recognizes the self-centric nature of the Confessional
poem. “Shoes” begins a sequence of poems that deal with Lowell’s real-life stay in Greenways.
There is a very real chance that he woke up without his shoes and found them on a “one-man
path.” Even if Lowell invented it, it fits in with the realistic depictions of institutionalization to
come in poems such as “Stairwell” and “Double-Vision.” These poems, like the rest of The
Dolphin, ultimately take as their author and sole character a man who has chosen many lives but
who finds himself divested of them. One has a hard time imagining that Lowell chose a stay at
Greenways looking around for a pair of dirty tennis-shoes among the many chosen lives of the
poem’s final line. That, however, is the only life offered him. Though he has over-chosen (or
perhaps because he has over-chosen), he only gets one life, equally as undignified as the shoes
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that will walk it. Perhaps Lowell has no doubt where the shoes will go because he knows that
they, like him, will not go anywhere. No matter how many lives he chooses while on the outside,
Lowell always ends up institutionalized, twenty times in his last twenty years. During this stay,
Hardwick and Blackwood occupy the female lead roles. Earlier in his life, Jean Stafford, his first
wife, had occupied that same role. His manic crushes frequently flitted on and offstage. But in
the end Lowell ends up alone at the hospital, unable to go anywhere. Or perhaps the shoes will
walk. Lowell finds them on a path at a mental institution, which means that the path must end or
circle back around. It cannot lead out of the hospital. If the shoes did walk, the hospital would
still be their destination, the only life they can possibly walk. Either way, the Lowell ends up at
the same place, and, reading “Shoes” in the context of the plot of The Dolphin, one knows that
this likely also means that, no matter what Lowell decides to do with Hardwick and Blackwood,
he will find himself at the hospital again next year, just as he always does. He can choose, but
this does not determine what he will be offered. “Shoes” thus reveals the plot at the heart of The
Dolphin, neither Hardwick nor Blackwood but Lowell himself, his inability to decide between
them, and the guilt of his indecision, which spurred the manic episode that necessitated his
institutionalization at Greenways.
“Shoes” begins the first hospital sequence, “Hospital I.” The poem that begins “Hospital
II,” “Voices,” accomplishes many of the same things, although it also incorporates the
controversial inclusion of Hardwick’s personal letters.
“What a record year, even for us —
last March, I knew you’d manage by yourself,
you were the true you; now finally
your clowning makes visitors want to call a taxi,
you tease the patients as if they were your friends,
your real friends who want to save your image
from this genteel, disgraceful hospital.
Your trousers are worn to a mirror . . . That new creature,
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when I hear her name, I have to laugh.
You left two houses and two thousand books,
a workbarn by the ocean, and two slaves
to kneel and wait upon you hand and foot—
tell us why in the name of Jesus.” Why
am I clinging here so foolishly alone?
Like “Shoes,” “Voices” begins its segment of the hospital sequence. “Hospital II” has
fewer poems than “Hospital I,” and all three of them revolve around Hardwick. “Hospital I”
ended in a hopeful moment for Lowell and Blackwood in which he affirms her personhood
(“You are Caroline”), but she only makes one other appearance in the entire hospital sequence,
here, in Hardwick’s dismissal of her. With Hardwick getting three full poems of attention, set off
as its own sequence, one again feels an unevenness in The Dolphin that oddly does not favor the
woman whom Lowell associates with the dolphin, and in that unevenness one feels again
Lowell’s indecision. Blackwood does not say anything in the hospital sequence, but “Voices”
consists of almost entirely of Hardwick’s letter, however transmuted. The character of Hardwick,
whether fairly drawn or not, assumes more importance in “Hospital II” than Blackwood does in
the entire hospital sequence.
“Voices” contains the longest selection of Hardwick’s letters in the hospital sequence,
although later on in The Dolphin Lowell attributes entire poems to her. This character’s letter
takes up almost the entirety of “Voices,” twelve lines and nine syllables, leaving Lowell himself,
the second of the plural voices promised by the poem’s title, with a measly eleven syllables to
respond. Even this response does not come from Lowell alone, for it begins by repeating the
central question of the end of Hardwick’s letter: “why?” Lowell’s “why” unfolds into a larger
question in the next line, but he enjambs the first this first word of the sentence to allow the
“why” to take a more prominent place. Although he asks a very different question than
Hardwick, both questions have a connection in this central “why?”, and emphasizing that
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through this use of enjambment gives the reader the impression that Lowell will respond directly
to Hardwick in the next line, though he does not. Placing the “volta” of the sonnet right before
this last syllable of the penultimate line naturally brings the reader’s focus to that word. Often in
The Dolphin, Lowell appears to use free association in relation to Hardwick’s letters, focusing
his contribution to the poems on a central word in the last line of the excerpt in a way that seems
imply that Lowell wrote down whatever came to mind after this particular segment of the letter,
whether directly related to the actual content of the segment or not. Lowell’s use of this device
heightens the slackness of the poems and reflects his use of the psychoautobiographical mode,
although one cannot dismiss the connection between Hardwick’s lines and Lowell’s responses,
for even when they do not seem in conversation with one another, the latter always informs the
former in some way. Calling this free association might make the connection between the two
seem looser than Lowell intended because, since he selects the segments of Hardwick’s letters
that he puts in the poems, he has a strong control over the relationship between them and what he
says in his own voice. Even when Lowell appears to choose a key word from Hardwick’s letter
and muse on it in ways that have no clear link to the way Hardwick that Hardwick used it, the
reader knows that Lowell uses her letters strategically in his process of self-healing. If he does
not respond to a question she asks directly, as happens in “Voices,” that decision comes out of
this larger therapeutic goal. Lowell does not use all of Hardwick’s letters, and he has to re-work
the sections of them that he does use to fit, however loosely, onto his metrical base. Knowing
that he uses them to help him work through his own trauma, one realizes that these choices and
edits have a logic to them that only Lowell could understand completely, for, therapy being an
act driven by the needs of the injured self, only Lowell can determine which sections of the
letters will best serve his project, and the reasons that he finds these sections more preferable for
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this task than others can never be entirely explained nor does Lowell attempt to provide for his
readers such an explanation. Reflecting on this relationship, the reader always knows that Lowell
uses those selections that make the most sense for his own self-centered purposes and that this
governs his responses as well.
One way to see how Lowell’s use of Hardwick’s words employs the Confessional
approach is to read them side by side with another sonnet sequence that takes the disintegration
of a marriage as its subject matter, George Meredith’s 1862 volume Modern Love. Meredith’s
sequence describes the breakdown of his marriage to his first wife. In “XXXIV,” Meredith, like
Lowell, puts words in the mouth of his estranged wife:
Madam would speak with me. So, now it comes:
The Deluge or else Fire! She's well, she thanks
My husbandship. Our chain on silence clanks.
Time leers between, above his twiddling thumbs.
Am I quite well? Most excellent in health!
The journals, too, I diligently peruse.
Vesuvius is expected to give news:
Niagara is no noisier. By stealth
Our eyes dart scrutinizing snakes. She's glad
I'm happy, says her quivering under-lip.
"And are not you?" "How can I be?" "Take ship!
For happiness is somewhere to be had."
"Nowhere for me!" Her voice is barely heard.
I am not melted, and make no pretence.
With commonplace I freeze her, tongue and sense.
Niagara or Vesuvius is deferred.
Meredith shows himself willing to give his partner a real chance to speak rather than merely
using her words as a starting point for his own reflections. Breaking this sixteen-line poem at line
ten and creating a sestet, though certainly not the only way to divide it up, leaves one with a sixline section that centers on a dialogue between the speaker and his wife. The four-sentence
exchange in this sestet gives the wife the opportunity to communicate how she feels about her
crumbling marriage. Rejecting her husband’s optimistic proverb (“Happiness is somewhere to be
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had”), she replies with a definitive statement about her own prospects for finding future
happiness: “Nowhere for me!” This kind of back-and-forth is central to any realistic depiction of
dialogue. Though the conversation is brief, it is still a conversation.
Lowell’s use of quotation is more extreme in volume than Meredith’s, and in addition to
the sheer quantity of the quotation, one would have difficulty seeing the words that Hardwick
says in “Voices” as not having some real-life basis. The exchange in Meredith’s poem certainly
could have really happened, although it seems dramatized, at the very least because the poet has
made it fully conform to his iambic pentameter base. Yet Hardwick’s words in “Voices” strike
the reader as more grounded in real-life, not just because they are more conversational but
because they are more specific. Lowell’s poem leaves readers with the impression that the
quotation must have some real-life basis because it is so intimate in detail. Though both Meredith
and Lowell use direct quotations in these poems, Lowell’s extended use of Hardwick’s words
shows the extreme specificity of the Confessional mode. Lowell’s clearly outstrips Meredith in
“nakedness.” Once one knows that Lowell’s sonnets did, in fact, use real-life words of
Hardwick’s, this further strengthens the divide between The Dolphin and other sequences in the
sonnet’s history such as Modern Love. In the long lineage of treatment of romantic partners in
the sonnet sequence, Lowell and his Confessional counterparts reach the extreme of detail in
such depictions. On the spectrum of the use of direct quotations in the history of the sonnet
sequence, Meredith’s “XXXIV” is quite far on the side of the realistic and the specific, but the
Confessionals represent the very far most poets on that side.
In the case of “Voices,” Lowell has this detailed version of Hardwick ask a question
(“why?”) that can take on a variety of different meanings: a personal attack, an address to God
via Lowell, and so on. In many of these readings, Hardwick asks her question for mostly
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rhetorical reasons. If it functions as a true question, both Hardwick and Lowell already know the
answer; his mental illness provides the reason for his erratic behavior, mistreatment of her and
Harriet, and constant hospitalizations. Since both Hardwick and Lowell already possess this
information, it makes more sense to see the questions as having bigger emotional or rhetorical
philosophical aims, which explains why Lowell does not (and, in truth, cannot) answer it. If she
intends to attack him (making the question more like “how can you in the name of Jesus?”), then
he could defend himself or apologize, neither of which he elects to do. If she intends it as a
question to God (making it more like “how can this continue to happen in the name of Jesus?”),
then he would have to do his best to address a question that Hardwick does not really expect him
to have the ability to answer, and she would likely not find his answer satisfactory even if he did.
Given the rhetorical nature of her question, which Lowell highlights by punctuating it
with a period rather than a question mark, Lowell finds himself free not to answer it but to
instead use it as the starting point for a question of his own. This question, linked to Hardwick’s
by the repetition of the word “why” and the shared subject matter of his mental illness and the
devastation it causes, represents the only words spoken by Lowell himself in “Voices.” These
two titular voices both speak, but they do not speak to each other; they do not answer each
other’s questions. Lowell’s question has more weight for the reader, in part because it ends with
the poem’s only question mark and in part because Lowell’s experience forms the center of The
Dolphin: “Why / am I clinging here so foolishly alone?” Lowell uses “clinging” in a unique way
here. When used as a verb, “cling” usually precedes an object connected to the verb by the
preposition “to” (i.e. “clinging to the vine,” “clinging to your dreams,” etc. This sometimes does
not happen with a plural subject if the two constituents of the subject cling to one another (i.e.
“we clung together”). In neither case does the verb occur in a vacuum. When a subject clings, he
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or she always clings to something. The verb implies the existence of a thing to which its subject
clings. Lowell, however, does not provide the object to which he clings, and, because he utters
only this sentence, the reader does not have any clues inside of the poem to identify it. Lowell
simply clings with no intention of saying that he clings to something specific. In doing so, he
violates the standard usage of the verb itself.
Understanding why he does so requires a closer look at the other markers he provides in
this final sentence. First, Lowell gives his location. Although he uses only the word “here,” the
reader knows from the title of the sequence that Lowell has still not left Greenways. Next,
Lowell uses an adjective to qualify his clinging. He does not approve of his own action, and so
he clings “foolishly.” Finally, Lowell provides an addendum to his previous statement of his
location. He remains in the hospital, and, as at the end of “Shoes,” he remains “alone.” The
picture Lowell paints of himself has much in common with where he found himself at the end of
“Shoes,” and this gives readers the key to discovering the object to which he clings. Knowing the
narrative of The Dolphin, one might reasonably conclude that Lowell clings to either Hardwick
or Blackwood. Romantic partners are prime candidates for a clinging. But, having read “Shoes,”
the reader knows that Lowell has not singled out either of these women as his sole romantic
partner. He has chosen both of them, and, in his over-choosing, has now has many lives to walk.
Yet, as in “Shoes,” neither Hardwick nor Blackwood are at the at center of “Voices,” even
though Hardwick’s words form the bulk of the poem. Lowell does not cling to either of them
because he has chosen both of them. Instead, he clings to his indecision and so to himself, the
main (and only) character of the story of The Dolphin. He walks the one life offered by this
indecision, a walk that leads always back to the hospital and back to his loneliness. Although The
Dolphin appears to tell the story of two women, the reader knows by now that it actually tells the
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story of Lowell’s inability to choose one of them and the guilt of that indecision. Lowell, as
predicted at the end of “Shoes,” goes nowhere.
4.3 John Berryman and Sonnets to Chris
Like Lowell, John Berryman wrote a full-length sonnet sequence, published in its final
approved edition 1966 as Sonnets to Chris. The sequence contains 115 sonnets, all but two of
them written in 1947 during Berryman’s extramarital affair with Chris, the wife of a graduate
student who Berryman initially called “Lise.” The affair itself represents an important moment in
Berryman’s relationship with his wife, Eileen, and it inaugurated a seemingly unending series of
affairs that dotted Berryman’s three marriages. John Haffenden, author of The Life of John
Berryman, describes the tryst thus:
The year 1947 was one of painful self-encounter for Berryman. During February and
March he fell in love with Lise, a twenty-seven-year-old friend who kept house with her
husband and young child not far from the Berrymans themselves in Princeton, New
Jersey. The affair was soon consummated, and there followed a summer of fleeting
ecstasy and relentless remorse. Since he found his adultery all-consuming and
destructive, the type of self-assessment that Berryman began in the months of 1947 did
not resolve his self-doubts and punitive habits of mind. He felt appalled that his psychic
exploration led him into a labyrinth from which no exit seemed chartered. By way of
compensation he absorbed himself in the problem of consciousness and creativity, the
first fruits of his search taking the form of a sequence of sonnets and of an exhaustive
journal which ran to hundreds of pages by the end of 1947 alone. (167)
Although the affair obviously had an impact on his first marriage, which survived nearly a
decade after the conclusion of the affair, the impact on Berryman himself, as indicated by
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Haffenden’s focus on Berryman’s “psychic exploration” during its duration, was perhaps even
more profound. Richard J. Kelly contends that “the experience recounted” in Berryman’s
sequence, which focuses mostly his adultery and the resultant “self-doubts and punitive habits of
mind”, “jolted Berryman psychologically and initiated the heavy drinking that would
increasingly plague him for the rest of his life” (4). These “sonnets sprang from a fevered
experience” (Haffenden 168), leaving Berryman “groping for an understanding of Lise and of his
own feelings” (169), and, as he remained throughout his tortured life, suicidal. In the journal
Haffenden alludes to (and which he quotes from at length), the affair caused Berryman to
conclude, with what he considered at the moment a logical deduction: “I ought reasonably . . . to
kill myself tonight . . . Why don’t I kill myself? What is there to wait for?’’ (qtd. in Haffenden
181). Earlier, he had written of the tryst, “Drink and mistakes and debauchery have left me dry,”
but, tellingly, he adds “only work can save me” (qtd. in Haffenden 180). Berryman staved off
suicide during his 1947 tryst, as he did until 1971, by engaging in psychic exploration by way of
his poetry. Berryman used these sonnets during his extramarital engagement with Chris to work
through both the trauma of his past, the mental illness that had plagued him for his entire life and
would continue to do so, and the trauma of the present, the guilt and shame of engaging in an
affair even as it happened. In fact, the affair spurred Berryman to seek clinical psychiatric help
for the first time in his life.
In engaging in the kinds of psychoautobiographical moves that populate these poems,
Berryman aligns himself with the Confessional poetics. Kelly argues “that Berryman was able to
draw lavishly on his suffering to the benefit of his work . . . there can be no doubt” (5). John
Bayley concludes that both Lowell and Berryman’s poetry have at the core these poets’ “absolute
need of at last finding, and then being, themselves” (79), which means that Berryman, to quote as
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Bayley does one of Berryman’s Dream Songs, will “renounce not even ragged glances, small
teeth, nothing.” Or, as Bayley puts it, “not a hair of their heads” (79). This leaves readers with
“extreme singularity, the Berrymanness of Berryman” (87). Haffenden believes that this “search
for inner reality” (167) reflects the kind of work done in a literal diary, and, linking Sonnets to
Chris to the diaries of Anais Nin, calls this process “recompos[ing] experience into dreams of her
own dreaming, a mythopoeic function . . . a neurotic solution to the problem of living’ (167).
Sonnets to Chris then resembles “a neurotic manifestation” (168). Linking the poems to the
affair, Haffenden concludes that “what must be inferred is that Berryman felt recompensed to the
point of self-gratification by (to appropriate Anais Nin’s phrase) ‘the distillation, the myth, the
poem’ of his adultery” (178). Ernest C. Stefanik agrees, arguing that “the animating drive” of
Berryman’s poetry “by its subjective nature and purpose, is a drive toward the rediscovery of the
self” (36). Stefanik emphasizes that “the poet does not create a world inhabited by fictive
personages but represents his real world of the past and present” (36). Berryman does not create
the characters in the dramatis personae of his poetry, Chris included, out of thin air; they appear
naturally as he engages in the process of self-healing, one characterized by its relation to his real
life “confusion, torment, and anguish; guilt, purgation, and epiphany” (36) and one that shows
him “intent upon unearthing his buried self” (38). In this way, “the poems actualize a tormenting
experience as myth, as art” (Haffenden 168). Berryman saw the composer of his sonnets as a
fictional version of himself:
It was not myself John was now involved with, but some spectral ME that he was daily
re-inventing; that I’d become a vehicle for his energies and problems and inventions . . .
My guess is that while I was away the writing took over, and the resentments multiplied
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and the spectral ME . . . moved into my room & threw my clothes out the window. (qtd.
in Haffenden 195)
This begs the question of Bernard’s quoted earlier: Why sonnets? Importantly, Berryman
chose to go about the process of psychological exploration by way of a sonnet sequence. One
need here only remember that Berryman, as with his Confessional counterparts, needed the
protection from inner chaos that form helped provide. Denis Donoghue observes that for
Berryman, as for all the Confessionals, it “comes to a question of form: how to be free and lawabiding at the same time” (21). As Sharon Bryan argues, Berryman, Lowell, and also Plath,
“‘found’ their own poetic voices by moving from third person and relatively anonymous and
general first person to a specific and autobiographical first person” (143). “The sonnet form
provides a container for powerful emotions” for these poets, according to Bryan, in part because
it “poses demanding technical problems, a “combination of intimacy and formality” that
“enabled Berryman to develop the voice that would, in one form or another, sustain his poetry
from the Sonnets on” (Bryan 146). This conjunction of form and psychological exploration
resulted in poetry that contains what William Wassertrom describes as “measure and balance on
the one hand and, on the other, a scarcely controlled explosion of immoderate passion” (6).
These formal poems make the kind of psychoautobiographical move toward which Edward
Mendelson alludes in his remark that, though “a poem may be autobiographical . . . before
personal experience can fit into a literary form it must endure a cataclysmic transformation” (55).
Berryman believed that “contemporary voices could achieve themselves in so
unfashionable and dated a form as a Petrarchan sonnet” (Levine 22), with “contemporary voices”
here meaning those of the kind of break-through that Plath identifies. This break-through is the
“new” in Berryman’s statement that he “wanted a familiar form in which to put the new. Clearly
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a sonnet sequence” (qtd. in Haffenden 177). Berryman’s sonnets, then, depart from sonnet
sequences of the past because of their Confessional bent. Unlike “the elusive Bard,” David
Weiser comments, Berryman “requires us to see his sonnets as a personal document,” and,
inasmuch as he leans on Shakespeare in the construction of his sonnets, Berryman “has imitated
a model only to represent himself” (134-135). Weiser highlights what he calls the “irrational”
nature of the “persistent sense of guilty underlying the sequence” (143), indicating that
Berryman’s trauma defines the sequence. In fact, although the character of Chris serves as the
subject matter of these poems, she ultimately figures as a player in the larger dramatis personae
of Berryman’s attempt to move past his own trauma.
Sonnets to Chis has often led readers to suggest that for Berryman psychological trauma
becomes a vehicle for experimenting with form, “that the whole enterprise exists,” as Elizabeth
Aldrich puts it, “in order to allow the poet an occasion for his sonnets” (150-151). This idea
represents a significant strand of thought in critical discussion about Sonnets to Chris. According
to Paul Mariani, for instance, the poems quickly take “ascendancy for him over the affair itself”
(Mariani 194). These poems did not function primarily as love poems for Berryman to share with
his amour; instead, as Berryman knew, “turning the affair into art was to admit that the affair had
been played out for ends other than itself” (199). Indeed, Berryman did not intend, as many
amorous sonneteers do, to share the poems with his lover: ‘I’ve no hope now of Her seeing it and
very little of living on the revise and re-order it as it should . . . I may burn it when I finish” (qtd.
in Haffenden 178). Haffenden notes that “absorption in himself was a necessary hazard of
Berryman’s isolation from the subject of his attentions,” and so, “he was obliged to fashion her
out of his fantasy” (176). Citing “Sonnet 88,” which alludes to Cervantes’ Don Quixote, Jerome
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Mazzaro goes further, saying that “Quixote’s being a character in fiction leads Berryman finally
to present his adultery as if it were fictional as well” (117).
Haffenden argues that this makes the sequence “a serial autobiography of developing
coherence and depth” because in it “life yielded to an aesthetic structure under the pressure of
situations and his developing version of those situations” (167). Because “Berryman early
assumed the aspect of spectator of his own drama” (172), “he was able to look coolly at his
affair, in which his behavior was otherwise obsessive to the point of hysteria, as fueling artistic
productivity” (175). His affair with Chris had a circular effect: it both produced trauma (because
it created traumatic guilt) while at the same time provided the possibility to work through that
trauma (because it provided Berryman occasion to engage in poetic psychological exploration).
Following critics as central to Berryman scholarship as Mariani and Haffenden, I see
Sonnets to Chris as being only nominally about Chris, with its primary focus ultimately
Berryman’s psychological state, particularly his traumatic memories about his hospitalization in
a mental institution. Like other Confessional poets, Berryman spent time in and out of such
facilities, and he demonstrates his adherence to the Confessional proclivity to write about mental
illness and the taboo subject of institutionalization in this poem. The inspiration from the poem
came directly out of Berryman’s personal life. Mariani recounts how Berryman related the nature
of his affair and the composition of the sonnets to Sidney Monas in 1947. During this meeting in
July of that year, Berryman also told Monas about a recurring dream that forms the basis of
“Sonnet 79”:
Berryman spoke too of his recurrent dream of finding himself in an asylum, where he had
stolen a quart of milk off a dumbwaiter and then tried to hide it among some copies of the
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New English Dictionary. Then Chris had come up to him [and] taken the milk away from
him. (192-193)
Mariani asks but does not answer questions about the nature of this dream and its transformation
into verse:
A matron’s uniform? Was Chris actually then a substitute for his mother, a way of
approaching the forbidden? And was hiding the milk among a plethora of words his
attempt to translate his sexual theft into poetry? ‘Lord, the dream went exactly into the
sonnet!’ he noted in the manuscript of the poem, surprised at the power of the dream song
he’d written. (193)
As with most critics writing about Sonnets to Chris, Mariani treats the affair itself as a starting
point for investigation of Berryman’s mental state, his inner world, seeing the real-life Chris as
primarily as a means of “approaching the forbidden.” Mariani wonders if this poem functions as
a way for Berryman to explore and attempt to work past his issues with his mother, with Chrisas-mother providing a safer entry point for Berryman into these issues than a direct treatment of
his mother herself. Whether that proves true or not, Mariani makes the move typical for critics
writing about this sequence in seeing the poem as more about Berryman’s history of trauma and
his attempts to work past that trauma rather than about Chris herself. This is “Sonnet #79”:
I dreamt he drove me back to the asylum
Straight after lunch; we stood then at one end,
A sort of cafeteria behind, my friend
Behind me, nuts in groups about the room;
A dumbwaiter with five shelves was waiting (something’s missing here) to take me up—I bend
And lift a quart of milk to hide and tend,
Take with me. Everybody is watching, dumb.
I try to put it first among some wormshot volumes of the N.E.D. I had
On the top shelf—then somewhere else . . . slowly
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Chris comes up in a matron’s uniform
And with a look (I saw once) infinitely sad
In her grey eyes takes it away from me.
As with his Confessional counterparts, Berryman uses form to contain his explorations of his
own trauma. The tension between the chaotic subject matter and the rational sonnet form results
in a unique use of rhyme. The poem’s octave, as Berryman clearly marks it typographically,
consists of two rima bachiata quatrains, and its sestet has a cdecde scheme. This makes
Berryman’s poem fairly standard in the Petrarchan rhyme scheme, for this version of the sestet
represents the language’s most popular sestet rhyme scheme. In this way, Berryman’s poem fits
the Petrarchan conventions perfectly, making it “law-abiding,” to use Donoghue’s phrase. Yet,
the sonnet also sets out to be “free,” Donoghue’s word for the attempt to break away from form.
Although “Sonnet 79” obeys the rhyme scheme of the Petrarchan sonnet, it stretches the
definition of rhyme as far as it can go. The poem’s ‘a’ rhyme shows this clearly, for Berryman
rhymes “asylum” and “room” in the poem’s first quatrain. The “worm”/”uniform” rhyme that
begins the sestet attempts this same feat. In these two rhymes, which set up the reader’s
expectations for the way the poem will use rhyme because they start the sonnet’s two discrete
sections, Berryman shows the struggle between the law-abiding attachment to formal
conventions and the freedom to rebuke those conventions by employing rhymes as slant as
possible while remaining technical within the Petrarchan model. The conventionality of rhymes
such as “end”/”friend” and “had”/”sad,” which immediately follow those slant rhymes, further
inform the reader that this poem will engage in a tug of war between chaos and conformity.
Berryman also uses unconventional means to achieve two of his other rhymes. The octave’s
second quatrain continues the use of the ‘a’ rhyme by way of mid-word enjambment, breaking
“something” across the line to rhyme “some” with “dumb.” In a similarly non-standard move,
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the sestet’s ‘e’ rhyme, “slowly”/”me,” fits the criteria for a successful rhyme but does so by
rhyming a single-syllable stressed word with a two-syllable word where the rhyme falls on the
unstressed syllable. Because the latter comes before the former, the reader has to either read
“slowly” as an iamb when first encountering it, an unnatural reading to say the least, or read it
normally as a trochee and then, upon seeing the “me,” return to it and re-read it as an iamb.
Either way, the rhymes taxes the reader, and, although it fits the standard pattern, it does so in an
extremely uncommon way.
This tug of war between a commitment to form and an exploration of chaos, which comes
directly from the fact that Berryman’s poetry comes from his attempt to use a rational instrument
to work through an irrational mental state, also shows up in the poem’s meter. Overall, the poem
is in iambic pentameter. Some of it, such as lines 3 and 4, can be scanned without difficulty:
A sort of cafeteria behind, my friend
Behind me, nuts in groups about the room;
But some of the lines present metrical problems a reader cannot easily resolve. Line eleven,
which has already received attention because of its unconventional means of creating rhyme,
creates these kinds of problems:
On the top shelf—then somewhere else . . . slowly
One could scan the first two feet a variety of ways, none of them truly intuitive. The next two
feet return to the iambic mold. Finally, the last foot, as discussed, forces the reader to choose
between two equally undesirable scansions, one because of stress and one because of the poem’s
larger rhyme scheme. This five-foot line can function as a summary of the competing lawabiding and free tendencies of the poem on a formal level. Some feet are standard, some rough,
and some genuinely perplexing. The strain between the chaos of the subject matter and the
rationality of its container account for this variety.
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The psychoautobiographical approach of “Sonnet 79” dictates its subject matter. The
dream on which Berryman based his poem already had a psychoautobiographical flavor,
combining as it does the real-life experiences of Berryman’s institutionalization and his affair
with Chris into a joint fantasy that blurs the lines of the real and imagined. The dream, not a reallife event, forms the subject for this poem, but the dream in this poem has the same kind of
“emotional credibility” that Sexton’s possibly fictionalized incest scene does; although Chris
never spent time with Berryman during his time in the mental institution, the dream in this poem
that connects those hospital experiences with the guilt of his adultery stays true to Berryman’s
inner world as he tries to find a way out of his trauma. Although Berryman did not have control
over the original dream, he saw in it the model for a poem that, as with other poems using the
Confessional poetics, could allow him to proceed on his journey toward the discovery of a healed
self. The fact that this dream already engages in the kind of transmuting of real-life materials that
characterizes the Confessional poem likely accounts for Berryman’s ability to use it as the
subject matter for his poem without much alteration. He might then have hardly been surprised to
find that “the dream went exactly into the sonnet.”
The poem elaborates on the dream. It begins with an unnamed character, possibly Monas
himself, driving the speaker “back to the asylum,” emphasizing the relation of this fictional event
to Berryman’s real-life history of institutionalization. The sonnet finds Berryman extremely
concerned with situating the himself in the spatial world. His physical location receives
significant attention, as in this opening line, in which he tells the reader that he has returned to a
place where he has previously spent time. As the octave unfolds, the speaker notes the position
of himself, his friend, and the “nuts in groups” inside of the “room.” He and his friend stand at
one end of the room, with “a sort of cafeteria behind” them, and, he adds, with his “[his] friend /
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Behind [him].” The groups of other patients cluster around the room in groups as the speaker
sees “a dumbwaiter with five shelves,” presumably located in the “sort of cafeteria,” the
vagueness of which highlights for the reader the dream-like nature of the scene. Berryman’s
speaker attempts to take control over the spatial world by obtaining an object and moving its
physical location, in this case “a quart of milk,” which he attempts to place on the “top shelf” of
the dumbwaiter alongside “some worm- / shot volumes of the N.E.D.” He fails in this effort,
however, as Chris, an authority figure by way of her “matron’s uniform,” advances and “takes it
away from [him].” Berryman complicates the physical world of the poem by making the location
of the milk carton uncertain. Although he tries to place it on the dumbwaiter, which must exist
somewhere in the room occupied by his friend and the group of nuts since “everybody is
watching, dumb,” he begins to describe the moment at which Chris takes it away from him by
claiming that it happens “somewhere else.” Of course, “somewhere else” is a relative descriptor.
Still, one has trouble imagining where else the milk carton could be aside from the dumbwaiter
onto which Berryman’s speaker attempts to place it at the moment when Chris arrives. Although
Berryman’s focus on the physical world seems to give the reader a more concrete sense of the
location of the actors and props in the scene, he undercuts the spatial logic of the world with this
“somewhere else,” reminding the reader that the action takes place in a dream world. In doing so,
Berryman demonstrates the psychoautobiographical nature of his sonnet, for, although it appears
at first to take place in a real asylum, it ends up existing in a world that bends the laws of space.
That the poem begins by stating that Berryman’s speaker has previously spent time in this place,
a fictionalized version of the mental institution into which Berryman was actually admitted,
further shows his interest in exploring his own trauma by way of the psychoautobiographical. He
has returned to the site of his trauma (also the physical site of his efforts to work past that
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trauma) now that he has plunged himself headlong into an affair and has begun to experience
new trauma because of it. In truth, he drives himself in this poem back to that imaginary asylum.
“Sonnet 79” ends with a heartbreaking line in which this imaginary version of Chris gives
the speaker “a look . . . infinitely sad” and takes the milk carton away. He has attempted to gain a
semblance of control over a situation in which he otherwise finds himself quite helpless, but even
this he cannot gain. Like Lowell in Greenways, Berryman has had his dignity sapped. His
madness is not romantic but pathetic. He depicts Chris as looking on his helplessness with
sympathy, for she confiscates the carton with a look of sadness, but he also portrays her as bound
to her duties as a matron, and she ultimately chooses to obey the rules of her occupation instead
of allowing him to keep the milk carton, a trivial item with which he cannot harm himself or any
of the other patients. Berryman connects Chris’ look of sadness, which proves her to be
sympathetic to his speaker’s feelings without changing her actions toward him, to the look of
another figure from his past when he adds parenthetically that such a look he “saw once.” One
can only speculate, as Mariani does, where Berryman has seen this look before, but the trauma of
his helplessness remains the same regardless.
Berryman also depicts himself as a character controlled by others in “Sonnet 107,” which
addresses his suicidal tendencies. Berryman alludes to thoughts of suicide in earlier poems in the
sequence, including the mock-cowboy conversation in “Sonnet 102” (“Hide all your arms where
he is bound to pass”), but he displays suicidal ideation most clearly in “Sonnet 107,” as this
poem includes not only the desire to die but also a commitment to a means by which to carry out
the act.
Darling I wait O in my upstairs box
O for your footfall, O for your footfáll
in the extreme heat — I don't mind at all,
it's silence has me and the movement of clocks
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keeping us isolated longer: rocks
did the first martyr and will do to stall
our enemies, I’ll get up on the roof of the hall
and heave freely. The University of Soft Knocks
will headlines in the Times make: Fellow goes mad,
crowd panics, rhododendrons injured. Slow
will flow the obituaries while the facts get straight,
almost straight. He was in love and he was had.
That was it: he should have stuck to his own mate,
before he went a-conning across the sea-O.
As in “Sonnet 79,” Berryman pits formal regularity against irregularity to show the larger fight
between the irrational subject and the rational sonnet. This sonnet also fits the Petrarchan model,
both in terms of rhyme scheme and its octave/sestet arrangement, and it also uses iambic
pentameter as its metrical base. The rhymes prove more conventional in this sonnet, with only
one unusual rhyme, the poem’s last (“sea-O”), which, despite its status as a nonce word, still
partners with its fellow rhyme (“slow”) well enough to avoid the categorization of slant. “Sonnet
107” would prove more conventional when compared to “Sonnet 79” were it not for two
unconventional typographic aspects: the lack of capitalization at the beginning of each new line
and the presence of accent over the ‘a’ at the end of the second line. The former of these two had
become more common by 1947, but Berryman uses majuscules at the beginnings of each line in
most of the sonnets in his sequence, with this poem representing the first that uses minuscules
instead. Even more “chaotic” is the accent in “footfáll.” A poet typically uses an accent such as
this for the purpose of indicating the presence of a stress on an otherwise unstressed syllable, but
“footfall” reads naturally as an iamb, making the accent superfluous. This strikes the reader as
particularly odd because the line consists of the same phrase repeated (“O for your footfall”), and
the occurrence of the word in the first half does not use the accent. The move shows the sort of
playfulness that Berryman also uses in the poem’s last line, which ends in the “sea-O” already
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mentioned, but it also demonstrates his interest in juxtaposing the law-abiding with the free.
Berryman often uses traditionally formal poetic materials, such as stress accents or “O”s, in
untraditional ways in Sonnets to Chris, and thus he allows himself to be both formally rational
and irrational at the same time.
With its explicit reference to suicide, “Sonnet 107” also violates one of Plath’s taboos.
The poem begins by establishing the traumatic state of Berryman’s speaker, who, like the
speaker in “Sonnet 79,” has little control over his situation. This time, still interested in the
physical world of the poem and still positing such a world as dream-like, Berryman begins the
poem crammed into his “upstairs box.” Wracked with the sexual guilt Weiser sees as the major
theme of the sequence, Berryman punishes himself. He waits in this box “in the extreme heat.”
However, this uncomfortable arrangement does not bother him (“I don’t mind at all”), or at least
he says that it doesn’t. Instead, what “has” him is the “silence” of Chris’ absence and “the
movement of clocks / keeping [them] isolated longer.” Berryman waits for Chris to appear, as he
does in many of the sequence’s poems (“Sonnet 77,” “Sonnet 43”), but she does not, as she does
not in those poems. Berryman responds to her absence with thoughts of suicide. Unlike the
general reference to his suicidal state in “Sonnet 102,” Berryman displays suicidal ideation in
this poem. Berryman, Harold Bloom argues, could never discard “all his own mythologies and
personae,” meaning that, at the moment he found himself “confronted” by “dying and death,” he
“could only yield” (4). In this sonnet, he has taken Chris’ absence as a very powerful rejection,
and so he imagines himself yielding. He outlines the method in lines 7-8: “I’ll get up on the roof
of the hall / and heave freely.” The method held importance for Berryman, for when he did
finally commit suicide, he did so in similar fashion, jumping off the Washington Avenue Bridge
in between Minneapolis and St. Paul.
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Read in the context of the history of the sonnet sequence, Berryman’s description of
suicidal ideation makes it clear how the Confessionals’ treatment of suicide departed from
treatments of it by earlier sonneteers. Take, for example, Sir Thomas Wyatt’s sonnet that begins
“The pillar perish’d is whereto I leant”:
The pillar perish’d is whereto I leant;
The strongest stay of mine unquiet mind:
The like of it, no man again can find,
From east to west still seeking though he went.
To mine unhap; for hap away hath rent
Of all my joy the very bark and rind;
And I, alas! by chance am thus assign’ d
Dearly to mourn, till death do it relent.
But since that thus it is by destiny,
What can I more but have a woeful heart;
My pen in plaint, my voice in woeful cry,
My mind in woe, my body full of smart,
And I myself, myself always to hate;
Till dreadful death do ease my doleful state.
Like Berryman, Wyatt finds himself devastated by his romantic situation. In this poem,
Wyatt’s lover has died, but, although he speaks of her as the “pillar” on which his happiness and
mental stability have rested, reading this sonnet in the context of his other sonnets shows the
reader that Wyatt’s relationship with his lover was not so stable. “The pillar perish’d is whereto I
leant” comes only two poems after Wyatt declares his lover a “fire” from which he intends to
“depart” in a sonnet that ends
For he that believeth bearing in hand,
Ploughteth in the water, and soweth in the sand.
The disparity between the two treatments of Wyatt’s lover might cause a reader to think that she
is not the same person who “stays” his “unquiet mind” in the later sonnet, but in the Petrarchan
tradition in which Wyatt wrote this kind of sudden turnaround was fairly standard. “The pillar
perish’d is whereto I leant” is directly based on Petrarch’s sonnet that begins “Broken are the
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lofty column and green laurel.” Such a complete turnaround can take place from poem to poem
owing to the fact that the lover often functions in the poems of Petrarch and Wyatt as a rhetorical
device. One way of reading these sequences is to see the subject of these collections as the minds
of the poet’s themselves, and so they use the lover as a way to investigate the range of human
emotions. One can see then why Confessional scholars feel compelled to demonstrate how the
Confessional movement represents something new, for Petrarch’s and Wyatt’s use of the figure
of the lover looks very similar to Berryman’s. Though all three wrote poems ostensibly about
their lovers, the inner world of the poet forms the focus of these poems. The difference between
Berryman and poets in the Petrarchan tradition does not come from the use of the lover as a
rhetorical device, for they share this. The difference comes from the use of mental illness as a
rhetorical device.
Wyatt’s “The pillar perish’d is whereto I leant” (and, to a lesser extent, the Petrarch poem
that served as his model) depicts the speaker as suicidal. The death of his lover has stripped his
life of joy, and he longs now for death. Emotional agony brought on by the lover stands as a
common theme for sonneteers writing in the Petrarchan tradition, and their descriptions of such
agony often reaches the kind of heights one finds in a Confessional poem. In the sestet of
Wyatt’s sonnet, he exhibits symptoms that Berryman suffered as a part of his mental illness: selfhatred, hopelessness, anhedonia. Wyatt’s speaker believes that he will never again experience
true happiness, and, as a result, he wishes to die. Death alone will relieve the anguish he
describes so vividly in this sonnet’s sestet. Yet, although the speaker in Wyatt’s poem makes this
claim strongly, his wish for death feels quite different from Berryman’s. In the former case,
suicide is the logical solution to a highly dramatized emotional state; only when Wyatt’s speaker
dies will his “doeful” state be “eased,” and only death can “relent” the pain he experiences. As
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with other sonneteers working with Petrarch as their foundational material, Wyatt’s pain has a
strongly rhetorical aspect. It is not so much that the reader does not believe that these poets really
suffered as much as it is that the reader sees in their poetry that this pain has been rhetorized.
Berryman’s suicidal feelings do not receive this sort of rhetorization, and thus he deromanticizes his own emotional torment. Suicide does not take the place of the logical result of a
rhetorical situation in “Sonnet 107.” If anything, it is the opposite, given that Chris has not died
or definitively told him that their relationship has ended. More importantly, Berryman’s suicidal
intentions are clearly not just talk. One feels unsure whether the speaker in Wyatt’s sonnet
seriously considers suicide. Even if he does, he does not show any of the signs of suicidal
ideation; he has not decided how or where he will commit suicide. Berryman does show signs of
suicidal ideation, and the reader does not need to know that the real-life Berryman committed
suicide to see the difference.
Although Berryman does not kill himself in this sonnet, he describes his intention to do
so and what will result afterward in great detail. He imagines the event as one of national
importance (it will “headlines in the Times make”) and even goes so far as to write a comedic
summary of that newspaper article. Berryman discusses his mental illness freely even in this
mock summary, which begins “Fellow goes mad.” The impetus for the act surely stems in large
part from his loneliness and Chris’ rejection, but his guilt from the affair also plays a large role in
his fictionalized suicide. The poem ends with a damning criticism of Berryman’s extramarital
activities: “He should have stuck to his own mate, / before he went a-conning across the sea-O,”
and Berryman highlights the importance of this aspect of his inner world during the process of
his psychological exploration of Chris’ rejection and his guilt about the affair by giving it the
final word on both his death and, in this fictional retrospective, his life: “That was it.”
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Both “Sonnet 79” and “Sonnet 107” record the experience of the inner world of
Berryman’s mind while he works through his suicidal thoughts, even as he at the same time
engages in real-life activities that breed more trauma. Berryman’s mental illness serves as the
focus for these poems, even those that do not explicitly treat it, for, as critics have argued from
the beginning, Berryman’s poetic accounts of his affair with Chris was more about his own
psychological journey and the poems that such a journey would produce. Berryman, like his
Confessional contemporaries, found the sonnet a useful tool for conducting such selfexplorations, for in form he could allow himself the chance to be chaotic while avoiding selfdisintegration.
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CONCLUSION
When I first started this dissertation, I did so with the intention of outlining a gap that I
saw in literary criticism and then beginning the process of filling it. I had been working on a
larger project that would attempt to cover the entire history of the sonnet in English, from 1557
to the present day, when I discovered that little criticism has been written about the use of the
form in the twentieth century. Although this did catch me off guard, I cannot say that it truly
surprised me. I had long suspected that critics have not properly appreciated the formal
achievement of twentieth-century poetry, and this only confirmed that suspicion. The failure of
critics to produce a significant body of scholarship about the twentieth-century sonnet
demonstrates on a small scale the larger lack of such criticism about the twentieth century’s
contribution to the formal tradition in English. I found this gap particularly troubling as it
concerned the sonnet given the form’s frequent use by all but a few of the century’s major poets,
and so I set out to do something about it.
The first version of this dissertation focused much on Modernism’s perceived status as
the predominant literary aesthetic of the twentieth century and how that perception has impacted
the amount of criticism written about formal poetry during the period. Following Diepeveen, I
wrote about how many critics have taken the “victory of free verse” narrative at face value and
how this has resulted in a lack of sufficient criticism about the use of the sonnet during the
twentieth century. This became the justification for the rest of the project. Because critics have
neglected the twentieth-century version of the form, I needed to step in and create criticism that
would fill in the gap. My readings of Teasdale, the Harlem Renaissance, and the Confessionals
all served this broader goal.
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Establishing the dearth of criticism about the twentieth-century sonnet proved tricky, as
anyone who has ever set out to prove that something does not exist in sufficient quantity will
know. It was not until the later stages of the project that my committee helped me realize that
proving the non-existence of this criticism was never the true goal of my work. It was my
motivation, certainly, and I find it hard, even now, to talk about the form in the twentieth century
without alluding to its critical neglect. This neglect appears to me such an egregious oversight
that naming it and explaining how it came to be seems like work that I must undertake before I
can accomplish anything else. But, as my readings of these poets unfolded, the focus of the
dissertation shifted, if it had ever truly had this gap as its focus at all. The poetry itself, not the
shadow of its critical neglect, always stood at the center of my work. I did not see the disconnect
between my introduction, which focused mainly on the gap, and the body of my project, which
focused mainly on the poems themselves, until my committee pointed it out to me. One of the
members told me that my project doesn’t say “Look what isn’t there!” but, instead, “Look what I
found!” and that my introduction needed to reflect this.
What I found has turned out to be much more meaningful than identifying something that
has not happened in literary criticism. I had always had in mind the ongoing relevance of the
sonnet from the beginning of the twentieth century, on through Modernism, and all the way to
present day. I had always known that twentieth century enriched and transformed the genealogy
of the form. But I had not truly comprehended the centrality of the form to the formal tradition in
English. Previous versions of my dissertation began with claims such as “practically every major
English poet wrote at least one sonnet” or “sonnets represent some of the language’s most
important contributions to literature” or “a sonnet anthology reads like a primer for verse in
English.” That is, very big and very hard to prove claims. My desire to make these sorts of
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claims has come from my growing recognition that the sonnet form has stood at the heart of
poetry in English for the last five centuries. Even now, one can find sonnets taking up substantial
space in the most recent winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, Tyehimba Jess’ Olio. All of the
big claims that once filled my introduction ultimately boil down to one claim: the sonnet has
been extremely important to poetry in English since 1557 and that continues to be true to this
day.
The importance of the sonnet to the twentieth century cannot be proven with hard
numbers. The easiest way to see how important the sonnet was to twentieth-century poetry is to
talk about twentieth-century poets who wrote sonnets and explain why the sonnet form held
significance for them. This is what I have done in my discussions of Teasdale’s sonnets, as well
as the use of the form by the Harlem Renaissance and the Confessionals. In these readings, I
have shown that the form meant much to some of the century’s most essential poets. The work
that I have not done, the work that remains to be done, is to show that the form also meant much
to other important poets from the period. Schools of poets, such as the Fugitive poets and the
New Formalists, and individual poets, such as E.E. Cummings and James Merrill, have found the
form as irresistible as their predecessors. Even William Carlos Williams, possibly the form’s
most vocal opponent since Samuel Johnson, ended up composing a few sonnets. The next move
is to apply the same comparative close reading methodology that I have used in this dissertation
to explore the relationships among twentieth-century sonneteers, as well as the relationships that
these sonnets have with sonnets written in previous centuries.
I no longer feel compelled to prove that the twentieth-century sonnet exists nor to attack
critics for failing to discuss it. Instead, I want to investigate what twentieth-century sonnets look
like, how twentieth-century sonneteers are and are not like one another, and the unique place that
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the twentieth-century sonnet holds in the history of the form. What I have found (and what I will
find) is worth reading because the twentieth-century sonnet is worth reading. No other reason is
necessary.
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